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Introduction 
 

Vision Statement_____________________________________________________________________ 

To preserve the rural and community character of Kent County by encouraging the most appropriate use 
of land, water, and other resources that protects the County's natural, historic, and cultural resources, 
allows for economic opportunity, preserves farmland, manages growth, and provides a safe sustainable 
environment in which all citizens may live, work, shop, learn, and play. 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

The Comprehensive Plan tells the story of Kent County. It begins with a discussion of where we are 
today and proceeds to describe the County and community we want to be 30 years from now. The story 
is not just about land use and zoning but how the County can best serve its population in all areas 
including parks and recreation, infrastructure investment, protection of natural resources, sustaining our 
rural character, and public safety. It is a strategic plan designed to identify goals and challenges 
throughout the County and offer solutions.   

Comprehensive Plans often develop around a theme and in 2018 the overarching theme is sustainable 
economic growth and job creation. The policies and implementation actions discussed in this Plan are 
intended to guide development and investment in the County to support economic growth and enhance 
quality of life for all residents. Economic growth whether in the County or its municipalities that respects 
the character of the area will serve all citizens.  

In addition, the policies and implementation actions discussed throughout are designed to foster the 
creation of sustainable communities and the preservation of natural resources as well as the County’s 
rural character. There is an emphasis on providing adequate infrastructure as well as a variety of 
nonresidential services, both public and private, for existing, planned, and anticipated development 
within growth areas. There is also an emphasis on further refining the County’s growth boundaries to 
serve two primary purposes: (1) efficiently direct public investments in infrastructure of all types and (2) 
protect the County’s agricultural industry and natural resources from encroaching development.   

The comprehensive planning effort has been a community-wide endeavor encompassing surveys, public 
workshops, social media, and public hearings. Three online surveys were distributed to the community 
in an effort to identify and refine areas of concern and priorities.  The first survey was available from 
August 2017 to January 2017, resulted in 579 responses, and is included as Appendix A.  The second 
survey was available from January 2017 through July 2017, yielded 579 responses, and is included as 
Appendix B.  The third and final survey was available through March and April 2018, yielded 168 results, 
and is included as Appendix D. 
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While participants in the process often have differing opinions or interests, articulating a plan reflecting 
the interests of the public at large is an exercise in vision and compromise. The resulting policies and 
recommendations should be used not just in land use decisions but also in capital planning and 
investment to benefit those who live and work in Kent County.   
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Chapter 1 

Population & 

Demographics 
 

 

Overview______________________________________________________________________________ 

The foundation of comprehensive planning is the people within a community and how they interact with 
the built and natural environment. To adequately plan, one must have an understanding of the 
population and their needs with respect to housing, employment, and services whether public or 
private. Examining the evolution of Kent County and how it has affected current conditions is essential 
in developing a plan for the future. There are a number of factors that affect the population in any given 
area including birth/death rates, in/out migration, and presence of adequate housing and jobs. Past and 
current trends are analyzed to project what the makeup and subsequent needs of the County will be in 
the future. 

The data used in the Plan were taken from multiple sources. Primary among them is the US Census 
Bureau which provides much of the data within this chapter both from the 2010 Census and their 
intercensal projections. In addition, the Delaware Population Consortium (DPC) is charged with 
projecting population and household data throughout the State of Delaware. The DPC is staffed by the 
Center for Applied Demography and Survey Research (CADSR) at the University of Delaware. More 
information about the Center and their projection methods can be found at www.cadsr.udel.edu. The 
DPC released single and five year population and household projections through 2050 in October of 
2016 which are used throughout the Plan. 
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Population Growth__________________________________________________________________ 

Kent County is projected to remain the smallest county but the growth rate is expected to remain steady 
due largely to in-migration.   

Population Projections 
  1990 2000 2010 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 

Kent County 
          

110,993 
110,993 

126,697
126,697 

162,978
162,310 

176,716
173,529 

187,920
180,912 

196,219
193,038 

206,861
202,731 

215,279
210,262 

Sussex County 
          

113,229 
113,229 

            
156,638 
156,638 

197,888
197,145 

215,622
215,622 

230,338
229,479 

249,292
248,810 

261,426
258,760 

270,421
265,370 

New Castle 
County 

          
441,946 
441,946 

            
500,265 
500,265 

538,912
538,479 

556,999
556,786 

574,407
572,820 

600,076
595,664 

610,460
603,677 

609,921
601,292 

State of 
Delaware 

          
666,168 
666,168 

783,600
783,600 

899,778
897,934 

949,337
945,937 

989,665
983,211 

1,045,5
871,014,

667 

1,078,9
271,065,

168 

1,095,6
211,076,

924 
Sources: US Census Bureau and Delaware Population Consortium 2016 2017 Annual Projections 

 

 

 

Growth Rate           

 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 
Kent County 7.77% 5.96% 4.23% 5.14% 3.91% 

Sussex County 8.22% 6.39% 7.60% 4.64% 3.33% 
New Castle County 3.25% 3.03% 4.28% 1.70% -0.09% 

Delaware 5.22% 5.22% 5.35% 3.09% 1.52% 
Source: Delaware Population Consortium Annual Estimates 2017 

 -
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Gender Distribution_________________________________________________________________ 

Women continue to outnumber men and are estimated to comprise just over 52% of the 
population in 2050. 

 

  201000 20102015 2020 2030 2040 2050 

Male 61,30078,407 78,39484,587 86,62488,513 92,43093,856 97,04598,840 100,706102,874 

Female 65,80384,571 84,57192,129 94,28896,407 100,608102,363 105,686108,021 109,556112,405 

Source: Delaware Population Consortium 2016 Annual Projections 

 

 

Age Distribution_____________________________________________________________________ 

The population is aging which brings about specific economic and service concerns. As driving becomes 
a challenge, alternative modes of transportation and proximity to medical providers, shopping, and 
recreation become priorities.  Alternative housing options such as smaller lots, multi-family units, and in-
law suites (accessory apartments) can become attractive for empty nesters. In addition, the ability to 
age in place and retrofit existing housing to address mobility challenges should be an option for 
residents. These are elements that should be considered as new development, both residential and 

0.00%
2.00%
4.00%
6.00%
8.00%

10.00%

2015 2020 2030 2040
2050
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Delaware

Kent County

Sussex County

0

50,000
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150,000

2010 2015 2020 2030
2040

2050
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commercial, is designed as well as when investment is made in new infrastructure ranging from roads to 
parks.   

At the same time, economic development and job growth remain priorities in order to attract more 
working age adults to the County as well as encourage graduates to stay and make a life here.  
Community design and amenities are also no small part of what can attract young people to the County.   

 

Source: Delaware Population Consortium 2017 Annual Projections 

 

 

Race & Ethnicity_____________________________________________________________________ 

Much like the national trend Kent County is diversifying. The greatest increase is projected in the 
Hispanic community (274% between 2010 and 2050). In addition, the White (non-Hispanic) population is 
projected to decrease by 4% between 2010 and 2050. The County currently has a Language Access Plan 
(LAP) but must be mindful to keep it updated and be prepared to provide services to citizens for whom 
English is a second language. 

  

28% 29% 27% 25% 24% 22% 

20% 21% 22% 20% 19% 19% 

13% 14% 13% 14% 13% 13% 

14% 13% 14% 12% 13% 13% 

16% 14% 15% 17% 16% 17% 

9% 9% 10% 12% 14% 16% 

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

2010 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050

70 & up

55-69

45-54

35-44

20-34

0-19

 
2010 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 

0-19 45,924 50,919 49,958 49,907 49,086 48,367 
20-34 32,458 37,001 39,991 39,903 39,802 39,883 
35-44 20,566 24,823 23,116 26,584 27,530 27,768 
45-54 23,227 23,533 25,646 23,106 27,178 28,059 
55-69 25,941 24,990 28,369 34,034 34,030 37,579 

70 & UP 14,862 15,450 17,840 22,685 29,235 33,623 
TOTALS: 162,978 176,716 184,920 196,219 206,861 215,279 
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Racial Composition  

 2010 2016 2020 2030 2040 2050 

White (non-hispanic) 106,435 109,964 110,268 109,974 107,392 103,207 

Black / African-American 
(non-hispanic) 38,246 

46,105 49,319 55,701 60,616 64,435 

Other Races (non-hispanic) 8,881 10,559 11,229 11,266 13,145 14,748 

Hispanic Population 9,416 12,437 14,104 19,278 25,708 32,889 

Total 162,978 179,065 184,920 196,219 206,861 215,279 

Source: Delaware Population Consortium 2017 Annual Projections 
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Chapter 2  

Economic Development 

 

 
Overview______________________________________________________________________________ 

Public outreach revealed economic development and job creation as clear top priorities. Public outreach 
also revealed a community interest in investing in and strengthening existing communities as well as 
utilizing existing resources and infrastructure rather than expanding outward or building new.   

 

 

Source: Survey 2 

8.87% 6.26% 

8.17% 

38.26% 
16.52% 

21.91% 

What is the biggest issue facing Kent County? 

Traffic Congestion

Agricultural Preservation

Environmental Protection / Preservation of Open Space

Creation of Local Jobs

Reduction of Sprawl Type Development / Growth Mgmt

Revitalization of Existing Communities
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Source: Survey 1 

 

Source: Survey 2 

The Kent Economic Partnership has identified 3 key economic strategic initiatives: (1) Business 
Retention, (2) Business Expansion, and (3) Business Recruitment and Development. Some key elements 
of the strategy include support for the Downtown Development District program, support and 
expansion of the agricultural industry through development of the Food Innovation District, continual 
improvement of the permitting process, and successful marketing of Kent County’s strengths. 

Economic development is more than simply supporting business in the County; it is also the creation of 
well-paying jobs. An economic development strategy must balance many important interests such as 
preserving small-town charm and rural character, promoting the industry of agriculture, preserving 

27.54% 

26.15% 
37.92% 

8.38% 

What do you consider the biggest threat to Kent County? 

Uncontrolled Growth

Loss of Farmland / Open Space

Lack of Strength in County's Economic Base

Loss of Community Identity

11.60% 

18.28% 

29.88% 

15.99% 

11.95% 

12.30% 

Redevelop former industrial sites

Refurbish older buildings for new uses

Promote business expansion/retention programs

Support business district revitalization

Redevelop existing retail centers

Maintain and improve established neighborhoods

0.00% 5.00% 10.00% 15.00% 20.00% 25.00% 30.00% 35.00%

What should be the County's top priority in 
economic development?  
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historic resources, providing educational opportunity, maintaining infrastructure, investing in 
community facilities, and offering employment for a diverse and qualified workforce. There are myriad 
tools discussed throughout the Comprehensive Plan that the County can use to create an environment 
conducive to economic development including investment in infrastructure and community facilities, 
updated zoning ordinances, zoning classifications, and predictability in the land use process overall.    

 

Income and Education______________________________________________________________ 

Educational Attainment 

 

     Source: 2015 American Community Survey 1-Year Estimates 

An educated and highly skilled workforce is essential to economic development and business growth. 
Kent County is on par with the State and country with regard to citizens with a high school diploma or 
greater (86.6%, 88.3%, and 86.7% respectively). However, only 22.8% of County residents have a 
Bachelor’s degree or higher as opposed to 30% of State residents, and 29.7% of residents nationwide. 
While 13.7% of the County population has not achieved a high school diploma, the percentage is lower 
than the 20.6% reflected in the 2008 Comprehensive Plan.   

Since 2010, Kent County's average median income has grown by 3.37%, which falls behind the State and 
neighboring counties' growth rates by 2%.  

13.70% 

33.50% 

21.80% 

8.50% 

14.40% 

8.40% 

11.70% 

31.10% 

19.70% 

7.50% 

17.80% 

12.20% 

13.30% 

27.80% 

21.10% 

8.10% 

18.50% 

11.20% 

0.00% 10.00% 20.00% 30.00% 40.00%

Less than High School Graduate

High School Graduate

Some College, No Degree

Associates Degree

Bachelor’s Degree 

Graduate or Professional Degree

United States State of Delaware Kent County
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 Kent County New Castle County Sussex County State of Delaware 
2010 $53,183 $62,474 $51,046 $57,599 
2015 $54,976 $65,476 $53,751 $60,509 

Growth in $ $1,793 $3,002 $2,705 $2,910 
Growth % 3.3% 5% 5% 5% 

Source: 2015 ACS 1-Year Estimates, 2010 ACS 1-Year Estimates 

According to the 2015 ACS 1-Year Estimates, 13.5% of Kent County's population is considered to be 
living in poverty, a 2.3% increase since 2010. The percentage of households receiving Supplemental 
Nutrition Assistance increased from 12.3% in 2010 to 16.4% in 2015.  

 

Employment__________________________________________________________________________ 

With respect to employment trends, the County has seen moderate increases in the public 
administration, arts & entertainment, education, and health care professions. The most substantial 
increase has been in the relatively lower paid retail trade. There continue to be losses in the 
construction sector even with the recovery of the real estate market after the recession. Other 
industries have seen small losses since 2010. 

It is also notable that unemployment in Kent County exceeds both the national and State rates although 
not by a substantial margin.   

Unemployment Rate as of November 2017 
Sussex County 4.5% 
Kent County 4.3% 
New Castle 4% 

State of Delaware 4.1% 
United States 4.1% 

DE Department of Labor & U.S. Department of Labor 

On a positive note, there have been more than 200 approvals of home-based businesses over the last 
ten years. Those include home occupations such as family day cares, professional offices, and home-
based contractors. These are uses that are designed to have no impact on the surrounding area and 
offer citizens an opportunity to engage in business with lower start-up and operational costs.   

These small businesses are often successful enough to enable opportunities for growth as they expand 
from neighborhoods into commercial areas.  Given the makeup of Kent County, small and medium sized 
businesses provide the most growth potential which strengthens the overall local economy.   

While larger businesses in the County tend to get the most attention and have generally been stable, the 
stability and growth of small and midsized businesses is encouraging as well. There is fluctuation among 
businesses with fewer than 20 employees, but in the aggregate the number of businesses is growing and 
it is entirely likely that some of those businesses continued to grow and enter into the categories with 
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more employees. Ultimately, if small business creation and growth is the backbone of a healthy diverse 
economy, the County, Kent Economic Partnership, and Greater Kent Committee should include them in 
strategic planning, outreach, and support efforts.   

Employment Size of Establishment 
Number of Establishments 

2008 2012 2015 Change 
1 to 4 employees 1,674 1,615 1,756 5% 
5 to 9 employees 658 639 632 -4% 

10 to 19 employees 460 424 432 -6% 
1 to 19 employees (combined) 2,792 2,678 2,820 1% 

20 to 49 employees 298 289 339 12% 
50 to 99 employees 87 84 94 7% 

100 to 249 employees 57 49 50 -14% 
250 to 499 employees 12 10 11 -9% 
500 to 999 employees 5 5 5 0% 

1,000 employees or more 3 4 4 25% 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2015 County Business Patterns 

Economic Development Opportunities__________________________________________ 

Business Incubator 
Business incubators are designed to be proactive, supportive environments that promote business 
opportunity, job creation, and economic prosperity. They seek to provide economies of scale by locating 
several early stage businesses within affordable shared space under one roof. This allows multiple 
businesses to develop new ventures by lowering startup costs, conserving cash, and reducing potentially 
high service fees associated with single business startups. Typically, incubators provide multiple 
advantages including leases at or below market level rents, low costs for shared general services 
(security, meeting rooms, telephones, WIFI, copiers, cleaning services, reception areas), managerial 
consulting, business plan development, and mentor relationships.   

In an effort to support small business, Kent County is planning to utilize vacant office space in the 
Administrative Complex to create the Emerging Enterprise Development Center (EEDC). In addition to 
offering low cost space, the County is partnering with the University of Delaware’s Small Business 
Development Center to provide onsite business training and consultation services for tenants of the 
EEDC. 
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Downtown Development Districts 
The County has a long history of recognizing the essential role strong towns play in strengthening the 
economic outlook of the County. Given that infrastructure is key to supporting economic growth, 
municipalities are well placed to accommodate new development. Supporting our towns works to 
support all of Kent County and care should be 
taken to avoid making land use decisions that 
compete with the municipalities.  

Smyrna, Dover, Harrington, and Milford have 
designated Downtown Development Districts 
(DDD) enabling property and business owners 
to leverage both State and County funds for 
improvements and expansion. The DDD 
program is a State designation and rebate 
program toward which the County is leveraging 
funds for projects meeting the State’s criteria. 
Since the inception of the DDD program, the County has invested just over $98,000 to support 11 
commercial and residential projects in the Districts. Continued support of the DDD program benefits the 
entire County.     
 

Broadband Expansion 
Kent County remains largely rural and low density in nature which presents specific challenges to 
economic development. One way to support existing businesses and potentially attract new technology-
dependent business is through expansion of high speed broadband. According to a 2014 study 
completed by the Center for Urban and Regional Affairs at the University of Minnesota entitled, Findings 
on the Economic Benefits of Broadband Expansion to Rural and Remote Areas, small communities and 
surrounding rural areas with access to high speed broadband realize short and long term economic 
benefits including: 

v Economic Growth 
Ø Employment growth  
Ø New businesses established 
Ø Existing business growth 
Ø Increased housing rents 
Ø Higher average incomes 
Ø Increased population growth 

 

v Education and Labor Market Advantage 
Ø Rural areas can be attractive to business because of lower property and labor costs but there is 

often a shortage of skilled labor. 
Ø High speed broadband offers opportunities for web based education and job training. 

 

Downtown Milford 
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Food Innovation District 
Agriculture remains the largest industry in Kent County and both the State and County have made a 
significant investment in preserving farmland. The development of the Food Innovation District is an 
effort to capitalize on and expand opportunities for the agricultural industry.  The vision for the District 
is as follows: 

Create a thriving economy, a sense of place and sustainability for Kent County, the 
country, and the planet through food systems rooted in this region and centered on food 
that is healthy, green, fair and affordable.   

The project includes five objectives: 
1. Foster collaboration and partnering between stakeholders. 
2. Provide innovative research, resources and solutions. 
3. Aid in profitability of Agricultural and Food Industries. 
4. Enable food business incubation and expansion. 
5. Stimulate and support sustainable economic growth. 

 

Opportunities for Collaboration 
There are a number of organizations outside of county and municipal governments working to advance 
economic development and community revitalization efforts. Three such organizations include the 
Central Delaware Chamber of Commerce, Greater Kent Committee (GKC), and the Kent Economic 
Partnership (KEP). The GKC is a non-profit membership organization created in the late 1980’s by CEO 
and top business executives in Central Delaware with a mission to: 

· Recognize community, social & economic opportunities 

· Assist in resolving these issues and fulfilling any opportunities 

· Find broad and sound solutions  

The KEP is a non-profit organization created to help support and expand business interests throughout 
central Delaware. The Partnership is supported by a team of business leaders from all over Kent County, 
whose mission is to create a business environment supportive of the entrepreneurial spirit. The 
Chamber of Commerce, GKC, and KEP work collaboratively with the County and increasingly with 
municipalities.   

The Greater Kent Committee recently commissioned Rockport Analytics to complete an economic 
development analysis and strategic plan for the County.  They reviewed key economic data and 
interviewed businesses within the County as well as business leaders in surrounding states.  Their 
research revealed specific economic sectors the County should target that would support existing 
businesses currently importing such services:   

1. Business and Legal Services (Computer design & programming, Scientific, R&D Services, 
Employment/HR Services, Advertising/PR, Legal Services, Accounting Services, Building Services; 
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2. Distribution, Warehousing, Logistics (Wholesale Trade, Logistics & Trucking, Warehousing & 
Storage); and  

3. Health Care (Offices of Physicians, Outpatient Care Facilities, Nursing & Community Care, 
Medical & Diagnostic Labs). 

Rockport Analytics also identified specific challenges to attracting business to Kent County including: 

1. Workforce attraction, development; 
2. Quality of life (cultural, arts, recreations, shopping, health care); 
3. Evolving broadband infrastructure; 
4. Access to travel infrastructure; and 
5. Need to change the traditional post-secondary curriculum for targeted workforce. 

In response to those challenges, two additional economic sectors were identified as targets: 

1. Education & Skills Development (Computer & Management Training/Technical Schools, 
Educational Support Services, Elementary & Secondary Education, Scientific  Research & 
Development Services, Child Day Care Services); and 

2. Quality of Life (Restaurants & Catering, Underserved Retail, Arts/Cultural/Recreation, Non-
Gaming Entertainment). 

In summary, economic development is community development and all of the other elements discussed 
in this Comprehensive Plan are essential to support a successful economic development effort.  

 

Ultimately, the goal is to foster partnerships among local growers, producers, wholesalers, retailers, and 
academic institutions in the areas of training, business services, technical/manufacturing, and social 
community as illustrated in the following chart of Services and Activities: 

Training Business Services Technical/Manufacturing Social/Community 

Food Preparation Business Planning, 
Coaching Aggregation/Distribution Farmer’s Market 

Small Farm Assistance Sales, Marketing Product or Concept Development; 
Technical Support CSA’s 

Food Safety Regulatory Guidance Shared-Use Kitchen Food Bank 

Disciplinary Subject 
Materials Supplier Sourcing Incubator (concept to graduation) Soup Kitchen 

Workforce 
Development Consumer Testing Light/Heavy Processing, Co-

packing/manufacturing Community Garden 

  HACCP Planning, Sensory Testing, 
Shelf-life Testing Composting 

  Storage (cold and dry)  
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Ultimately, the Food Innovation District can serve the County by both expanding opportunities for local 
growers, creating opportunities for new food related business ventures, and expand access to healthy 
food for the community.   

 

Existing Resources__________________________________________________________________ 

In order to inform statewide planning and economic development efforts, the Office of State Planning 
Coordination (OSPC) began a project in February of 2017 to identify and map vacant and available 
commercial and industrial land and buildings1. Kent County was chosen as a pilot for this effort and the 
project to date has involved a GIS analysis of vacant and underutilized commercial and industrial land in 
the Route 13 / Route 1 corridor from Smyrna to Milford. In addition, for sale and for lease vacant 
commercial and industrial buildings throughout Kent County were identified and mapped. 

Because no definitive real estate data source exists for this information, OSPC collected GIS data on 
commercial and industrial zoning, reviewed aerial photos from 2012, and reviewed various commercial 
real estate sources from the internet and local realtors. An OSPC staff person field-verified many of the 
for sale and for lease properties. Their preliminary findings reveal: 

Vacant Commercial / Industrial Lands: The GIS analysis focused only on the Route 13 / 
Route 1 corridor from Smyrna to Milford, including all of Route 13 in Dover. Within this 
corridor, the analysis identified 1,882 acres of vacant commercial or industrially zoned 
land. In addition, there were 593 acres of commercial or industrially zoned land that 
were only partially built-out, and thus 
capable of additional future 
development. For perspective, 
consider that in this corridor all 
currently constructed commercial and 
industrial facilities are on 1,749 acres 
of land. The greatest amount of the 
vacant or partially built-out lands 
were in the Kent County jurisdiction, 
followed by Milford, Dover and 
Smyrna. 

                                                           
1 Disclaimer: This is a pilot project that was completed by the OSPC. The data presented represent a snapshot in 
time, with the vacant lands being completed in February 2017 and the fore-sale/lease building square footage 
completed in April of 2017. Due to the lack of a definitive real estate data source, this project relied upon an 
analysis of many different data sources as well as field verification. As  such, this data should be used with caution, 
understanding that this analysis represents an overall indication of the quality and location of these lands and 
buildings but it is not a completely accurate or definitive source. Some lands and buildings were probably not 
captured in the analysis due to limitations in the data sources, the age of the aerials, the time available to field 
verify, and human error. 
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The City of Milford specifically has 386 +/- acres of underutilized or vacant commercial 
land available for development, of which 256 +/- acres are located along the Route 1 
corridor. For comparison purposes, the City only has 304 +/- acres of commercial land 
currently developed. 

For Sale and For Lease Building Space: The project area was the entire County, including 
the municipalities. The analysis identified 2,915,000 square feet of existing building 
space for sale or for lease. More than half of this space was in Dover, with Kent County 
and Smyrna also having a noteworthy amount of available building space. For 
perspective, consider that the Christiana Mall (the enclosed portion) is 1.2 million 
square feet in size. 

In addition, there are numerous industrial and business parks throughout the County, many of which 
have available space and supporting infrastructure. (see Map 2B) 

Existing Resources 

Office/Industrial 
Park 

Description of Opportunity for Supporting 
Economic Development Target Industries 

Duck Creek 
Professional Campus 

Proposed project (~200 acres) located just off of SR 
1, just north of Kent/New Castle line focused on 

upscale office and light manufacturing operations.  
This is an ideal location to begin attracting college-

educated talent down from central New Castle 
County toward Kent County. 

New Tech. Manufacturing/ 
Financial Service Back Office/ 

Professional Services/ 
Publishing 

Smyrna Health & 
Wellness Center 

Under construction in downtown Smyrna with 
108,000 SF of space for medical offices. Professional Services 

Smyrna 
Industrial Park 

Park nearly full with one offering of a 30,000 SF 
‘build to suit’ building. 

Traditional Mfg./New Tech. Mfg./ 
Financial Service Back Office/ 

Professional Services/Publishing/ 
Warehousing Operations 

Central Delaware 
Industrial Park 

Older park with variety of traditional manufacturing 
operations with very littlesome room for expansion. No Space Available6 lots available 

McKee 
Industrial Park 

Former Playtex (older building) warehouse being 
subdivided. Currently up to 425,000 SF of space is 
available for warehousing or light manufacturing. 

Traditional Manufacturing 

Former 
Sara Lee Building 

Former Sara Lee site (older building) on 40 acres of 
land and a rail siting. Facility currently being 

subdivided with ~100,000 SF available. 

Traditional Manufacturing/ 
Warehousing Operations 

Enterprise 
Industrial Park 

Existing complex (portion was utilized by Client 
Logic). Currently up to 100,000 SF of space is 

available. 

Traditional Manufacturing/ 
 Financial Service Back Office/ 

Publishing/ 
Warehousing Operations 

West Side 
Development 

Project 

Encompasses a 10-acre site, Lincoln Park Center, 
which is targeted for office and light industrial. 

Approximately 1/3 of the area has been acquired by 
the Downtown Dover Development Corp. 

Traditional Manufacturing/ 
New Tech. Manufacturing/ 

Financial Service Back Office/ 
Professional Services/Publishing 

Eden Hill Farm 
Proposed project that will include different 

residential options as well as professional offices 
(~150,000 SF) at the front of the property – 

Professional Services 
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primarily for medical office use. 

Creekside Center Under construction multiple building office complex 
with 120,000 SF for medical and professional offices. Professional Services 

Blue Hen 
Corporate 
Office Park 

Former mall property converted to office 485,000 SF 
office complex. There are 200,000+ SF available 

including the 79,000 SF Bank of America customer 
service center. 

Financial Service Back Office/ 
Professional Services 

Garrison Oaks 
385 acre farm adjacent to SR 1 and White Oak Road 

purchased by the City of Dover for office and 
technology company attraction. 

New Tech. Manufacturing/ 
Professional Services 

Kent County 
Aeropark 

Existing industrial park with multiple tenants. Sunroc 
building (224,000 SF) Monster Racing building plus 

40 acres are available for industrial operation. 
Potential to subdivide building and interior is 

predominantly open space. Additional land parcels 
available nearby (e.g., Lafferty Lane). 

Traditional Manufacturing/ 
New Tech. Manufacturing/ 

Publishing/ 
Warehousing Operations 

Milford 
Industrial Park 

Existing industrial park with multiple 
industrial/commercial tenants. 

No Space Available1.4 acre parcel 
available 

Independence 
Commons  

Existing industrial park with multiple 
industrial/commercial tenants. 

six (1) acre lots, one (11) acre lot 
and one (3) acre lot available 

 
Tourism 
Tourism is an emerging industry within the County and can target a wide range of interests including 
arts and culture, history and heritage, sports and gaming, outdoor recreation, shopping and leisure, and 
Agri-tourism. In an effort to promote the tourism opportunities in our small towns, the Kent County 
Tourism Corporation recently launched their Quaint Villages campaign. Some of the tourism 
opportunities highlighted by their efforts include:  

Tourism Opportunities 

Arts & 
 Culture 

History & 
Heritage 

Sports & 
Gaming 

Outdoor Recreation 
Shopping & 

Leisure Agri-tourism 

Biggs Museum of 
American Art 

Barratt's Chapel 
Museum 

Harrington 
Raceway 

DE National Estuarine 
Research Reserve 

Byler’s Store- 
Harrington 

Delaware 
Agricultural 

Museum and 
Village 

Parke Green 
Galleries 

Harrington 
Historical Society 

Museum 

Harrington 
Raceway & 

Casino 

Bombay Hook Nat’l 
Wildlife Refuge 

DE Visitor 
Center & 
Galleries 

Messick 
Agriculture 

Museum 

Smyrna Opera 
House 

Smyrna Museum 
Dover 

International 
Speedway 

Killens Pond 
State Park 

Shady Lane 
Selections 

Fifer Country 
Store and 
Orchards 

Milford Art Stroll 
Woodburn, 

The Governor's 
House 

Garrison’s 
Lake Golf 

Course 
Corks Point Outdoors 

Spence's 
Bazaar & 
Auction 

Bobola Farm 
& Florist 

Delaware Ballet 
Capital Square/ 
Legislative Mall 

Dover Downs 
Hotel & 
Casino 

Captain’s Lady- 
Bowers  

Bel Boutique 
Wicked R 
Western 

Production 
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The Dover 
Art League 

DE Archaeology 
Museum 

All About 
the Swing 

Loblolly Acres 
Country 

Expressions 
Shady Lane 
Selections 

Kent County 
Theater Guild 

John Dickinson 
Plantation 

First State 
BMX 

Scenic 
Biplane Rides 

Bluvintage Rose Valley 
Greenhouse 

Delaware 
by Hand 

Museum of 
Small Town Life 

Dover Par 3 
Driving & 

Range 
Lister Acres 

Beyond 
Dimensions 

Gift Shop 

Cowgills Corner 
Sheep and Wool 

Farm Bed & 
Breakfast 

Source: Delaware Economic Development Office, Office of Tourism http://www.visitdelaware.com/index.htm 

In addition to the tourism opportunities mentioned above, Kent County has a wealth of opportunity for 
ecotourism. Ecotourism is a form of tourism that appeals to ecologically and socially conscious 
individuals.  Generally speaking, ecotourism focuses on volunteering, personal growth, and learning new 
ways to live on the planet; typically involving travel to destinations where flora, fauna, and cultural 
heritage are the primary attractions. Within Kent County visitors can visit the following: 

The Delaware Birding Trail 
A collaboration of the Delaware Audubon, Delmarva Ornithological Society, the Delaware Department of 
Natural Resources and Environmental Control and the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service featuring 27 birding 
hotspots throughout Delaware; 

Bombay Hook National Wildlife Refuge 
This 16,000 acre haven along the Delaware Bay coast east of Smyrna, consists of salt marshes, ponds, 
fields, and forests. Visitors can see the variety of migratory shorebirds and waterfowl that stop to feed 
at the refuge, an important feeding stop on the Atlantic Flyway. The facility was established in 1937 and 
offers walking and auto tours, birdwatching, nature programs, and a visitor center with a gift shop. 
Refuge staff also conduct programs about the unique horseshoe crab and shorebird connection each 
spring on Central Delaware’s bay beaches; and  

Milford Neck Wildlife Area 
This area consists of 2,801 acres of undeveloped beaches and dunes, tidal marshlands, swamp and 
upland forests, and a patchwork of agricultural lands offering an abundance of natural beauty and 
biological diversity. This is where more than a million migratory shorebirds arrive each spring to feed on 
eggs laid by horseshoe crabs converging on Delaware Bay beaches. These annual visitors add to an 
already impressive array of natural inhabitants, which includes rare plants, amphibians, waterfowl, 
wading birds, small mammals, reptiles and fish. With the only remaining forested area greater than 
1,000 acres on the entire coast of Delaware, Milford Neck provides crucial habitat for numerous bird 
species requiring large blocks of lands and waters for successful migration and breeding. 

The above is only a small sampling of the activities available to visitors of Kent County. The County in 
conjunction with the State of Delaware, the Central Delaware Economic Development Council, and 
municipalities should actively promote tourism as an industry and enable expansion of existing and 
creation of new tourism opportunities.   
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Commercial/Retail  
Despite the fact that the retail industry is one of the County’s largest employment sectors, many older 
retail spaces suffer from years of neglect and are losing tenants to new shopping centers. One of the 
negative impacts of these newer retail areas is that the existing areas in some cases are not redeveloped 
and become a detriment to the community that they once served. Promoting reuse and redevelopment 
of existing sites is a priority of the County to prevent sprawling nonresidential spaces and maintain 
attractive existing communities. In addition, strategic placement of large and neighborhood scale retail 
establishments is an element of enabling the creation and strengthening of communities within the 
County. 

While the retail and service segment is critical to a success of a local economy, it is not the most 
economically beneficial aspect. Over time, these businesses alone cannot maintain a successful local 
economy without also expanding the industrial and office space segments. These segments offer larger 
benefits by typically creating a larger number of higher paying jobs which give a boost to the economic 
strength of the area in which they are located. 

 

Land Use Strategy__________________________________________________________________ 

One of the primary responsibilities of Kent County in supporting economic development is ensuring 
adequate land is available for new commercial and industrial development. While there are existing 
resources available for development, there are additional areas with access to infrastructure, especially 
rail, that are prime candidates for industrial development as well as opportunities for expansion of 
existing industrial and commercial areas. There are also areas with opportunities for infill development 
and smaller areas where neighborhood commercial uses could support existing residential 
development.   

In addition, Employment Centers have been identified in key areas where infrastructure exists or is 
planned for the purpose of enabling larger scale employers. The Centers are not intended for 
development of retail or service uses but rather for uses that create jobs – offices of all types and light 
industrial development are the types of uses contemplated. Master plans should be developed for each 
of the identified Employment Centers. 

Map 2A reflects all of the proposed industrial, employment centers, and commercial areas. The purpose 
of the map is to offer guidance when locating a business as well as support for rezoning in these areas as 
demand arises. Many of the proposed areas are further described below: 

 
Proposed Industrial Areas & Employment Centers 
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Designated Area Total 
Acreage 

Acreage 
Currently 

Used 

Vacant 
Acreage Explanation 

Hanover Foods Area 
(W. Clayton) 14556 18 12738 

Access to water, sewer, fiber optic, and rail; existing 
industrial use on site; 
large undeveloped land available; 
identified by Central DE Chamber of Commerce 

Cheswold Airport 
Area 

(W. Cheswold) 
592311 540113 52198 

Airfield access; fiber optic, water and sewer available; 
large tracts of existing industrial zoning; 
rail access not adjacent but close; 
more land available with consolidation and 
redevelopment of smaller lots; 
identified by Central DE Chamber of Commerce 

Dow Reichold Area 
(N. Dover) 28927 235103 54124 

Access to rail, highway, fiber optic, water, and sewer; 
industrial uses and vacant industrial zoning currently 
exist; more land available with consolidation and 
redevelopment of smaller lots; 
 identified by Central DE Chamber of Commerce 

ILC Area 
(W. Frederica) 69 29 40 

Access to fiber optic, water and sewer 
 industrial use exists, large vacant farm adjacent to 
existing industrial; identified by Central DE Chamber 
of Commerce 

South Felton 448373 1016 3467 

Access to water, sewer, highway, and rail; 
large vacant undeveloped tracts with minimal new 
residential development adjacent; 
identified by Central DE Chamber of Commerce 

Baltimore Air Coal 
Coil Area 

(West Milford) 
338135 1327 206118 Access to rail, fiber optic, water, and sewer; 

existing industrial use in area 

State Fair Area (S. 
Harrington) 725405 521259 204146 

Access to rail, highway, water, and sewer; 
state fair is all zoned industrially and compatible uses 
could be located on adjacent property; limited 
residential land use in the area, substantial highway 
improvements completed to accommodate truck 
traffic; identified by Central DE Chamber of 
Commerce to satisfy need for parcels of substantial 
size with access to infrastructure especially rail 

ESE Area 
(S.Farmington) 324122 12744 19778 

Access to rail, highway, and sewer; area is currently 
transitioning to industrial uses; minimal new 
residential development would be affected by new 
industry 

Employment Center 
(Smyrna/Cheswold) 747 559 188 

In addition, Employment Centers have been 
identified in key areas where infrastructure 
exists or is planned for the purpose of 
enabling larger scale employers. The Centers 
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Employment Center 
(Kent Aero Park) 332 100 232 

are not intended for development of retail or 
service uses but rather for uses that create 
jobs – offices of all types and light industrial 
development are the types of uses 
contemplated. Master plans should be 
developed for each of the identified 
Employment Centers. 

 

Employment Center 
(Little Heaven) 431 85 346 

TOTALS: 44411798 2447564 18131234  

 

Policy Emphasis______________________________________________________________________ 

To encourage a strong economy with sustainable economic growth and pursue a balanced economic 
development strategy that includes attracting new technology and other knowledge-based companies, 
to provide an influx of higher paying jobs that will keep the community competitive and help retain its 
young professionals, and support the economic development and redevelopment efforts of the towns 
by: 
 

1. Maintaining and attracting a diverse business and industrial base in Kent County; 
 

2. Supporting the economic development efforts of municipalities including downtown 
revitalization efforts;  
 

3. Focusing economic development as a whole toward areas where infrastructure exists or is 
planned for the immediate future; 
 

4. Supporting redevelopment of existing underutilized shopping centers and hotels;   

5. Maintaining and fostering the development of a workforce with the resources to maintain high-
paying jobs; 

 
6. Ensuring that economic development activities respect those characteristics that make Kent 

County a unique place to live and work; 
 

7. Seeking to provide Kent County residents with access to a safe and affordable housing market; 
 

8. Seeking to bring public and private stakeholders together for work on economic development 
opportunities; and 

  
9. Providing Kent County with adequate infrastructure and transportation resources to support 

economic development opportunities. 
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Recommendations___________________________________________________________________ 

1. Create economic centers of business and commerce around existing infrastructure and identify 
areas designated for industrial and business parks, large scale commercial uses, and 
neighborhood commercial uses. Modify an existing zoning district or create a new zoning district 
to enable development of Employment Centers. Zoning and land development standards should 
emphasize the use of master planning for the designated areas. The areas designated for 
commercial and industrial development would meet the existing requirements for rezoning 
provided the infrastructure is planned for or in place. 

2. Zoning Code Revisions 

a. To promote development of mixed-use centers in targeted locations including Town 
Areas as identified on Map 7C; 

b. To create a site plan exemption for small expansions of existing businesses; 

c. To establish an administrative site plan review process to encourage adaptive reuse of 
existing developed sites; 

d. Exempt nonresidential development application from the Adequate Public Facilities 
Ordinance;  

e. Develop alternatives for expedited and/or administrative review for projects resulting in 
substantial economic impact (e.g. jobs creates, median wage, limited impact on 
infrastructure); 

f. To review and update industrial, commercial, and office uses in each zoning district; 

b.g. Examine altering the conditional use process to require review only by the Regional 
Planning Commission; 

c.h. To further support creation of home-based businesses with no discernable impact on 
neighboring properties; and  

d.i. To provide density incentives within targeted locations within the Growth Zone, 
especially within the areas identified for Transportation Improvement District Plan. 

3. Continue investment in the Downtown Development District grant program. 

4. Explore opportunities to partner with utilities providing high speed broadband in an effort to 
expand access throughout the County. 

5. Using GIS web-based tools, update the portfolios for each of the identified industrial areas 
including information about existing and planned infrastructure, access to transportation (rail 
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and/or highway) surrounding land uses, and applicable zoning and land development 
requirements for easy distribution to interested businesses. 

6. Continue development of the Emerging Enterprise Development Center and expand 
partnerships to offer support and training services to tenants.   

7. Continue to protect and promote agriculture and diversity in agriculture within Kent County 
including coordination with the Department of Agriculture to develop and promote farm 
markets and other agri-business opportunities in the County. Continue pursuing opportunities in 
the Food Innovation District program. 

8. Develop a marketing strategy in partnership with the towns as appropriate to effectively 
advertise the benefits of locating in Kent County. 

9. Understanding that business retention is a fundamental component of economic development 
in Kent County, pursue opportunities to support existing business (both large and small scale) 
and encourage growth. Develop a comprehensive business retention, expansion, and attraction 
incentive program that would include financial, regulatory, review, and zoning incentives that 
target high wage manufacturing and technology jobs as well as the agricultural industry 
including the continuance of Chapter 191, Article VI, Real Estate Tax Exemption for Industries, of 
the Kent County Code. 

10. Continue the positive working relationship between the County and the Dover Air Force Base 
and maintain zoning requirements that protect the base from incompatible land uses. 
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Chapter 3 

Housing 

 

Overview______________________________________________________________________________ 

Every citizen has the right to safe, decent, and affordable housing. Kent County’s policy objective is to 
enable and encourage well-designed, diverse, attractive, affordable, and convenient housing that meets 
the needs of all of its residents. Providing adequate housing for County residents serves not only the 
readily apparent humanitarian purpose but also is linked to economic development and social diversity 
as the community develops. Availability of diverse housing types for the labor force is a significant 
consideration in attracting entrepreneurs to locate and expand in Kent County. In addition, it is 
important to note that housing policy in the County is inextricably linked to the balance of land use 
policies in the Plan in that appropriate housing types must be developed in relation to existing and 
planned infrastructure, employment centers, environmental constraints, open space preservation, and 
community character.  

 

Survey Results_______________________________________________________________________ 

What do you think the County's priorities should be related to the provision of 
housing? (choose up to three) 

Answer Choices Responses 
Encourage more diverse housing options 26.75% 107 
Plan for walkable/bikeable communities 49.50% 198 
Promote affordable housing opportunities, particularly for low-income 
residents and families 

27.25% 109 

Provide more age-restricted communities 17.50% 70 
Offer more senior and assisted living opportunities 29.25% 117 
Encourage housing for moderate-income residents and families 44.50% 178 
Plan for "mixed-use" communities that offer diverse housing types 
and essential services (e.g. grocery, bank, gas stations) nearby 

52.50% 210 

Plan for "integrated mixed-use" communities where housing is above 
retail/employment 

21.50% 86 

Source: Survey 1 Formatted: Font: Italic
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Source: Survey 2 

Policy Emphasis______________________________________________________________________ 

To enable and encourage well-designed, diverse, attractive, affordable, and convenient housing 
community choices for people and families in all stages of life and all income ranges throughout the 
County by:  

1. Ensuring sufficient land for more compact mixed-use development with an emphasis on creating 
communities comprised of a range of housing options such as apartments, townhouses, 
duplexes, and single-family detached dwellings, as well as easy access to goods and services 
rather than stand-alone subdivisions;  

2. Fostering multi-modal and transit options enabling those without easy access to automobiles to 
interact meaningfully within their communities;  

3. Encouraging an expansion of housing types, such as apartments, townhouses, duplexes, and 
single-family detached dwellings, to serve a diverse population;  

4. Providing homeownership opportunities for those of low to moderate income as well as those 
at or above the median family income; 

5. Coordinating with the State and Federal Governments to provide opportunities to increase the 
supply of rental housing affordable to extremely low income County residents; and  

6. Maintaining or improving the condition of the housing stock throughout the County without 
causing displacement. 

34.55% 

19.96% 

32.05% 

13.44% 

Plan for "mixed use"
communities that offer
diverse housing types
and essential services
(i.e. grocery, bank, gas

station) nearby

Plan for walkable/bikable
communities

Encourage housing for
moderate-income

residents and families

Offer more senior and
assisted living
opportunities

0.00%
5.00%

10.00%
15.00%
20.00%
25.00%
30.00%
35.00%
40.00%

What do you think the County's top priority should be in 
relation to the provision of housing? 
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Housing Stock________________________________________________________________________ 

  2000 2010 2015 

Total Housing Units 50,481 
           

65,338  
            

68,693  
Occupied 93.5% 83.8% 91% 
Vacant 6.5% 16.2% 9% 
 Average household size of owner occupied units 2.66 2.66 2.75 
 Average household size of renter occupied units 2.49 2.52 2.58 
Householder living alone 10,840 14,224 14,994 
Householder living alone (over 65) 3,962 5,350 6,560 

Source: 2000 & 2010 US Census; ACS 2015 1-Year Estimates 

There was a dramatic increase in housing units between the 2000 and 2010 census as a general result of 
the housing boom in the early 2000s. Since the recession of 2008, new housing starts declined 
dramatically although they have begun climbing at a slow but steady pace in the past few years.   

 

 

While the number of new housing starts has leveled off since the recession, the number of new lots 
created has not rebounded partly because of substantial existing inventory and partly because of tighter 
lending restrictions.   

 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
Major 
Subdivisions 34 8 3 3 7 1 1 5 -- -- 1 

Number of 
Lots 5234 402 384 170 896 428 35 475 -- -- 105 
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With regard to demand for housing, the Delaware Population Consortium projects an increase in 
households commensurate with the projected population growth. 

                 2015 2020 2030 2040 2050 

Households 62,477 67,529 75,320 81,023 85,129 

Source: Delaware Population Consortium 2017 Population Projections  

There are approximately 8,800 vacant lots within major subdivisions while just over 4,400 lots have 
been expunged because construction did not commence. If market demand for single family lots of 
10,000 sq. ft. remains the same and the average number of new housing starts remains at roughly 650 
per year, the current inventory will be sufficient for more than a decade. At the same time, the County 
must be mindful that market demands for smaller lots and alternate housing types can change as 
demographics and lifestyles change and it is quite possible that existing recorded subdivisions will be 
revised to satisfy that demand.   

Kent County’s housing vacancy rate has improved from 16.2% in 2010 to 9% in 2015 as the slow housing 
recovery has progressed. The median value of owner occupied units has increased from $206,200 in 
2010 to $215,200 in 2015 which is encouraging for the housing market overall but presents a challenge 
in affordable housing.   

Also encouraging is the percentage of cost-burdened owner-occupied units (paying more than 30% of 
income toward housing expenses) has decreased from 40.6% in 2010 to 28.6% in 2015. Unfortunately, 
the percentage of cost burdened rental households has remained steady at 52% which points to a need 
for additional affordable rental housing in the County.   

Also of note is that there are an estimated 77 units within the County lacking complete plumbing 
facilities and 232 lacking complete kitchen facilities.   

Formatted Table

Formatted: Font: Italic

Formatted: Indent: First line:  0.5"
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2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Median Household Income $52,016 $53,183 $54,783 $55,786 $55,149 $55,169 $54,976
Median Home Price $199,945 $195,000 $175,000 $178,000 $182,000 $190,000 $195,000

 $-

 $50,000

 $100,000

 $150,000

 $200,000

 $250,000

Household Income/Home Prices 

 

 

While housing prices have been rebounding since the recession ended, household incomes are relatively 
stagnant. If housing prices continue to rise but incomes do not, affordability becomes an even greater 
concern.    

The vast majority of housing units 
are single-family detached with 
manufactured homes making up 
12.6% of the housing stock. Only 
21% of housing units are attached 
or multi-family, much of which is 
located within municipalities. The 
lack of balance in housing stock 
contributes to the shortage of 
housing choice and affordable 
housing.   

 

 

  

Source: 2015 ACS 5-Year Estimates 

Sources: ACS 2015 5-Year Estimates and Delaware Association of Realtors 

Source: 2015 ACS 5-Year Estimates 
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The housing stock is also dominated 
by 3-bedroom units contributing to a 
lack of options for people wishing to 
downsize or people just starting out 
in the housing market.   

 

 

 

 

The number of single-person households has increased steadily over time and a substantial percentage 
are people over 65. The data suggest that alternative housing types are likely to be in demand as people 
age and household sizes decrease. There are also potential public health implications of older residents 
living alone. 

 In general as the County’s population ages, there are specific housing considerations: 

· The members of this age cohort are more likely to be homeowners, but may struggle with 
upkeep of their homes. 
 

· Due to strong desire among this group to age-in-place, as they become physically disabled, they 
may need modifications such as bathroom grab-bars, roll-in showers, ramps, etc. to support 
their ability to live there. 
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· Many elderly may be house-rich and cash-poor. There may be an interest in modifying their 
homes with accessory apartments where they may rent out a room to earn income. This space 
could meet the housing needs of millennials and boomerangs. 
  

· The lack of diversity in housing types (e.g. smaller single family detached, attached, and multi-
family) reduces options for homeowners wishing to downsize.  

 

Delaware Housing Needs Assessment____________________________________________ 

The Delaware State Housing Authority published their Housing Needs Assessment 2015-2020 in 
September 2014.  Some of their key findings include: 

1. Delaware is a fast growing state compared to national averages, particularly for states in the 
mid-Atlantic region. Much of the growth is attributable to new retirees moving into Delaware 
from out of state attracted by lower taxes. 

 

2. Demographic changes will influence the size, type, and location of new housing. For one, 
households are getting smaller. 
 

3. Overall, the State has lower poverty rates and fewer minorities than national average. Yet, there 
are pockets of concentrated poverty and minority households within Wilmington, Dover, and 
poor rural areas. 
 

4. Some of Delaware’s strongest industries – particularly health care, tourism, and retail – have 
many low and moderate wage workers, creating a significant demand for workforce housing. 

 

5. There are an estimated 2,636 substandard housing units in Kent County (734 rentals and 1,903 
homeowner occupied). 
 

6. There are an estimated 913 overcrowded units and 127 severely overcrowded units in Kent 
County.   
 

7. Government does not have adequate financial resources to address all housing issues.  
Therefore, development that leverages public funds with private investment will increase the 
number of affordable units available. 

Some of the recommended strategies include: 

1. In areas of high value, supporting affordable housing opportunities and fair housing initiatives 
will be most needed.   
 

2. In areas showing initial signs of decline, supporting neighborhood identity, rehabilitating existing 
housing stock, and supporting homeownership will be important. 
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3. In distressed neighborhoods, pursuing strategic development projects through public/private 
partnerships, preserving quality housing stock, focusing development in and around 
neighborhood anchors, and encouraging socioeconomic diversity will help to foster market 
interest. 
 

4. In highly distressed areas, partnerships with neighborhood organizations, supporting social 
services, demolishing blight, and providing greater housing and job opportunities for existing 
residents will foster long-term benefits.   

 

Affordable Housing & Fair Housing_______________________________________________ 

Each year in conjunction with our Community Development Block Grant Funding, the County resolves to 
Affirmatively Further Fair Housing (AFFH) in accordance with the Federal Fair Housing Act. In short, AFFH 
calls for jurisdictions to take meaningful action to: 

· Overcome patterns of segregation and foster inclusive communities 
· Address significant disparities in housing needs and in access to opportunity 
· Transform racial and ethnic areas of 

poverty into areas of opportunity 
· Foster and maintain compliance with civil 

rights and fair housing laws 

Removing barriers to diverse and affordable 
housing types, supporting Downtown 
Development Districts - particularly efforts to 
revitalize downtown Dover - and continuing the 
housing rehabilitation program are some of the 
most meaningful actions the County can take in 
implementing AFFH.   

 

Housing & Community 
Development___________________________ 

For thirty years the County has managed a housing rehabilitation program for low and moderate income 
residents using a combination of grant funds from US Housing and Urban Development and USDA-Rural 
Development.  The program serves the entire County with the exception of the City of Dover. While the 
funds are used primarily for housing rehabilitation, it has also been used for municipal infrastructure 
projects and to offset the cost of sewer connections associated with Public Works remediation projects. 
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Approximately 100 houses and manufactured homes benefit from the program in a year but the waiting 
list is several years long.  In the future the County could create a housing trust fund to supplement the 
federal funding for rehabilitation.  The fund could also be used in the form of grants to housing agencies 
and nonprofits that provide affordable housing and/or services to the homeless.  Revenue sources used 
by other counties include recordation fees, fees in lieu of providing affordable housing in development 
projects, or a surcharge on building permits.   

 

Homelessness________________________________________________________________________ 

Based upon the January 25, 2017 Point in Time (PIT) count conducted by Housing Alliance Delaware, 
homelessness in Kent County has been steadily increasing. The total number of people homeless on the 
night of the PIT was 1,015, including adults and children. It is estimated that approximately 3,000 people 
experienced homelessness in Delaware at some point during 2016. Of the people who were homeless 
on the night of the PIT count, 22% were in Kent County. In 2016, 20% of the homeless population was in 
Kent County, and in 2015 the total was 16%.   

With respect to shelter resources, there are 683 Emergency Shelter beds, 568 Transitional Housing beds, 
216 Rapid Re-Housing beds, 671 Permanent Supportive Housing (PSH) beds, and 101 Other Permanent 
Housing beds in Delaware’s Homeless Response System in 2017. Of the 671 PSH beds in Delaware, 471 
(70%) are dedicated to providing housing to the chronically homeless population. Of the 1,251 
temporary beds, 68% are in New Castle County, 21% are in Kent County, and 11% are in Sussex County. 

 

Recommendations___________________________________________________________________ 

1. Promote infill and mixed use development in existing developed areas to optimize existing 
infrastructure investment. 
 

2. Participate in the City of Dover’s taskforce established to address homelessness.   
 

3. Focus the provision of affordable housing in areas where reasonable access to goods and 
services exists or is planned with an emphasis on multi-modal and transit options by identifying 
areas and sites where a special effort will be made through rezoning, incentives, or other means 
to provide affordable housing. 
 

4. Maintain the partnership with the Diamond State Community Land Trust to ensure long-term 
affordable homeownership opportunities and preserve investment permanently as units remain 
affordable from one buyer to another over time. 
 

5. Establish an affordable housing trust fund potentially funded through a percentage of the “in-
lieu” fees paid by developers as part of an inclusionary zoning ordinance or through a building 
permit surcharge.  
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6. Explore the creation of a land bank potentially in partnership with one or more municipalities to 
offset the impacts of vacant and blighted properties and provide affordable housing 
opportunities.  
 

7. Continue contributions to housing-related nonprofits and the Delaware State Housing Authority 
as the budget permits. 
 

8. Coordinate with Housing Alliance Delaware to convene a Kent Housing Committee consisting of 
housing advocates, builders, architects, and individuals with knowledge regarding underwriting 
housing financing and available funding sources, to advise and assist in implementing the 
recommendations of this chapter, as well as develop additional incentives that encourage 
affordable housing. 
  

9. Review all County impact fees and determine the effect of reducing or waiving them for 
developers and nonprofits seeking to build affordable housing. 
 

10. Work with community associations to iIdentify neighborhoods that would benefit from 
concentrated Property Maintenance Code enforcement and seek state and federal funds to 
support the effort.  
 

11. Identify opportunities for staff, appointed and elected officials to attend Fair Housing training; 
 

12. Review the Zoning and Subdivision & Land Development Ordinances to identify barriers to both 
diverse and affordable housing options. 
 

13. Participate in the state’s Assessment of Fair Housing and ensure that the County is fulfilling its 
obligation to affirmatively further fair housing. 
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Chapter 4  

Community Facilities 

 

 
Overview______________________________________________________________________________ 

Community facilities and public services are those minimum facilities and services provided for the 
public good. In Kent County, such services are provided by a combination of public and private agencies. 
Public facilities include land, buildings, equipment and whole systems of activity provided on behalf of 
the public. Some facilities, such as clean drinking water and adequate sewerage treatment and disposal 
are necessities; while others, such as libraries and parks, are highly desirable for cultural and educational 
enrichment. The quality of public facilities contributes to the quality of life in the County. Indeed, such 
facilities are essential in creating functional, sustainable communities. 

At each of the public workshops and through two online surveys, members of the public were asked to 
prioritize investments in public services and infrastructure. In the first round of workshops and 
subsequent survey, public safety was a top priority followed by social services and parks and recreation.  
Participants were also asked if they would accept a moderate tax increase and, if so, where would they 
invest the additional funds. Economic development rose as the top priority followed by emergency 
services. 
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In the second round of workshops and subsequent survey, participants were given options related to the 
elements of the Community Facilities Chapter.  Investment in schools, technology, and public safety 
were the top investment priorities. Given that a well trained workforce and technology infrastructure 
are key to economic development and job creation, the financial exercise appears to support the 
community’s interest in investing in the County’s economic growth. 
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Existing Community Facilities & Services_______________________________________ 

Educational Facilities 
Public schools in Delaware are administered through a system of school districts in accordance with 
Delaware Law and the policies, rules, and regulations of the State Board of Education. School districts 
are delineated independently from County boundary lines, leaving three of the seven Kent County 
districts partly in the other two Delaware counties. The Smyrna School District includes areas of Kent 
and New Castle Counties, and the Milford School District includes areas of Kent and Sussex Counties. 
Only a small portion of the Woodbridge School District is in Kent County and none of the Woodbridge 
District schools are located within the County.   

Overall, there are nearly 80 public and private schools within the County (see Map 4A).  

Smyrna School District is made up of 4 elementary schools, 2 intermediate schools, 1 middle school, and 
1 high school. There is also an intensive learning center and 2 private, religion-based schools in this 
District. The District has added 1 school since the 2007 Comprehensive Plan and the population growth 
in the District may necessitate planning for additional schools over the next decade. In the County 
unincorporated area alone, there were 2,242 homes built in this time and over 2,000 vacant lots remain 
to be constructed upon. 

Capital School District is comprised of 7 elementary schools, 2 middle schools (one upper and one 
lower), and a high school. There is also an alternative school and a community school in downtown 
Dover. There are 12 private schools within the District, with 11 of these being religion-based schools. 
The remaining school is a private kindergarten. No additional schools have been built since the previous 
comprehensive plan, but the District has built a brand new high school complex on the west side of 
Dover. The previous school site off Walker Road has been demolished and only the athletic fields 
remain. This District has seen less growth than others but still added 1,679 new homes and has almost 
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1,600 unbuilt lots. Close coordination with the City of Dover is important since much of the new growth 
may occur within the City limits. 

The Caesar Rodney School District has 1 early childhood school, 6 elementary schools, 3 middle schools, 
and 1 high school. There is also an alternative school for special needs and 3 intensive learning centers. 
The District has 7 private schools which all appear to be religiously based. There have been no additional 
schools constructed in this District since the last comprehensive plan, but there have been early 
discussions on locating a new elementary school near Magnolia. There has been large scale growth in 
the District in the last 10 years with 3,618 new homes built since 2008 and 2,024 lots still unbuilt, so 
there may be a need in the future for more than one additional school. 

Lake Forest School District includes 1 high school, 1 middle school, and 4 elementary schools. There is 
also 1 intensive learning center and 1 early childhood center. This District only includes 1 private school. 
Since adoption of the 2007 Comprehensive Plan, the District has consolidated its middle schools but has 
added one additional elementary school. With 2,455 homes built since 2008 this is another of our 
quickly growing areas. They could see substantial residential growth in the future since 2,574 lots 
remain to be built in committed developments, and plans for additional facilities should be discussed.   

Milford School District has 1 early childhood center, 1 intensive learning center, 3 elementary schools, 1 
middle school, and 1 high school. This District covers areas in both Kent and Sussex counties. There are 5 
private schools in the District with 1 of them located in Kent County. This District has added 1 
elementary school since the last Comprehensive Plan. The County has seen only minor growth in this 
district with 799 new homes since 2008 and 344 remaining unbuilt lots. The majority of residential 
growth in this District is occurring in the City of Milford and Sussex County, so there will have to be cross 
jurisdictional communication to plan for potential school growth. 

The majority of the Woodbridge School District rests in Sussex County and no schools are located in Kent 
County. There have been 187 new homes built since 2008, but there is only 1 development with 8 
unbuilt lots located in the Kent County part of the District. With little potential for residential growth in 
this rural part of the County, it is not likely for a new school in this District to be located in Kent County. 

Polytech is the County-wide technical school serving grades 9 through 12. The school accepts admission 
applications from students regardless of gender, race, socio-economic status, educational needs, district 
of residence, extra-curricular participation, or any other applicant characteristic. The school has 
expanded its onsite facilities over the last 10 years to accommodate student growth. With more land 
available on this property, there does not appear to be a need to plan for a new location for this school. 

Recognizing that new development adds demand for local public schools, the Levy Court instituted an 
Education Surcharge in 2006 that is collected as a percentage of each building permit. Since 2008, more 
than $12 million has been collected through the surcharge.   
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The County also adopted an Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance in 2007 that measures school capacity 
and provides for mitigation payments when a district is over capacity. Given existing capacity and 
committed development, each of the districts is over capacity. Because the ordinance was adopted as 
the real estate market was slowing, it has been rarely used to date.   

Kent County also has 4 institutions of higher learning at 5 locations in the Dover area. These are located 
within the City of Dover but serve all of Kent County and beyond.   

Delaware State University is located on Route 13, just 1.5 miles north of downtown Dover. DSU is a fully 
accredited, four-year, comprehensive public institution. They offer 42 undergraduate degree programs, 
16 master’s degree programs and five doctoral degree programs. There are 221 faculty members and 
4,560 students enrolled. Half of the students are from out-of-state and 54% live on campus. 

Wesley College is a private institution located in the heart of historic Dover and founded in 1873. It's 
fully accredited through the Middle States Commission on Higher Education, and operates as an 
independent liberal arts and sciences college affiliated with the United Methodist Church. The school 
has approximately 1,500 students and offers more than 30 areas of study. Over 60% of full-time 
students live in a variety of college housing and hail from 21 states and 5 countries. 98% of full-time 
students receive financial aid. 

Delaware Technical and Community College Terry Campus is fully accredited by the Commission on 
Higher Education, Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools. This campus opened in 1972 after 
the school first opened branches in Sussex and New Castle counties. It is conveniently location on Route 
13 at the Salisbury Road exit from Route 1. This campus offers more than 50 degrees, diplomas, and 
certificates. In 2016, they added their first Bachelor's program; a Bachelor of Science in Nursing. There 
are no numbers available for students enrolled at this campus, but across the system there are 14,471 
students with 5,223 of them being full-time (2016-17 common data set). 

Wilmington College is a private, non-sectarian university that is accredited by the Middle States 
Commission on Higher Education. There are two campuses in Kent County. One is located on Route 13 in 
North Dover, just south of the Salisbury Road entrance to Route 1. This campus offers 9 certificates, 1 

Fiscal Year
 Smyrna School 

District 
 Capitol School 

District 
 Caesar Rodney 
School District 

 Lake Forest 
School District 

 Woodbridge 
School District 

 Milford School 
District 

Polytech 
School 
District Total

FY2008 744,058.62        347,139.41       969,292.17        518,616.08      28,494.90         147,397.39        213,749.89 2,968,748.46      
FY2009 284,472.44        131,689.75       294,838.12        176,691.97      13,421.92         70,595.57           75,391.30    1,047,101.07      
FY2010 374,897.95        101,437.25       245,204.00        171,105.56      9,604.06           43,913.67           73,409.17    1,019,571.66      
FY2011 268,007.08        103,666.60       269,063.02        89,588.61         19,866.84         48,109.92           61,937.23    860,239.30         
FY2012 151,155.55        75,921.86          342,497.93        137,289.54      5,928.77           35,381.28           58,153.66    806,328.59         
FY2013 261,601.24        126,085.04       411,842.35        127,167.23      4,574.63           53,524.28           76,365.20    1,061,159.97      
FY2014 283,471.72        111,361.24       434,309.74        148,824.73      10,846.68         51,907.70           80,744.19    1,121,466.00      
FY2015 223,850.09        164,167.45       425,074.18        173,810.22      9,781.64           89,463.58           84,272.92    1,170,420.08      
FY2016 232,038.60        118,750.98       281,354.21        196,546.04      8,478.45           75,035.74           70,775.80    982,979.82         
FY2017 245,649.49        125,481.10       427,422.76        192,714.25      41,558.68         91,500.61           87,242.82    1,211,569.71      

Total 3,069,202.78    1,405,700.68    4,100,898.48     1,932,354.23   152,556.57      706,829.74        882,042.18 12,249,584.66   
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Associate’s degree, 19 Bachelor’s degrees, 10 Master’s degrees, and 1 Doctorate program. More than 
1,600 students take classes at this location. The second location is on the Dover Air Force Base and 
offers 1 certificate, 1 Master’s, and 10 Bachelor’s programs. About 400 students attend classes here. 

The County conducted outreach sessions at two of the local colleges in March of 2017. The students 
identified what they liked about the area, what may keep them here after graduation, and their 
preference on certain community amenities. These results found that students look to settle in places 
near their friends or family and a place that has arts or culture.   

A survey received over 120 responses and showed that only 25% of respondents were staying in Dover 
after graduation, but we saw on the comment boards that many would stay if there were jobs available 
in their field and there were more activities or amenities. Interestingly, almost 60% of the respondents 
said they could find a job in their field locally, so the lack of activities for young adults may be where the 
County needs to focus its efforts to keep these graduates local. Some of the things the students do like 
about the area are the quiet, the proximity to major cities, low taxes, and the small town feel. 

Parks & Recreation 
Parks and recreation facilities provide myriad community benefits including public health, 
environmental protection, solitude in natural settings, and public gathering spaces. With respect to 
public health, parks provide opportunities for exercise and function to “mitigate climate, air, and water 
pollution impacts on public health.”1 Regarding environmental protection, a coordinated and connected 
system of parks can “help preserve essential ecological functions and to protect biodiversity…can help 
shape urban form and buffer incompatible land uses…[and] reduce public costs for stormwater 
management, flood control, transportation, and other forms of built infrastructure.”2   

Finally, public parks afford citizens the opportunity to connect not only with nature but also with each 
other, whether it be neighbors at a nearby playground or the larger community at a larger municipal or 
regional park for a special event. The design standards, setting, and overall distribution of public parks 
should reflect both an intention to convey a sense 
of place in the greater landscape and provide 
facilities suitable for a wide range of recreation and 
leisure activities.   

In order to achieve the maximum benefit in a 
community, a wide variety of park and recreation 
opportunities must be available. Differently sized 
parks serve different populations and provide 
differing services as illustrated below:  

                                                           
1 “How Cities Use Parks to Improve Public Health”. Issue 07 City Parks Forum Briefing Papers.  American Planning 
Association. Chicago, IL. 2003. 1 
2 “How Cities Use Parks for Green Infrastructure”. Issue 05 City Parks Forum Briefing Papers. American Planning 
Association, Chicago, IL. 2003. 1 
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Varieties of Parks3 
Type of Park Function Space, Design, & Service Area Example 
Sub-
Neighborhood 
Common Space 

Especially important in high 
density areas, providing 
visual relief and aesthetic 
qualities and accommodate 
informal activities of an 
active and passive nature 
such as reading, gardening, 
children’s play, meeting area 
for small groups, walking, 
jogging, and dog walking 

Must be visually accessible; 
varies from 500 square feet to 
2 acres; designed to be as 
flexible as possible, will serve 
an area of 100 yards to ¼ mile 
radius 

Vacant lots, cul-de-sacs, 
boulevards, green belts, 
walkways, trails, play lots, rest 
areas, pocket parks 

Neighborhood 
Space 

Should accommodate 
neighborhood interest 
preferences; may include 
sports areas for minor 
leagues, outdoor skating 
rinks, water play; special 
events, and informal passive 
activities 

Space should be associated 
with an elementary school; 
varies from 4 to 20 acres; will 
serve 5,000 people within an 
area of ¼ to ½ mile radius 

Neighborhood parks or park-
school combinations play fields 
for baseball, soccer and 
football; playgrounds, wading 
pools, neighborhood centers 

Community 
Space 

Should accommodate social, 
cultural, educational and 
physical activities of 
particular interest to the 
community; multi-purpose, 
year round, day/night 
activities; low level 
competitive sports with 
limited spectator space 

Space should be associated 
with a secondary school’; varies 
from 15 to 20 acres; will serve 
several neighborhoods or 
15,000 to 25,000 people within 
a radius of ½ to 1 ½ miles; 
accessible by walking cycling, 
and public transit 

Community park or park-school 
combinations; facilities for 
playgrounds, recreation center, 
meeting rooms and library; 
track and field areas, sports 
fields, arena, and swimming 
pool 

City-wide or 
Urban Space 

Should provide specialized 
facilities for the use of a 
wide segment of 
populations; will 
accommodate the 
preservation of unique 
historical, cultural, or natural 
areas 

Parks can be 25 to 200 acres; 
accessible to all residents by 
private and public 
transportation; should not 
exceed ½ hour driving time; 
should be linked to other open 
space 

Major city parks and areas left 
in their natural state; beaches, 
trails, and picnic areas; fair 
grounds, civic centers, and 
major sports facilities 

Regional Space Specialized areas for 
conservation and 
preservation of natural 
resources; usually involved 
more time-consuming 
activities, i.e. day-long 
picnics and family camping 

Up to 500 acres or more, 
serving two or more 
municipalities; if possible, 
accessible by public 
transportation; within 20 miles 
or 1 hour driving of high density 
areas 

Conservation areas, botanical 
gardens, regional and state 
parks; wildlife sanctuaries and 
naturalized reserves; scenic 
highways and waterway 
systems; zoos, and museums 

                                                           

3 Ministry of Culture and Recreation.  “Guidelines for Developing Public Recreation Facility Standards”. Lifestyle 
Information Network. http://www.lin.ca/lin/resource/html/ 
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It is interesting to note the interdependence of school and park facilities within a community; the 
combination of resources allowing for efficient use of public funds as well as easy access to a variety of 
community services within an area. Schools, particularly elementary schools, are natural community 
centers. Unfortunately, because of liability and security concerns, school grounds are typically restricted 
use areas.   

The Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control conducted a telephone 
survey as part of the update to the State Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan. Sixty-eight percent of 
Kent County respondents indicated that outdoor recreation is important to them personally and 74% 
indicated it was important for the State to invest in land for parks, trails, and natural areas. Walking or 
jogging, swimming, visiting historic sites, fishing, and picnicking were among the most popular activities. 
These results comport with the County’s survey findings during the public outreach efforts which 
suggest strong support for walking and bicycle trails particularly connected to other recreation offerings.  

Kent County currently offers a wide variety of public parks and recreation opportunities as illustrated 
below (See Map 4B): 

Big Oak Park 
Located south of the town of Smyrna, this 89-acre park is our most conveniently located park being 
close to a major transportation network. Adjacent to Route 1 and minutes from the south Smyrna exit, 
this park is a great stop for light recreation between Dover and Smyrna. Recreational improvements 
include: 

· 2 playground areas (ages 2-5 and 5-12) 
· Climbing Boulder (ages 4-12) 
· 3 softball fields 
· Covered picnic pavilion with grills 
· Up to 8 acres of multi-purpose fields 
· Over 1.2 miles of ADA compliant paths that include a loop-around park, a self-guided nature 

education trail, and an elevated boardwalk near the wetlands 
 
Brecknock Park 
Brecknock Park comprises 86± acres and is situated between the City of Dover and the Town of Camden 
just off of Route 13 and the new POW-MIA Parkway. Recreational improvements include: 

· Large playground area (ages 2-12) 
· 2 youth softball fields 
· 2 sand volleyball courts 
· 16 horseshoe pits 
· Life course equipment 
· Over 4 acres of multi-purpose fields 
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· Over 2 miles of natural dirt trail that includes a loop-around park and connections to Caesar 
Rodney High School, WB Simpson Elementary School, and into two surrounding neighborhoods. 
Future plans have this trail linked over Isaac's Branch with a bridge to the Kesselring Park. 

Other features in the park include: 

· 2 covered picnic pavilions 
· Rain Garden 
· Howell Mill - Nature Center and Millpond 
· Historic Home and Tenant House 

 
Kent County Recreation Center/Kesselring Park 
The newest County-owned recreational facility is located at the former Kesserling property on New 
Burton Road. This site will be easily accessible to the POW-MIA Parkway and is conveniently located 
between Camden and Dover. The 75,000 square foot facility is a partnership between the County and 
the Greater Dover Boys & Girls Club. The Boys & Girls Club facility houses classrooms for educational 
activities. The Kent County Recreation Center has 30,000 square feet of various indoor courts and an 
outdoor field for recreational activities. A loop trail is also being constructed, and a trail connection to 
Brecknock Park is planned. 

Browns Branch Park 
This 78-acre park serves the southern portion of the county. It's located east of Harrington and west of 
Milford, so it's easy driving distance for many of those residents. This park is located not far from Killens 
Pond State Park, and since they are not located on a major roadway, a stop at each park would be a nice 
day trip to enjoy the rural parts of Kent County. Recreation improvements include: 

· 2 playground area (ages 2-5 and 5-12) 
· 3 softball fields 
· 2 sand volleyball courts 
· 8 horseshoe pits 
· Football field 
· Over 6.5 acres of multi-purpose fields 
· Approximately 1.75 miles of trails - most of which is natural dirt, but a portion in the woods is a 

wetland boardwalk 
· 3 outdoor picnic areas with tables and grills 
· A pitch and putt was planned in 2007 but has not yet been installed. 

 
The landscape of this park is intended to provide a public site for recreation and leisure services more 
typical of regional parks. Along with active recreation, Browns Branch was designed to support the 
quiet, passive recreation and conservation elements of regional recreation pursuits such as hiking, 
birding, and personal solitude. 
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 The prominent natural feature in the area is the stream corridor located along the northern boundary 
line of the park land. It is recognized on maps as Browns Branch and is a tributary of the Murderkill 
River. Along Browns Branch, historic maps show several mill locations including McColleys (McCauleys) 
Pond and ‘Thistlewoods’ Mill. Browns Branch was named for Daniel Brown who received early patents 
for land in this area from William Penn in the late 1600s. 

Hunn Nature Park 
At 172 acres, this park is the largest in the Kent County system. It's comprised of uplands, wetlands, 
restored landfill meadows, and subaqueous lands. Trail construction and tree plantings were completed 
with assistance from volunteers and are helping the county preserve native plant and wildlife 
communities. This park is conveniently located off of Route 10 south of Dover and is easily accessible 
from Route 1. Its proximity to these roads and the Air Force Base, and its connection to both the St. 
Jones Greenway and Lebanon Landing, make it a wonderful park to explore on its own or as part of a 
recreational day out. Features of the park include: 

· Approximately 1.3 miles of trails, most of which is hard packed stone. An additional 0.6 miles is 
planned to connect directly to the multi-modal path on Route 10, out to a waterway overlook 
and a bridge crossing to create a loop on the east end of the park. 

· The home and historical site, known as Wildcat, is currently not accessible to the public. The 
Hunn family settled this site in the 1700's and operated a sawmill for many years. In the 1800's, 
the family became active abolitionists and this site became part of the Underground Railroad. 
This site is also known to have Native American burial grounds. 

Lebanon Landing 
This park is a 5-acre area used as a boat launch and fishing pier, and has a picnic area. Located just to the 
south of the Hunn Nature Park, this is a convenient place to fish or launch your small boat onto the St. 
Jones River. 

Tidbury Creek Park 
This 18-acre park, hidden behind suburban residential development, is just a few miles south of Dover. 
The park was created from an old sand and gravel excavation site and includes 2 man-made ponds for 
fishing. Walking trails use the steep sides of this old site to add an uphill/downhill difficulty to the hikes. 
Park improvements include: 

· Playground area (ages 5-12). 
· Stocked fishing ponds and boat launch 
· Creekside fishing pier 
· Approximately 1.3 miles of trails - most of which are natural dirt 
· Picnic pavilion with tables and grill. 
· 1.0± acre dog park with separate areas for small and large dogs, and drinking water stations 

 

St. Jones Greenway 
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This greenway is a planned 14-mile, riverside pathway linking the Greater Dover, Central Kent County 
area to the Delaware Bay. The 3-mile Isaac’s Branch section was completed in 2007 linking the DelDOT 
complex with Route 10. In 2014, the Capital City Trail section was completed which links the north end 
of Isaac's Branch to downtown Dover on Silver Like Park. To the south, the path crosses Route 13 and 
the St. Jones River on the new dedicated non-motorized bridge. This will link into the Hunn Nature Park. 
Plans are still being developed on where the path will go, but the ultimate goal is to reach the John 
Dickinson Plantation and the St. Jones Reserve east of Route 9. 

Accessibility 
Research continues to support that the more children are challenged to be creative, the more successful 
they will be as an adult. Additionally, there is a significant of difference between being ADA compliant 
and being inclusive. Approximately 5.7% of Kent County’s total population under the age of 18 has a 
disability, which encompasses difficulties with hearing, vision, cognitive, ambulatory activities, and self-
care. Currently, Kent County offers wheelchair accessible recreation at Killens Pond State Park, the 
Mispillion River Greenway, the Milford Can-Do Park, and Big Oak County Park. 

 With the increase in inclusion and accessibility throughout so many avenues of life, including health 
care, education and emergency services, the integration of inclusive recreational activities and increased 
accessibility is crucial for improving the quality of life for those with a disability and their peers. By 
establishing a standard of inclusive recreation, residents of Kent County can establish and maintain a 
true feeling of community and connectedness with all play created equal. 

Libraries 
Libraries provide far more than books. They are 
community centers providing educational 
opportunities and employment resources. The 
more access residents have to educational 
materials, the more opportunities they can expect 
to see. Libraries provide low cost computer time 
for people who can't afford it at home, training 
classes and cultural programs, free reference 
materials that help educate any person regardless 
of age, and the enjoyment that books, CD's, or 
DVD's can provide to a family. Public libraries are a 
resource that must be supported to encourage 
vibrant and sustainable communities. 

In addition to the Kent County Library, located 
south of Camden in the Longacre Village shopping 
center, there are three other municipal libraries 
(Smyrna, Dover, Harrington) located in the County. 
There are also 3 college libraries (Wesley College, 
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Delaware Tech, Delaware State University) and 6 special libraries:   

· Barratts Chapel - This research library emphasizes Methodist history and the archives of the 
Peninsula-Delaware Annual Conference. 

· Biggs Museum of American Art 
· Delaware Division of Historic & Cultural Affairs Library - They disseminate accurate historical 

information through historic research, archaeological and architectural analysis. 
· Delaware Library Access Services (DLAS) - Since 1971, Delaware Library Access Services 

(formerly, the Delaware Library for the Blind and Physically Handicapped) has provided books in 
braille and audio books in accessible formats for the blind and physically handicapped residents 
of Delaware.  

· Delaware Public Archives – Created by the General Assembly in 1905, this is one of the oldest 
public archives programs in the country, housing over 800,000 photographs and more than 
95,000 cubic feet of government records and historical documents. 

· Legislative Hall Library - As the purpose of this library is to provide reference materials to the 
legislature, the library collection will include any resource that may be of value to legislators and 
their staff. 

The Delaware Division of Libraries operates the SERSI automated catalog which is an intra-library 
request system throughout the entire State of Delaware. The catalog provides patrons access to all of 
the resources available and allows for delivery of that item to the library of choice within a few days. 

Emergency Services 
Emergency services including fire, emergency medical, and police services are an essential element of 
creating a positive living environment. These agencies having the staff and tools they need to serve the 
entire County population in a safe and efficient manner is paramount to maintaining and improving the 
quality of life in Kent County. The myriad agencies serving these functions are represented on Map 4C. 

While total calls to the County’s Emergency Management Center have declined since 2007, emergency 
911 calls have remained steady.  
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Dispatches for both fire and medical emergencies have generally remained level with slight increases in 
recent years. 

 

 

 

Demand for services will only increase as the population grows and medical services are likely to 
increase as the population ages.   

 
Fire and Rescue      
Kent County is served by 18 fire districts encompassing 19 fire houses. Fire districts are delineated by 
fire company agreement, and are meant to provide adequate fire protection for all areas. The fire 
district boundaries describe general areas of service for each company, but there is mutual aid between 
and among companies in fighting fires.  

All of the fire companies are managed and staffed by volunteers with the exception of some emergency 
medical technician positions. Like many volunteer fire companies throughout the country, the 
companies have experienced difficulty in attracting a sufficient number of volunteers, particularly during 
working hours.   

In an effort to offset the effect of new development, in 2006 the Levy Court instituted a building permit 
surcharge dedicated to funding the volunteer fire companies. Since 2008, nearly $2.9M was collected 
across the County: 

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016
Fire Dispatches 6005 6120 5754 6124 6273 5897 5770 5898 6298 6489
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EMS Dispatches 19,694 20,346 21,230 21,771 22,164 23,583 23,141 24,949 27,964 29,138
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American Legion 
(Ambulance) 

$ 54,190.28 
Robbins Hose / 

Dover 
$ 138,386.81 Houston $ 143,275.95 

Bowers $ 125,519.56 Farmington $ 134,785.79 Leipsic $ 120,505.96 

Camden/Wyoming $ 252,370.18 Felton $ 178,174.24 Little Creek $ 120,869.94 

Carlisle $ 131,618.10 Frederica $ 154,201.97 Magnolia $ 228,663.74 

Cheswold $ 196,330.71 Harrington $ 149,313.44 Marydel $ 128,729.24 

Citizens Hose / 
Smyrna 

$ 198,173.29 Hartly $ 138,732.75 South Bowers $ 120,457.56 

Clayton $ 175,860.41     

 

Police 
There are 12 police facilities in Kent County. The majority of these are within the 10 towns operating 
their own police force. The Town of Frederica is the newest of these forces and is the sole agency 
addition since the last comprehensive plan update. The remainder of the County is served by the State 
Police. They have a new complex on South State Street near Magnolia known as Troop 3 as well as the 
barracks located in Dover on Route 13. The northern part of the County is also served by Troop 9 out of 
Odessa.   

Police protection is generally considered to be adequate. However, increased development has resulted 
in greater demand for State and municipal police services. The projected population increase of roughly 
36,000 residents by 2050 will certainly translate into an increased demand for State Police services to be 
addressed either by an expansion of the Troop 3 facilities or creation of a satellite office. The County and 
the Department of Public Safety should work closely to monitor where growth is occurring within the 
County to better identify where additional police coverage is needed. 

Emergency Medical Services 
Emergency Medical Services in Kent County are provided by both volunteers and career personnel. Basic 
Life Support and ambulance transportation is provided generally by volunteer fire companies in addition 
to the American Legion in Smyrna, a private contractor in Dover, and the Dover Air Force Base. 
Advanced Life Support services are provided by the Kent County Department of Public Safety. The 
County maintains 4 paramedic stations in Smyrna, Dover, Harrington, and Frederica. In addition, the 
Department operates the 9-1-1 Call Center for all of Kent County, except Dover. As the population grows 
and demand for paramedic services increases, additional paramedic units will be needed. The Public 
Safety Strategic Plan should be updated and capacity of the existing units reviewed regularly. It is likely 
that some additional demand can be met through the use of power units scheduled for times of peak 
demand. As the Public Safety Department expands, the existing buildings will need to be expanded and 
possibly additional facilities acquired. The Capital Improvement Plan should create a separate fund o be 
built over time for land acquisition and facility upgrade.     
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In an effort to offset the increased demand for emergency medical services, the Levy Court adopted an 
impact fee on new development through the Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance dedicated to EMS in 
2006 which became effective in May 2007. The Ordinance only affects subdivisions approved after the 
adoption date, so has captured few new housing units. The County perhaps should consider a building 
permit surcharge in addition to or in lieu of the existing provisions.   

While the responsibilities of Public Safety are often thought to be reactive in response to emergency, 
there are opportunities for both emergency medical and dispatch personnel to play a more integrated 
and proactive role in healthcare. As County citizens are aging and an increasing number of our elderly 
residents are living alone, the County should investigate the opportunity for Public Safety to establish a 
check-in program. Such a program could entail regular calls to registered residents or a schedule for 
participants to contact the call center to check in. 

There is also an overall trend in healthcare for the varied service entities, including hospitals, physician 
groups, nurses, mental health & social service providers, and nursing homes, to merge into an 
integrated healthcare delivery system. Emergency medical services also have an opportunity to 
participate in such an integrated system. The National Association of Emergency Medical Technicians 
(NAEMT) defines Mobile Integrated Healthcare – Community Paramedicine (MIH-CP) as the provision of 
healthcare using patient-centered, mobile resources in the out-of-hospital environment. MIH is provided 
by a wide array of healthcare entities and practitioners that are administratively or clinically integrated 
with EMS agencies, while CP is one or more services provided by EMS agencies and practitioners that 
are administratively or clinically integrated with other healthcare entities. MIH-CP may include, but is 
not limited to, services such as:  

· Increasing access to care in underserved areas ; 
· Providing telephone advice to 9-1-1 callers instead of resource dispatch;  
· Using community paramedics or other specially trained EMS practitioners for 

management of high healthcare system utilizers or patients at risk for hospital 
admission or readmission, chronic disease management, preventive care or post-
discharge follow-up visits; and  

· Transporting or referring patients to a broad spectrum of appropriate care, not limited 
to hospital emergency departments. 

According to the NAEMT, the goal is to lower costs, improve care, and enable EMS practitioners – 
including EMTs, Paramedics and Community Paramedics – to use their skills and resources to help solve 
the problems facing healthcare systems and communities. Kent County’s Department of Public Safety 
has endorsed MIH-CP as a strategy, although it is recognized that additional staff resources would be 
required. The County should pursue discussions with potential service provider partners and identify 
potential funding sources to support an expanded community EMS mission. 

Water Resources 
An adequate supply of water is vital for economic development, industry, energy use, population growth 
and distribution, agriculture, fish and wildlife, transportation, and waste disposal. Population growth 
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depends upon the availability and quality of local water sources. The ability of the County's aquifers to 
accept recharge from infiltration and subsequently discharge this water to streams and supply water to 
pumping wells, determines the location and quantity of water available for use. 

Kent County has minimal control over the approval and locations of the water supply for drinking with 
the exception of the required conditional use site plan review for public utilities (primarily treatment 
and storage facilities). The approval of wells and their locations is monitored by DNREC and reported to 
the County prior to construction. DNREC does have regulations that provide for the protection of 
drinking water sources for individual lots that include, but are not limited to, the separation of 
underground wastewater disposal areas from well sites. 

Additionally, the environmental impacts of protecting water resources become important when 
discussing plant and animal life and habitats, recreation and tourism, and the County’s impact on water 
bodies and communities outside of its boundaries. The County’s land use regulations play a significant 
role in protecting these resources. Impervious cover limits and buffers are just two tools used to protect 
our most important water resources. 

Although Kent County can impose regulations to protect water resources, water quality is monitored by 
DNREC to detect and assess contamination of water supply sources and by the Department of Health 
and Social Services - Division of Public Health, to detect contamination of public water supplies. These 
State agencies represent the regulatory authority responsible for ensuring healthy water supplies.   

Drinking Water 
Ground water is the basic source of water for residents of Kent County. The primary aquifers are the 
Rancocas, Piney Point, Cheswold, and Frederica aquifers with minor aquifers found in the Miocene 
deposits in the southern part of the County above and below the Frederica aquifer. It should be noted 
that aquifers that are categorized as “confined” in the southern portion of the County are not confined 
in the northern section of the County where they outcrop. Outcrop means there is no confining layer 
between them and the surficial aquifer. This is where they recharge and are as susceptible to 
contamination as an unconfined aquifer. 

The abundance of water from shallow aquifers makes it easy and relatively inexpensive to obtain water. 
This has enabled the dispersion of residential units across the County. Despite the ease of obtaining 
water, problems and inconveniences are associated with individual systems including lack of treatment, 
high mineral content, inadequate system maintenance, and occasional infiltration of pollutants 
(chemical spills, leaking underground storage tanks, agricultural practices, and leachate from septic 
tanks).   

In contrast to the shallow aquifer extraction favored by individual on-lot well operators, municipal 
systems have sought to tap deeper aquifers, principally because of expected high yields, inherently high 
water quality, and assurance against contamination from ground-level sources. With the exception of 
the coastal region, water supplies underlying the County are generally plentiful. However, there are 
limitations on obtaining sufficient quantities where local extraction rates are high. The extensive tapping 
of the Piney Point aquifer, for example, by the City of Dover, the Dover Air Force Base, and the Camden-
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Wyoming Sewer and Water Authority, has meant the near complete utilization of this source. Other 
deep aquifers or shallower aquifers will yield water supplies that will likely need some form of water 
treatment.   

Source Water 
Title 7, Delaware Code, Chapter 60, Subchapter 6, Source Water Protection requires Kent County to 
implement measures to protect the quality and quantity of public water supplies within excellent 
groundwater recharge areas and wellhead protection areas.   

Wellhead Protection 
Wellhead protection areas are those surface and subsurface areas surrounding a well or 
wellfield supplying a public water system most vulnerable to contaminants that could move 
toward and reach such well or wellfield. Development within these areas should be avoided to 
prevent additional contaminants to the public water system than what would occur naturally. 

Kent County currently requires a 150 foot buffer around public wells in keeping with DNREC’s 
standard. Of particular concern are public wellfields drawing from unconfined aquifers, although 
there are few such fields in Kent County. Most are outside of the Growth Zone Overlay District 
where development standards are more stringent and the demand for development in the area 
is minimal. There is one substantial wellfield within the Growth Zone, but it is primarily within 
the town limits of Smyrna in an area that is largely developed.   

There are some concerns regarding potential industrial or hazardous uses in proximity to public 
wells in unconfined aquifers. Kent County should work with DNREC to identify specific uses such 
as borrow pits and develop relevant restrictions specific to the uses.   

Excellent Recharge Areas 
Excellent Recharge Areas are delineated as places where the water transmitting properties of 
the sediments in the interval between land surface and 20 feet below land surface are the 
greatest. The Delaware Geological Survey has produced a map that delineates 4 different 
drainage potential categories within Kent County4. Those areas with excellent water 
transmitting properties can determine the amount of water that recharges Delaware’s aquifers 
and how susceptible the aquifers are to surface pollutants. The protection of these areas is a key 
component to preserving the quantity and quality of water in the County’s aquifers. As these 
areas become covered with increased amounts of impervious surfaces, there will be less water 
infiltrating into these underground aquifers to replenish the County’s water supply. Additionally, 
the water coming from these areas may contain non-point source pollutants that may infiltrate 
through the sediment and contaminate the groundwater.   

For the most part Excellent Recharge Areas are located outside of the Growth Zone Overlay 
District and/or within areas of the Growth Zone that have remained largely rural. In addition, 

                                                           
4 Delaware Geological Survey Report of Investigations No. 66. 
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the County’s impervious coverage limits for residential development are generally less than or 
equal to the impervious cover limits in most local Source Water Protection ordinances.   

 
Water Service 
The distribution of central water service is considered a public utility in Kent County, but the 
County does not provide this utility. Beyond the municipalities that serve water within their 
respective boundaries, central water service is provided mainly by two private companies, 
Artesian and Tidewater. (see Map 4D) Kent County Code provides that any residential 
development over 10 lots must be provided with central water. Because central water service is 
considered a public utility, any water storage and treatment facility is required to receive 
conditional use approval for the use. This approval is to give the County an opportunity to 
review the structure to be constructed and its location to decide if it is appropriate in the area 
proposed. Kent County does not decide what provider a development can use. Additionally, the 
County has no control on where each provider can extend service. Central water franchise areas 
are managed and awarded by the Public Service Commission. Because the resulting Certificates 
of Public Convenience and Necessity are granted on a site by site basis, the water provider can 
change on each adjacent site. Multiple facilities are being constructed in an area where one 
larger facility would be adequate if only one provider were assigned to that district. 

Further growth of both residential and non-residential development in accordance with the 
Land Use Plan will necessitate the extension of public water facilities to serve this growth. The 
intent of the Land Use Plan is to concentrate growth near areas of existing infrastructure. This 
would allow for the new developments to utilize the existing infrastructure to not put a strain on 
areas that have yet to extensively tap the aquifers. Individual well systems will still be required 
in rural areas. However, the problems and inconveniences associated with the individual wells 
provide adequate justification for planned development of public water systems where urban 
densities are planned. The need to minimize the impact on shallow aquifers underscores the 
need for sound land use planning and controls to protect wellfields and aquifer recharge areas 
from potential contamination. 

Wastewater 

Existing Public Wastewater System 
The principal mission of a central wastewater system is to efficiently and effectively collect and treat 
wastewater from residential, commercial and industrial customers within an established sewage 
disposal district. 
 
The Kent County Department of Public Works is responsible for the planning, administration, operation 
and maintenance of sewer collection and transmission, 102 pump stations, and the wastewater 
treatment plant located just south of Frederica. The County’s sewer infrastructure is comprised of a 
series of gravity sewer pipes, pumping stations, force mains, and the main treatment plant in which the 
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treated wastewater is discharged into the Murderkill River. The sewer plant currently treats an average 
of 13.5 million gallons of wastewater on a daily basis.  
 
Currently the County manages the collection, conveyance, and treatment of wastewater through the 
sanitary sewer district, encompassing a combination of smaller municipalities that either lack their own 
sewer authorities or had no collection and treatment facilities prior to the initiation of the county 
system, and major residential subdivisions in the unincorporated areas of the County. Contract users of 
the system include the municipalities of Smyrna, Clayton, Dover, Camden-Wyoming, Harrington and 
Milford, and independent industrial, institutional, and residential manufactured home park users.     
 
The Kent County Regional Resource Recovery Facility is a secondary wastewater treatment facility that 
receives wastewater from Kent County, southern portions of New Castle County and northern portions 
of Sussex County. The treated wastewater is then discharged to a tributary of the Murderkill River. The 
Kent County regional wastewater treatment plant operates under a NPDES permit for discharge of 
treated wastewater in the Murderkill River issued by DNREC in accordance with the Federal Clean Water 
Act. At its inception, the treatment facility could receive and treat an average daily flow of 10 million 
gallons per day. Through subsequent upgrades the capacity of the treatment facility was increased to 20 
million gallons per day.   
 
The Kent County regional wastewater treatment plant operates under a NPDES permit for discharge of 
treated wastewater in the Murderkill River issued by DNREC in accordance with the Federal Clean Water 
Act. The treatment plant has been upgraded to meet the new nutrient load limitations established in the 
new permit as a result of growth during the Comprehensive Plan planning period if current growth 
patterns continue.  
 
Significant capital improvements to the wastewater system planned over the next five years include: 

· Regional Resource Facility improvements to provide energy efficiency and meet environmental 
standards, such as, adding bio-solids drying capacity project, the air blower optimization project 
and the plant-wide power generator project 

· Conveyance system capacity improvements (Pipeline Condition Assessment System) 
· Sanitary Sewer District expansions Double Run (Hilltop and Paris Villa/London Village) and 

Milford Neck. 
· Pump Station Upgrades (pump and emergency power generator replacements) and build pre-

treatment system with septage screening located at West Denney’s Rd 
 
With the exception of septic remediation projects, the planned capital improvements are related to 
improving performance of the conveyance and treatment systems rather than expansion. Primary 
sources of funding include USDA loans and grants, SRF Delaware Funding loans and grants, Main System 
Capital Improvements Fees (County-wide impact fees), District Expansion Fees and Operating Revenue.  
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With respect to plant capacity over the planning horizon, the permitted capacity is 20 million gallons per 
day and current treatment averages 13.5 million gallons per day. As discussed in Chapter 3, the 
Delaware Population Consortium estimates an additional 22,600 households by 2050. Using a household 
rate of 200 gallons per day, the anticipated households would generate an additional 4.5 million gallons 
per day totaling roughly 18 million gallons per day. In short, there is ample plant capacity for new 
residential and nonresidential growth. Future improvements to the treatment plant will more likely be 
associated with environmental standards  than increased demand.  
 
Sanitary Sewer District 
Present County policy is to provide sewer service in areas of the Growth Zone wherever technically and 
economically feasible. Areas outside the Growth Zone are considered for service when there are 
environmental and health concerns for existing development. The procedure for consideration involves 
a petition or an application, a detailed technical feasibility study, extension of the sanitary sewer district 
through a public hearing process involving the Sewer Advisory Board and the Levy Court, and the 
planning, design, and construction of the system. Map 4E depicts Kent County Sewage Disposal District 
No. 1 showing which areas within the County have wastewater service governed by the County as of 
December 2017. The majority of the sewer district is located within the Growth Zone as adopted in the 
1996 Comprehensive Plan.   

Following construction of the infrastructure improvements which are paid for by the developer, that 
infrastructure is dedicated to Kent County who operates and maintains it in perpetuity. Improvements 
to existing pump stations or the construction of new ones, improvements to the existing treatment 
facility, and annual operation and maintenance costs, make the provision, and extension of wastewater 
treatment service a costly endeavor.   

Individual Onsite and Community Septic Systems   
Areas not served by public sewer utilize either individual on-site or community wastewater treatment 
and disposal systems.  The Delaware Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control 
(DNREC) is the permitting authority for both individual and community systems.  Fiscal oversight is 
provided by the Public Service Commission (PSC) for community wastewater systems serviced by private 
utilities.  The design and performance of residential on-site systems is dependent on soil types and 
operating conditions.  Individual on-site septic systems can be a cost effective long-term alternative for 
meeting public health and water quality needs in less populated, low density areas.  However, proper 
system installation and regular maintenance are also necessary to ensure proper functioning and to 
prevent groundwater contamination.   

The County previously allowed development at 1 unit per acre outside the growth zone on community 
wastewater systems until the practice was prohibited in 2008. There are 2 remaining projects that fall 
under this provision. 

Stormwater Management 
Stormwater management is the process and technology that is used to engineer land development to 
safely treat and convey stormwater without detrimental impacts. As agricultural land is converted to 
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development, less water is able to reenter our critical groundwater recharge areas, as it is diverted to 
surface water sources. This increase in surface water discharge increases the potential for downstream 
flooding, soil erosion, and drainage problems. 

Stormwater management is regulated through a combined effort of the Delaware Department of 
Natural Resources and Environmental Control, Kent Conservation District, and Kent County. Most of the 
statewide and local stormwater management regulations to date have focused on regulating new 
development. However, many stormwater runoff problems within Kent County are associated with 
existing developments that were built prior to the adoption of the Delaware Sediment and Stormwater 
Regulations. In addition, there is a growing awareness that other land use activities such as row crop 
agriculture can also contribute to both water quality degradation and increased flooding. Awareness of 
these issues and requirements of the Clean Water Act, particularly Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDL), 
have prompted the exploration of methods for addressing stormwater quality and quantity controls in 
all areas of Kent County.   

Traditional stormwater management technologies attempt to reduce the impact of runoff to water 
bodies by using large structural facilities and end of pipe treatment practices such as stormwater ponds. 
The problem with these facilities is that the natural hydrology of a site is significantly altered. Low 
Impact Development (LID) minimizes site alterations as much as possible by incorporating natural 
landscaping design techniques to control runoff both during and after development. The natural 
landscape is used not only to reduce runoff from the site, but also to treat and filter the runoff that is 
discharged from the site. 

Routine maintenance of stormwater management systems ensures that they continue to work as 
designed and protects communities from damage from major rain events. Historically, there has not 
been dedicated funding to this maintenance, with adequate funds available on a year-to-year basis for 
the clean out of streams, basins and other conveyance systems.   

In order to support neighborhoods in managing their physical improvements, the County has instituted a 
Stormwater Maintenance District Program.  This program allows Kent County and KCD to perform minor 
maintenance activities which typically occur annually or every two or three years for more infrequent 
major maintenance tasks. The program was adopted in March 2014 and as of June 2017, 21 
communities encompassing roughly 2000 lots have joined the program. Residential communities pay 
$28 per lot annually to be part of this program and commercial projects pay a rate that varies based on 
their size.  

Tax Ditches  
Adequate drainage and the proper maintenance of drainage systems countywide is vital to agriculture, 
existing and proposed development, and the overall quality of life within Kent County. Along with tax 
ditches that have an established right-of-way, are a network of private ditches within the Tax Ditch 
Organizations without right-of-way that convey surface water to existing tax ditches. Well organized and 
maintained tax ditches provide the drainage conveyance framework that enables the area to have 
productive farmland and desirable residences. The drainage within the proposed Growth Zone is 
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primarily private drainage, maintained by the landowner, along with drainage under the management of 
homeowners associations. The drainage of approximately 124,800 acres within the County is provided 
through 751 miles of tax ditches managed by 78 Tax Ditch Organizations. Tax ditches are prevalent in 
western Kent County with the vast majority located outside of the designated Growth Zone. 

Technology 
Technology is an essential element of any community ranging from high speed internet to access to 
affordable energy. Providing for adequate services can be one of the items that potential businesses will 
look for when locating in a new area. In addition, to attract younger professional residents, showing 
access to high speed internet and wireless cellular coverage is a must. 

Internet 
Broadband internet service, either traditional lines or by satellite, covers most of the County. Only areas 
along the coast and in the southwest part of the County remain inaccessible to this essential service. 
Showing that residents, and more importantly businesses and community facilities, have access to 
reliable high speed internet is a crucial factor in recruiting new companies and young educated workers 
into the area.   

95.7% of the County has access to broadband speeds higher than 100 mbps, but only 38.6% of that is 
the most reliable fiber optic coverage and no area has access to 1 GB data service. Community Anchor 
Institutions are areas that the federal government has decided to highlight as locations crucial to 
facilitating greater use of broadband by vulnerable populations, including low-income, the unemployed, 
and the aged. This allows us to empower under-represented populations that don't have access to 
internet.  Map 4F shows our CAI's and the area covered by fiber optic internet service. There appears to 
be a wide range of institutions that could benefit from higher speed coverage. The expansion of high 
speed internet access is an opportunity for the County to support economic development. 

Electric 
Electric service is provided in Kent County through 5 providers, 2 private and 3 municipal. Delaware 
Electric Co-op is by far the largest provider. They cover 44% of all properties in Kent County. The other 
private company, Delmarva Power, serves 26% of the County. The remaining 30% of the County is 
provided electric from Dover, Smyrna-Clayton, or Milford. 

 
Wireless Coverage 
Since the last Comprehensive Plan, the County has approved 15 new telecommunication towers. This 
does not include any towers approved in the city limits. The expansion of service has been along the 
County's major routes for the purposes of filling gaps in coverage. 

Kent County is covered by a number of wireless telephone providers. AT&T and Verizon Wireless cover 
the entire County. Sprint covers much of the County, but there are pockets without coverage. You find 
T-Mobile service mainly around Dover/Camden and along the water. These all offer speeds ranging from 
1.5 to 25 mbps depending on location and service. 
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Four satellite providers also cover portions of the County. Via-Sat, Starband, and Skycasters cover the 
entire County and Hughes Network Systems is available only southwest of Dover and south of Houston. 

Television 
Most internet providers are also offering broadband television service. Comcast and Verizon are the 
largest providers and offer traditional wired broadband TV. Satellite services providers include 
Windstream, Dish Network, and DirectTV. 

Although less important to potential stakeholders in a community, television service is still a vital part of 
contemporary life. The uncovered areas would need to rely on traditional antenna service or online TV 
like Atlantic Broadband located in the northwest part of the County. 

  

Capital Improvement Planning____________________________________________________  

Adopting and implementing a capital improvement program for public improvements in keeping with 
the policies and guidelines of the Comprehensive Plan is essential for implementation of the Plan. To 
that end, Kent County annually adopts a 5-year Capital Improvements Program (CIP) as part of its 
budget process. The Capital Improvement Plan adopted as part of the FY 19 budget is included as 
Appendix E. It is important to note, however, that the CIP is itself a planning tool and funding for each of 
the projects is not necessarily guaranteed. Following is a brief discussion of the projects contemplated in 
the CIP: 

Wastewater 
Major capital improvements to the wastewater system over the next five years include: 

1. Wastewater plant improvements to meet environmental standards, and provide adequate 
emergency power generation capability; 

2. Conveyance system capacity improvements; 

3. Conveyance system improvements (pump replacements and emergency power generation 
capability); and 

4. Potential Sanitary Sewer District expansions to service:  Lebanon Area, Houston, Canterbury / 
Viola Area,  Woodside, Rising Sun 

Some of the specific projects include: 

1. Treatment plant improvements –  Remove and replace the 23 year old geo-membrane liner in 
the north aeration basin; 

2. Treatment plant improvements – Install plant wide emergency power generator, aeration 
blower efficiency upgrade, bio solids dewatering and dryer replacement 
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3. Collection system improvements – Construct a Central Septage Receiving and Pretreatment 
facility.  The facility will replace the two septage receiving sites and with one centrally located 
with the receiving capacity of both sites. The facility will screen and remove grit from the 
septage and treat it with air to make it less corrosive and detrimental to the transmission 
system; 

4. Collection system improvements – Pump Station #1 wet well expansion and screening upgrade. 

5. Collection system improvements – Pump Station #3 wet well expansion and isolation valve 
project. 

6. Pipe line condition assessment project and the respective repair/replacement projects that 
come out of it. 

7. Murderkill River crossing parallel conveyance line. An emergency and maintenance bypass line is 
proposed. 

8. Hilltop Area Phase 2 – planning, design & construction. This project is to provide a sewer 
collection and conveyance system where the area has environmental issues due to failing septic 
systems. This area will service 48 EDU’s. The project is scheduled to start in fiscal year 2018 and 
be completed in fiscal year 2019; and 

9. Paris Villa – planning, design & construction. This project is to provide a sewer collection and 
conveyance system where the area has environmental issues due to failing septic systems. Paris 
Villa is in the Double Run area and will serve 114 properties. The project was started in fiscal 
year 2019 and is anticipated to be completed in fiscal year 2020; 

10. London Village - planning, design & construction.  This project is to provide a sewer collection 
and conveyance system where the area has environmental issues due to failing septic systems. 
London Village is in the Double Run area and will serve 94 properties.  The project was started in 
fiscal year 2019 and is anticipated to be completed in fiscal year 2020; 

11. Construct anaerobic digestion facility at the treatment plant for primary and waste activated 
sludge and possible food waste. The process will generate methane for electricity generation 
and reduce the amount of bio solid waste generated. 

Policy Emphasis______________________________________________________________________ 

1. Meet the public facilities needs of existing development as a first priority;   

2. Promote and invest in infrastructure to support economic development efforts and increased 
access for citizens; 

3. Plan for the efficient location of schools, libraries, health and medical facilities, and other public 
services; 
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4. Assure that public facilities and institutions are maintained in an efficient manner; 

5. Where possible, increase public services as additions to existing systems; 

6. Plan capital improvements consistent with a realistic rate of growth in County areas where 
development is encouraged to locate (i.e. Growth Zone Overlay); 

7. Limit the provision of facilities and services in rural County areas; 

8. Require developers to pay for or provide the added public facilities necessary to support their 
developments when normal County facilities programming will not result in the timely provision 
of the services that will support the proposed development, including, but not limited to, 
schools, parks, roads, wastewater; and 

9. Connect access to schools, parks, libraries and other community centers as part of subdivision 
and land development design. 

 

Recommendations___________________________________________________________________ 

Schools 
1. The County, School Districts, and the Department of Education should work together 

in identifying future school sites as part of a School Facilities Master Plan in recognition of areas 
where development is encouraged. Caesar Rodney, Smyrna, and Lake Forest are the districts in 
the greatest need of site location. Schools should be located near population concentrations to 
shorten bus trips and encourage community investment in that facility. 
 

2. Recognizing that schools are more than educational institutions and also serve as community 
spaces, Kent County and the School Districts should establish agreements for use of school 
facilities by the public for outdoor recreation fields and playgrounds, interior gym time, or 
community meeting spaces. Increased cooperation can improve the efficient use of limited 
recreation areas. 
 

3. Review the School Surcharge and Adequate Public Facility requirements to ensure goals are met 
and revise as warranted. 
 

4. Promote investment by students of the local colleges to connect with the local community. 
These students could see job opportunities, mentors, activities, or housing choices they may not 
have found otherwise and could keep them in the County after graduation. 

 
Parks and Recreation 

1. Review and update the Parks and Recreation Strategic Plan. 
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2. Identify additional parkland area in locations of greatest need. These include southwest of 

Smyrna, northwest of Dover, the "Heart of Delaware" west of Magnolia, and Marydel. Build a 
capital fund to enable land acquisition and development of additional parks. 
 

3. Provide path and trail linkages between parks and residential communities to minimize 
automobile usage and encourage increased activity. 
 

4. Coordinate with other agencies to continue the St. Jones Greenway Trail. 
 

5. Explore opportunities to develop a trail connecting the Hunn Nature Park, Lebanon Landing, and 
Tidbury Creek Park properties.    
 

6. Support State efforts to create a trail along the disused rail line running from Smyrna/Clayton 
through Marydel to Maryland in order to provide a recreation opportunity in the western 
portion of the County.   
 

7. Expand options and facilities in existing parks to support handicap accessibility and inclusion for 
all persons. 

 
Libraries 

1. To ensure that new libraries are accessible and located near existing resources, any new facility 
should be located within the Growth Zone Overlay District. Continue use of the bookmobile and 
explore partnerships to expand access to the library system.  

2. Assess if the current library tax is meeting the needs of the facilities and residents. 

3. Continue coordinating with the Parks & Recreation Division to create programming for youth 
and adults in the community.   

4. Leverage technology to provide seamless access.   

Public Safety 
1. Update the Public Safety Strategic Plan. 
1.2. Monitor the need for additional paramedic units specifically in the Smyrna, Dover, and Magnolia 

areas. 
 

2.3. Design and implement a Public Safety check-in program for elderly and possibly disabled 
residents. Such a program could entail regular calls to registered residents or a schedule for 
participants to contact the call center to check in. 
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3.4. Evaluate the existing Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance for effectiveness and investigate the 
use of a building permit surcharge to capture development not impacted by the APFO. 
 

4.5. Pursue discussions with potential service provider partners and identify potential funding 
sources to support an expanded community EMS mission including: 

· Increasing access to care in underserved areas;  

· Providing telephone advice to 9-1-1 callers instead of resource dispatch;  

· Using community paramedics or other specially trained EMS practitioners for 
management of high healthcare system utilizers or patients at risk for hospital 
admission or readmission, chronic disease management, preventive care or post-
discharge follow-up visits; and  

· Transporting or referring patients to a broad spectrum of appropriate care, not limited 
to hospital emergency departments. 

5.6. Incentivize and promote development inside the Growth Zone Overlay District and locate 
paramedic stations in areas of higher demand in order to manage response times.   

 
Water Resources 

1. Work with the State of Delaware and the Public Service Commission to examine methods of 
planning for water service expansion through regional facilities to ensure public water is 
available to areas identified for development and infrastructure is not duplicated. 

2. Work with DNREC to identify specific uses such as borrow pits that could negatively impact 
public water supplies and develop relevant restrictions specific to the uses.   

3. Coordinate with the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control to review 
development and permitting standards including infiltration practices and impervious cover 
limitations to prevent the depletion of groundwater resources.   

4. Continue to coordinate site plan approval for water treatment and storage facilities with site 
plan approval for subdivision and land development. 

 
Wastewater 

1. Recognizing that a public agency is the most efficient, effective, and environmentally sensitive 
method of treating and disposing of wastewater, continue to provide efficient and cost effective 
sanitary sewer service in the existing sewer district and to new users through expansion of the 
sewer district in areas identified for development; 

2. Complete a wastewater master plan for use in capital planning; 
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3. Provide sewer service within the Growth Zone Overlay that may facilitate infill development 
within existing developed areas and the redevelopment of brownfields, abandoned and 
underutilized properties; 

4. Pursue an ongoing program of enhancements to the County’s Geographic Information System; 

5. Continue efforts to improve the efficiency of the administration and operation of the sanitary 
sewer system in order to minimize the expense to the sewer customers; 

6. Maintain and continually upgrade the existing sanitary sewer conveyance system of pipes, 
manholes, pump stations, and the wastewater treatment facility to help ensure trouble free 
operation including a funding strategy implementing a routine infrastructure replacement 
program while exploring new technologies and techniques of wastewater treatment, disposal, 
and re-use and maintaining superior environmental standards; 

7. Improve the efficiency of the existing sewer system by increasing the capacity through reduction 
of infiltration and inflow of stormwater and illicit discharges into the sewer network; 

8. Continue and expand remediation programs to assist communities with high percentages of 
failing septic systems to connect to the public sewer system; and 

9. Limit expansions of the sanitary sewer district system to areas adjacent to the existing district to 
ensure an orderly growth of the system. 

 
Stormwater Management 

1. Continue coordination efforts with State agencies (Kent Conservation District and DNREC) to 
limit and manage stormwater runoff in the most efficient and effective manner while respecting 
natural features and constraints.   

2. Continue participation in the Stormwater Regulatory Advisory Committee and Clean Water 
Council to develop a watershed approach to stormwater that assesses design in context of 
broader stormwater conveyance limitations within the watershed and better identifies and 
addresses the effect any land development has on the community by making provisions for 
incorporating future watershed studies and/or TMDL requirements.   

3. Continue to expand participation in the Stormwater Maintenance District Program. 

4. Encourage the use of Low Impact Design particularly for projects within the more rural areas of 
the Growth Zone and areas outside of the Growth Zone. 

5. Establish a permitting process for land grading, similar to the building permit process, to enable 
efficient and effective inspection and enforcement action.   
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Technology 
1. Facilitate the dissemination of high speed internet service to as many residential properties as 

possible and, more importantly, all CAIs. The County can help this effort by allowing the base 
infrastructure to be placed on or through government properties. 

2. To allow existing businesses to thrive and to attract new businesses, the County must invest in 
the ability to provide the best most reliable broadband internet service. Partnering with the 
private sector and other government agencies to support and expand fiber optic internet 
services will be crucial to the modernization and growth of the County. 

3. Require that all utility easements required for the subdivision be shown on the record plan fully 
dimensioned and identified as to which utility is served by the easement. All utility companies 
shall be contacted by the applicant concerning the need or desire for said utility and approvals 
of utility locations provided from each utility. If a particular service will not be installed at the 
time of construction, but is planned for the future, then adequate easements shall be provided 
on the record plan with the written approval of the easement locations from the utility company 
providing service. 

4. Require all electrical, telephone, water, sewer, gas, or other utilities requiring a centralized 
facility and providing services to multiple development parcels either within or outside the 
subdivision be provided on separate, private parcels owned in fee simple or by easement by the 
proprietary utility company and not included within the open space calculation for that or any 
community so served. 
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Chapter 5 

Conservation 
 

 

 

Overview______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Source: Survey 2 

Kent County possesses a wealth of natural resources including wetlands, woodlands, floodplains, coastal 
areas, waterways, underground aquifers, open space, and the animals and plants that inhabit these 
spaces. The viability of these resources is directly linked to the overall health and high quality of life that 
Kent County citizens currently enjoy.  As development encroaches on these resources, their integrity is 
compromised. However, it is possible through the use of planning techniques such as infrastructure 
planning and site design requirements, to protect the County’s natural resources while also respecting 
the rights of property owners wishing to develop.  In fact, as the County continues to develop, it is in the 
best interest of current and future residents to place a high value on protecting such resources as they 
ultimately serve to protect residents.  By way of example, protection of an underground aquifer 
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provides clean and safe potable water, wetlands and floodplain serve to protect residents from the 
effect of storms, and protection of the coastal areas preserves both the environmental and economic 
interests of the County.  If the County’s goal is to enable the creation of communities, the effort cannot 
be considered complete without also integrating natural resources in the design.   

 

Source: Survey 1 

Agricultural preservation is not simply an issue of preserving open spaces or the rural character of Kent 
County; rather it is an issue of protecting a major economic force in both the County and the State.  
According to the Delaware Department of Agriculture, the agricultural industry in Delaware provides 
more jobs and impacts the State’s economy more than any other sector.  Kent County has traditionally 
been an agrarian community and agriculture is tightly woven into the quality of life within the County.  
Establishing policies and procedures to encourage the retention of quality farmland in viable farms is a 
worthy public objective of voters and taxpayers.  Therefore the County seeks to facilitate the promotion 
and preservation of the agricultural industry. One technique cannot address all of the challenges of 
farming; rather Kent County will utilize a combination of incentive based strategies and regulatory tools 
within its police powers and regulatory purview to protect and enhance the sustainability of the 
agricultural industry in Kent County.  
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Preserved  Lands____________________________________________________________________ 

Protected lands in Kent County include those owned and/or managed by some federal and state 
agencies, as well as private land conservancies (see Map 5A). In addition, many landowners choose to 
sell their development rights and establish forestry or agricultural conservation easements. Many also 
choose to have their land placed in an agricultural preservation district or forestry preservation area 
where it is preserved for a period of time. Other lands that have restrictions from development include 
tidal wetlands and flood hazard zones. This section outlines the protected lands and natural resources of 
Kent County. 

Water Resources 
Kent County’s water resources are an essential component to a healthy and productive society in the 
present as well as the future. We all depend on a clean and abundant water supply for drinking water 
and activities such as swimming, boating and fishing, agricultural production, manufacturing, and 
tourism. In addition, healthy fish and wildlife habitat, which are important features for the recreational 
and economic components of Kent County, depend on water quality that will sustain these uses. While 
DNREC has some core responsibilities to protect Kent County’s water resources, Kent County has the 
primary responsibility to regulate land use activities that will protect our State's ground waters and 
surface waters.  

Surface Waters 
Kent County has an extensive network of waterways in addition to the Delaware Bay Coastline (see Map 
5B).  Major streams and their corresponding watersheds in Kent County include Silver Lake, St. Jones 
River, Killens Pond, and Murderkill River. The majority of the waterbodies in Kent County areis impaired 
and not meeting water quality standards.   

Under Section 303(d) of the 1972 Federal Clean Water Act (CWA), States are required to identify all 
impaired waters and establish total maximum daily loads (TMDLs) to restore their beneficial uses. A 
TMDL defines the amount of a given pollutant that may be discharged to a waterbody from point, 
nonpoint, and natural background sources and still allows attainment or maintenance of the applicable 
narrative and numerical water quality standards. A Pollution Control Strategy (PCS) specifies voluntary 
actions necessary to systematically achieve pollutant load reductions specified by a Total Maximum 
Daily Load for a given waterbody to reduce pollutants to levels specified by State Water Quality 
Standards.  

Kent County is located within the greater Delaware River and Bay and Chesapeake Bay drainage basins.  
Within the combined area of the two drainages are 10 individual watersheds. These individual 
watersheds are assigned specific nutrient (nitrogen and phosphorus) and bacterial TMDL load reduction 
rates that must be met in order to comply with the State Water Quality Standards. In addition, a 
Watershed Improvement Plan has been developed for all watersheds in the Chesapeake drainage basin 
and identifies specific pollution reduction practices and programs to reduce nitrogen, phosphorus, and 
sediment from a variety of sources in Delaware’s portion of the basin.  The majority of the basin located 
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in Kent County is outside of the Growth Zone Overlay District and generally not subject to development 
pressure.   

Achievement of TMDL targets is in large part predicated on where growth occurs and the management 
of the water pollutants that accompany growth. Land uses that impact the achievement of TMDLs 
include community and individual wastewater management as well as stormwater management. The 
current Kent County Subdivision and Land Development Code addresses TMDLs regarding wastewater 
treatment limits and setbacks from waterways. For watersheds with an established TMDL, §187-53 (D) 
(7) requires individual and community septic systems to meet the nutrient load reductions prescribed by 
the TMDL either through system design or best management practices, and §187-78 (C) requires a 100’ 
riparian buffer. 

Groundwater 
Groundwater is the sole source of public drinking water for Kent County. Since groundwater originates 
as rainwater, land use activities and practices affect the quality of groundwater. Groundwater is 
regulated by DNREC under the terms of the Delaware Environmental Protection Act (7 Delaware Code, 
Chapter 60, Subchapter 6). The responsibility for regulating public water supplies is shared among 
DNREC, the Department of Health and Social Services’ Division of Public Health, and the Public Service 
Commission.    

The Delaware Legislature adopted Title 7, Delaware Code, Chapter 60, Subchapter VI (Source Water 
Protection Law) in June 2001. This law requires county governments and municipalities with populations 
of 2,000 or more to protect the areas delineated as source water protection areas including surface 
water supply watersheds, wellhead protection areas, and excellent groundwater recharge potential 
areas (see Map 5C). 

In January 2011, Levy Court adopted a wellhead protection ordinance prohibiting development within 
150 feet of a public well.  The ordinance further requires that between 150 and 300 feet from a public y 
well and , stormwater from new development shall be treated using water quality best management 
practices. There are some public water supply wells in unconfined aquifers that could require protection 
in addition to the existing 150’ buffer. However, they are largely in already developed areas such as the 
Town of Smyrna or outside the Growth Zone and not subject to development pressure. It is understood 
that some industrial uses, primarily borrow operationshazardous uses, could be a threat to these 
wellfields. The County will work with DNREC to identify potential hazardous uses and develop use 
specific conditions to protect the wellfields.   

With respect to Excellent Recharge Areas, they are located largely outside of the Growth Zone Overlay 
or in the more rural areas of the Growth Zone and away from development pressure. In addition, Kent 
County limits impervious cover for residential development outside of the Growth Zone to 23% and 
within the Growth Zone to 35%. In addition, when subdivision and land development applications are 
located within Excellent Recharge Areas, DNREC is specifically invited to provide advisory comments to 
the Regional Planning Commission for consideration. The County should also consider an ordinance 
requiring a groundwater impact assessment for subdivision and land development applications located 
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within DNREC identified excellent recharge areas. These standards in addition to the County’s other 
efforts to protect natural areas effectively protect the resource. 

Wetlands 
Wetlands are areas inundated or saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration 
sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation 
typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands are characterized by one of three 
parameters: certain soil types, aquatic plants, and hydrology. An immense variety of species of 
microbes, plants, insects, amphibians, reptiles, birds, fish, and mammals can be part of a wetland 
ecosystem. Physical and chemical features such as climate, landscape shape (topography), geology, and 
the movement and abundance of water help to determine the plants and animals that inhabit each 
wetland. In addition, wetlands provide great volumes of food that attract many animal species, benefit 
air and water quality, provide flood protection, prevent shoreline erosion, and provide recreation and 
open space opportunities.   

Tidal and non-tidal wetlands are regulated under  Section 404 of the Federal Clean Water Act by the 
United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE).  Tidal wetlands regulation and protection, however, are 
administered under Title 7 (Chapter 72) of the Delaware Code by the Division of Water Subaqueous 
Land Section.  That is, the State of Delaware has assumed administration of the Section 404 program for 
tidal wetlands which the USACE regulates the protection of non-tidal wetlands in the State. 

There are approximately 121,600 acres of wetlands in Kent County (See Map 5D).  In an effort to protect 
wetlands, Kent County currently prohibits subdivision of wetlands and requires a minimum buffer of 25 
feet. In the interest of improving water quality as well as protection of the various species dependent 
upon wetlands and protection of people and property from flooding, the County should consider 
implementing an increased buffering and replanting standard. 

Floodplain 
Due to its extensive network of waterways and coastline, Kent County has a significant amount of 
floodplain (see Map 5E). A floodplain is a land area adjacent to a waterbody that is susceptible to being 
inundated by water from the base flood. Floodplains are designated on the Flood Insurance Rate Maps 
(FIRMs) prepared by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). Kent County has participated 
in the National Flood Insurance Program since 1978. The most recent FIRM update became effective July 
7, 2014 and additional revisions are scheduled to become effective June 20, 2018. Protection of 
floodplains protects home owners from water damage to persons and properties, lowers insurance 
rates, reduces stress on community services, protects habitats and water quality and minimizes flooding.  
Currently, Kent County prohibits the subdivision of established floodplains and requires that 
construction on existing lots within the floodplain be elevated to 18 inches above base flood elevation. 

Coastal Zone 
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In Kent County, the Coastal Zone as defined by DNREC, is all 
lands and waters just east of State Route 9 to U.S. Route 113 
(south of Dover Air Force Base) to State Route 1 (north of 
Milford). A significant portion of the County's tidal wetlands: 
all of the beaches; four State Wildlife Areas (Woodland Beach, 
Little Creek, Ted Harvey, and Milford Neck); the Bombay Hook 
National Wildlife Refuge; fish and shellfish spawning and 
nursery areas; a substantial number of historic and 
archaeological sites; and significant natural areas initially 
identified by the Delaware Nature Society and included in 
Delaware’s Natural Areas Inventory, are located in the Coastal 
Zone. In addition to the significant flora and fauna that this 
area supports, the Coastal Zone also supports human activities 
that include agriculture, recreation, tourism, and fishing.   

Within the State defined Coastal Zone, new industrial and heavy manufacturing uses are prohibited1; 
however, residential and commercial uses are not addressed. Land uses in this area need to be 
protective of the habitat, natural features and human activities that depend on a healthy and 
functioning Coastal Zone. The Growth Zone Overlay District established in 1996 works to protect these 
resources by directing growth toward the core infrastructure of the County rather than the outlying 
areas.   

Further descriptions of the components of the Coastal Zone’s beaches, shorelines and coastal waters are 
incorporated below.   

Beaches & Shoreline   
Barrier beaches are narrow strips of land made up of unconsolidated material extending parallel to the 
coast and often separated from the mainland by a body of fresh, brackish, or salt water; or a marsh.  
Some of the beaches occur on Pleistocene age highlands, which outcrop along the coast; such beaches 
exist at Bowers. The County's sandy beaches occur intermittently from Woodland Beach to Bowers and 
continuously from there along the Bay to the Sussex County boundary. These beaches are high-energy 
systems, with constantly shifting equilibriums that are subject to landward migration of the shoreline 
and coastal storm events. Beaches provide protection to buildings and infrastructure during damaging 
storms as well as offer a variety of recreational opportunities.   

A number of the Bay communities are subject to storm surge and elevated water levels from coastal 
storm events, shoreline erosion, and sea-level rise leading to flood damage. On November 23, 2016 the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in conjunction with the Delaware Department of Natural Resources 
released a Feasibility Report and Integrated Environmental Assessment for the Beneficial Use of 
Dredged Material for the Delaware River. The tentatively selected plan consists of dune and berm 
construction at dredged material placement at eight locations along the Delaware Bay including 
                                                           
1 With the exception of the fuel facility east of Little Creek on Port Mahon Road as a result of the Coastal Zone 
Conversion Permit Act signed in 2017. 
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Pickering Beach, Kitts Hummock, Bowers Beach, South Bowers Beach, and Big Stone Beach. 
Implementing the tentatively selected plan will increase coastal resilience, reduce storm impacts to 
people and property, and enhance tourism opportunities along the coast. In addition, nourishing 
beaches helps provide greater resilience of natural habitats and may ensure the continued existence of 
beach habitat in areas where development precludes inland migration of the beach. Therefore, Kent 
County is in support of the findings of the Feasibility Study. 

Coastal Waters 
Most of Delaware is near coastal waters, and no part of the State is further than eight miles from tidal 
water. Delaware coastal waters include part of the Delaware Bay Sub-basin, one of the more productive 
fisheries in North America. Delaware coastal waters support approximately 138 species of fish and 
provide spawning and nursery grounds for more than 60 of these species. Kent County contains 6 
estuary basin watersheds that support 19 commercially important fin fish and provide spawning and 
nursery grounds for approximately 40 fish species. In addition, nearly all of Delaware's oysters and 50 
percent of blue crabs are landed in Kent County.   

Maritime commerce in the Delaware Bay is substantial. According to the University of Delaware Sea 
Grant Program, an estimated 3,000 vessels transit the Delaware Estuary annually and the cargo ranges 
from petroleum to fruit to automobiles. Shipping activity continues to thrive in the Delaware River and 
Bay due to the presence of deep-water ports in Wilmington, DE and Philadelphia, PA. With the ongoing 
main channel deepening of the Delaware River navigation channel from 40 to 45 feet, an increase in the 
volume and relative size of ship traffic is expected in the future. 

The extent of recreational use of coastal waters indicates still another significant feature of this 
resource, namely its aesthetics.  Indeed, the natural beauty of the coastal waters was noted more often 
by early explorers and settlers than its utilitarian values.   

 

Air______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Clean air is important for the health and well-being of Kent County citizens and is essential for continued 
growth and prosperity. However, growth and prosperity can actually exacerbate air quality problems.  
Increased population and sprawl development can result in increased air pollution from cars, energy 
generating facilities, lawn mowers, boats, leaf blowers and other fossil fuel emitting devices.   
Attainment of the ozone standard will require that ozone generation is minimized.    

According to the Dover/Kent County Metropolitan Planning Organization 2017 Metropolitan 
Transportation Plan: 

Kent County is part of the Philadelphia-Wilmington-Trenton nonattainment area, though 
it is currently considered to be in attainment based on recent air quality data. The MPO 
region, however, includes the portion of Smyrna in New Castle County and the portion of 
Milford in Sussex County, both of which are considered nonattainment counties.   
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However, the MPO’s Plan also states that transportation emissions for nitrogen oxides and volatile 
organic compounds are forecast to be reduced by approximately 52% by 2040 as compared to 2012 
emissions. The introduction of cleaner fuels and more fuel efficient vehicles play a significant role in 
reducing emissions. In addition, DNREC is administering the Delaware Clean Transportation Incentive 
program to “promote deployment, wider use and acceptance of clean alternative fuel vehicles, and to 
boost investment in clean transportation fuel infrastructure.” The County should explore opportunities 
to incorporate alternative fuel vehicles into its fleet of vehicles used for various field operations and add 
electric vehicle supply equipment and charging in common areas where feasible. In addition, 
recommendations included throughout this Plan such as expansion of the bicycle & pedestrian network, 
mixed use development, and tree preservation are associated with air quality benefits.  

 

Woodlands & Wildlife Habitat_____________________________________________________ 

Woodlands are a crucial component of the environment providing oxygen and reducing carbon dioxide 
in the atmosphere. They aid in soil stabilization and provide shade and cooling when they are present.  
Woodlands are extremely important as plant and wildlife habitat. Of Delaware’s native plant species, 
54% are forest dependent and 40% of the rare bird species in the State are forest dependent. Woodland 
areas provide an important physical, aesthetic and psychological balance to the built environment (see 
Map 5F). 

Forestland provides a wide range of benefits, including cleaner water, enhanced oxygen, carbon 
sequestration, recreational opportunities, and wildlife habitat. In addition, Kent County woodlands yield 
wood products, which support the agricultural economy. On average, approximately 1,000 acres of 
timber are harvested annually in Kent County. Furthermore, forestlands also provide both excellent 
water recharge and an opportunity for application of treated public wastewater. 

According to DNREC’s Wildlife Action Plan, the Delaware Forest Service (DFS) (2010) reported that 
between 2002 and 2009, nearly 16,000 acres of Delaware’s remaining 217,000 acres of unprotected 
forest (privately owned without a permanent conservation easement) were included within areas 
approved for development. It has been estimated that by 2050, 43% of Delaware’s forestland will be 
converted to urban areas. Fragmentation subdivides large contiguous areas of natural land into smaller 
patches, resulting in each patch having more edge habitat and less interior. Thus fragmentation can lead 
to an overall deterioration of ecological quality and integrity. Some species of wildlife require larger 
blocks of habitat than others and can be negatively impacted by activities that fragment habitat. 

Kent County currently limits the amount of woodland clearing permitted as part of a subdivision or land 
development approval. The regulations are more permissive inside the designated Growth Zone Overlay 
District, where clearing is dependent upon density, than outside of the Growth Zone where clearing is 
limited to 30%. As the County develops, such regulations should be further refined to focus on creating 
interconnected networks of open spaces to support habitat as well as maintaining riparian buffers to 
preserve water quality. In addition, the existing Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) program could be 
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revised to offer density bonuses in sending and/or receiving areas for additional woodland and wildlife 
protection.   

 
Climate Change_______________________________________________________________________ 

The earth’s climate is warming causing changes worldwide and in Kent County. One of the largest 
impacts of climate change in the County is sea level rise.  Sea level rise is caused by a combination of 
factors including thermal expansion of ocean waters and the melting of land based glaciers.  and this 
warming results in thermal expansion of ocean waters and sea level rise as the earth’s large planetary 
ice masses, such as glaciers, sea ice and the polar ice caps melt. While sea level rise and the movement 
of the shoreline westward is a normal phenomenon, it is exacerbated by global warmingclimate chane.  
Potential impacts of climate change include: 

v Average temperature increase 

Ø Annual and seasonal temperatures in Delaware have already increased by 2°F since 1900 

Ø Average temperatures are expected to increase another 2.5°F to 4.5°F by 2050 and by as much 
as 8°F by 2100 

Ø May increase risk of illness such as heat stroke especially for vulnerable populations (children, 
the elderly, people with asthma or heart disease, and people with limited access to air 
conditioning and healthcare) 

Ø May worsen air quality 

Ø Could heighten peak demand for energy 

Ø Could lead to greater heat stress for poultry and other livestock and lead to higher energy costs 
for farmers 

Ø Combined with changes in rainfall could bring crop losses, reduced yields, and impaired 
pollination and seed development 

v Temperature extremes to become more frequent 

Ø Higher summer temperatures (days over 95°F) and longer growing seasons are already being 
recorded 

Ø The number of very hot days (over 95°F) is expected to increase 

Ø Heat waves are projected to become longer and more frequent 

v More frequent extreme rainfall 
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Ø Average precipitation is expected to increase by about 10% by 2100 

Ø Heavy rainstorms are expected to become more frequent and more intense with an increasing 
number of very wet days with 2 inches or more of rainfall 

Ø Could increase exposure to allergens, tick & mosquito borne illnesses, and diseases common in 
warmer climates 

Ø Combined with sea level rise may lead to failure of septic systems as groundwater levels rise 

Ø May cause rapid erosion and flood damage to buildings, roads, bridges, and culverts 

Ø May cause flooding that hinders movement of crops or livestock, prevents deliveries, or 
damages farm facilities 

Ø May overwhelm stormwater and wastewater systems, increasing risk of contaminated flood 
waters 

Ø Could affect water-based recreation such as fishing, boating, and swimming by worsening water 
quality in streams, rivers, and ponds 

Ø Combined with sea level rise may increase tidal flooding, leading to greater erosion and reduced 
water quality 

v Sea Level Rise 

Ø Likely to affect the condition of roads and bridges including access and evacuation routes to 
beaches and low lying areas 

Ø May harm soil and groundwater quality in coastal regions and along rivers and streams, 
reducing agricultural productivity in tidal areas 

In order to offset the impacts of climate change the County should maintain existing environmental 
standards (wetland protection, floodplain standards, stream buffers, impervious cover limitations) to 
protect people, property, and the environment and carefully weigh the costs and benefits of 
infrastructure investment in areas anticipated to be inundated by sea level rise (See Map 5G). 

Agricultural Preservation__________________________________________________________ 

According to the 2012 Census of Agriculture, there were 863 farms totaling 172,251 acres of 
land in Kent County. The 2012 Census of Agriculture further reveals that the Kent County 
market value of farm production is $277,727,000. The average per farm net cash farm income 
of operation in 2012 was $91,196. As illustrated in the charts below, soybeans and corn are the 
two most significant harvest crops, while poultry comprises the majority of livestock raised. 
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In addition to the agricultural uses described above, Kent County has some less mainstream uses, 
including orchards and nurseries. In looking at the character of agriculture in the County, it is interesting 
to note that the average size farm is 200 acres, but the median is only 40 acres. The large percent of 
relatively small, family-owned farms contributes greatly to the quality of life and feeling of community 
for all residents of the County. However, this type of farm is often more susceptible to the vagaries of 
weather, crop prices, costs of planting and harvesting, and pressures from residential development. 

Productive agricultural land is a finite and indispensable natural resource in Kent County. Economic 
opportunity, ensuring food security, environmental protection, community infrastructure, and quality of 
life are among the most compelling reasons to save farmland. As farmland is converted for 
development, the agricultural infrastructure of the County is compromised, thereby making it more 
difficult for the remaining farms to succeed. In addition, there are inherent conflicts between the 
agricultural industry and suburban development.  Ultimately, farmland protection is part of a larger set 
of policy challenges involving how the citizens of Kent County make choices in the use of our natural 
resources that fundamentally affect our future quality of life. 
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Land Use Trends in Agriculture 
Over the years, there has been a steady decline of the number of farms and acreage in production in our 
State. However, in the decade between 2002 and 2012, the number of farms in Kent County increased 
by 16.45%, from 721 to 863 farms. It is interesting to note, however, that the number of acres being 
utilized by those farms decreased from 185,329 in 2002, or an average of 257 acres per farm, to 172,251 
in 2012, or an average of 200 acres per farm. This resulted in more farms, but smaller in size. 

Nationwide, there is also a trend of younger first 
generation farmers emerging especially in community 
supported agriculture (CSA) operations where farmers 
sell their products locally to individual customers and 
to institutions such as schools, hospitals, and nursing 
homes. (Source:  2012 Census of Agriculture Reveals 
Farming Trends, Dr. Rosmann, Farm & Ranch Guide). 
While the 2012 Census of Agriculture reveals the 
fastest growing group of farmers and ranchers is 65 
and older, the second fastest growing group is young 
farmers and ranchers who are under 35.  

According to a National Young Farmers’ Coalition 
report, the vast majority of young farmers (78%) did 
not grow up on a farm. For most of these first-generation farmers, securing land is a daunting obstacle. 
According to the NYFC survey, 70% of farmers under 30 rent farmland, compared to 37% of farmers over 
30. In response to that challenge, the State of Delaware established the Young Farmers Loan Program in 
2011. The program is designed to provide young farmers with capital needed to purchase land while 
also preserving the land. As of October 2017, the Department of Agriculture has settled 32 loans for a 
total of 2,497 acres. 

Also notable is the number of women in agriculture nationwide and in Delaware. According to the 2012 
Census of Agriculture, nearly 18% of Delaware’s farms have a woman as the principal operator. 
According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, there are 1,207 female farmers in Delaware (32% of all 
farmers) managing 129,300 acres resulting in a $99.8 million economic impact. 

Source: Delaware Agricultural Lands Preservation Current Situation Report October 18, 2017 

Another trend in agriculture as with nearly all businesses is an increased reliance on internet access.  In 
Delaware the number of farms with internet access rose more than 40% between 2007 and 2012 (250 
and 359 respectively). The total percentage of farms with internet access is still relatively low at 15 
percent. As the County explores expansion of high speed internet access as discussed in the Community 
Facilities Chapter, it should be mindful of the benefits to the agricultural community as well.   

Progress in Agricultural Preservation 
The Delaware Agricultural Lands Preservation Act signed into law on July 8, 1991, established a long 
term program for preserving agricultural lands within the State.  As illustrated below, Kent County leads 
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both Sussex and New Castle County in farmland and forestland preservation. Map 5H illustrates the 
lands currently preserved.  

Since 2009 tThe Levy Court has contributed more than $1.12.5 million toward the State’s agricultural 
preservation program and dedicated at least $100,000 in each annual budget. A total of 88 farms 
encompassing over 6,000 acres have been placed in permanent preservation. As shown at the beginning 
of this chapter a clear majority of survey respondents support maintaining or even increasing the level 
of funding for preservation. Supporting the agricultural industry and rural character of the County are 
very much a community priority. 

 

Policy Emphasis______________________________________________________________________ 

Provide for protection of all of the natural resources of the County, while allowing for development by:   

1. Further promoting the conservation of the full array of natural resources found within Kent 
County (water, land, flora, fauna, and habitats); 

2. Ensuring that land use activities on lands designated as State Resource Areas protect the land’s 

unique ecological features while permitting reasonable use of the property; 

3.2. Ensuring that land use activities are conducted in such a way as to minimize the impact on and 
reduce the risk of contamination to excellent groundwater recharge areas and wellhead 
protection areas which are a source of drinking water systems throughout the County; and 

4.3. Seeking to preserve and enhance wildlife habitat. 

Promote the preservation of the agricultural industry utilizing a combination of incentive based 
strategies and regulatory tools within its police powers and regulatory purview to protect and enhance 
the sustainability of the agricultural industry in Kent County by:   

1. Promoting the retention of farms and farmland within Kent County; 

2. Seeking to strengthen the agricultural sector of Kent County; 

3. Developing regulations that will direct development to areas where infrastructure exists or is 
planned in order to encourage agriculture and maintain the current quality of life for the 
residents of the County; and  

County 
 Agricultural Preservation Districts  Agricultural Easements  Forestland Preservation 
 Districts/Expansions Farms Acres  Farms Acres  Farms Acres 

New Castle  108 123 18,999  94 13,808  1 43 
Kent  543 644 94,127  429 63,625  16 963 

Sussex  494 625 73,613  335 43,866  18 1,619 
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4. Seeking to promote and develop less mainstream agricultural uses such as organic farming, 
wineries, sod farms, and aquaculture. 

 

Recommendations___________________________________________________________________ 

1. Maintain existing environmental standards (wetland protection, floodplain standards, stream 
buffers, impervious cover limitations) to protect people, property, and the environment. 

2. Carefully weigh the costs and benefits of infrastructure investment in areas anticipated to be 
inundated by sea level rise. 

3. Increase the width of non-disturbance areas surrounding wetlands, waterbodies and conveyance 
systems, including tax ditches, to an average of 100 feet for 80% of the area, to be buffered with a 
minimum width buffer of 50 feet and, if previously cleared of vegetation, require such riparian 
buffer be replanted with native species prevalent in riparian areas. Where the slope along a 
waterbody exceeds 15%, the buffer measurement should commence from the top of bank.  
Required buffers should be designated as un-subdivided open space. 

4. Utilize the passive open space provisions of the Subdivision and Land Development ordinance to 
require reintroduction of wildlife habitats and upland forests. 

5. Help to reduce individual automobile trips through the promotion of shared or high occupancy 
vehicles. This could be done through the redesign of parking requirements for commercial uses and 
the continued promotion of mass transit bus stops throughout the County. 

6. Promote more compact patterns of development and mixed use development to reduce travel 
demand and to encourage the expansion of the public transit system. 

7. Seek to reduce ozone emissions by directing growth into areas that are immediately adjacent to 
employment and services. 

8. Explore opportunities to incorporate alternative fuel vehicles into the County’s fleet of vehicles used 
for various field operations. 

9. Review existing ordinances for efficacy in meeting federally required Total Maximum Daily Load 
(TMDL) requirements and make changes where appropriate. 

10. Utilize the Wildlife Action Plan, Green Infrastructure, and Source Water Protection maps produced 
by DNREC in conjunction with Land Evaluation Site Assessment (LESA) scores in ranking properties 
for County agricultural land preservation funding. 

11. Establish incentives such as reduction of impact fees, building permit fees, or density bonuses for 
environmentally sensitive design practices such as Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design 
(LEED) certification, Energy Star, or green technology best management practices.  
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12. Work with DNREC and the individual Tax Ditch Organizations to explore the feasibility of establishing 
landscape buffers along tax ditches in order to reduce erosion along ditch banks, reduce 
maintenance requirements, and improve water quality. On private ditches, where practical, the 
buffers should be planted on the south and west side of the ditch to maximize shading and trees and 
shrubs should be native species. Trees should not be planted within 5 feet of the top of the bank to 
avoid future blockages from roots. Tree and shrub planting in this manner will provide a shading 
effect promoting water quality. The buffers as well as the channel banks should be planted with 
herbaceous vegetation to aid in the reduction of sediment and nutrients entering into the 
conveyance. Grasses, forbs and sedges planted within this buffer should be native species, selected 
for their height, ease of maintenance, erosion control, and nutrient uptake capabilities. 

12. Continue dedicating funds toward the Agricultural Land Preservation Program as finances permit. 

13. Coordinate with the Delaware Department of Agriculture and the Kent County Farm Bureau to 
develop an outreach and education program to better inform neighbors to agriculture about the 
realities of living near active farming (e.g. noise, dust, slow moving traffic). 

14. Revise regulations for cluster subdivisions to ensure enough critical mass of open land for continued 
agriculture use and limit the intrusion of suburban development into vital agricultural areas. 

15. Continue developing the Food Innovation District program. 

16. Review existing zoning requirements for poultry houses and consider implementing buffering and 
ventilation standards that are becoming more common throughout the industry. 

17. Review and revise the permitted uses in the Agricultural Conservation and Agricultural Residential 
zoning districts to better reflect current agricultural practices and businesses. 

18. Establish additional incentives for the Transfer of Development Rights program in an effort to 
provide equity to land owners in areas designated for low density development and provide 
additional protection for areas such as upland forest and those containing endangered or 
threatened species. 

18.19. Consider requiring groundwater impact assessments for subdivision and land development 
projects located in excellent recharge areas and ensure such projects are forwarded to DNREC for 
advice and comment.   
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Chapter 6 

Historic Preservation 
 

 

 

Overview______________________________________________________________________________ 

Kent County contains a variety of cultural and historical resources, both archaeological and architectural, 
which serve as a record of the County’s past. These resources directly relate to those individuals who 
lived, worked, and developed the County. The topography and natural resources of the region as well as 
social and political climates of the times influenced that development.   

Delaware’s proximity to the Delaware Bay and location on the Delmarva Peninsula within the Coastal 
Plain allows for a very distinct topography. This location and the presence of numerous natural 
resources such as waterways, wetlands, and woodlands clearly guided the earliest development of the 
County. The Lenni Lenape and the Nanticoke were the early inhabitants of the land and lived by a 
combination of hunting, fishing, and farming (Munroe, History of Delaware; 14). When settlement 
began, the early towns appeared along the navigable waterways and as overland transportation routes 
developed, settlement began moving west. Many of these western lands proved fertile for farming and 
agriculture began to play a significant role in the development of the County. Construction of railroads 
during the mid-to-late 1800’s further affected settlement patterns as towns developed and grew along 
the railroad lines. These railroads moved not only people, but also the many crops grown in fields and 
orchards of Kent County.   

Politics also played a role in the growth and development of Kent County. On June 15, 1776 Delaware 
officially separated from Pennsylvania; thereby declaring its independence from Britain. The town of 
New Castle in New Castle County served as the early seat of government or meeting place of the 
General Assembly. As it became increasingly dangerous during the years of the Revolutionary War to 
hold government proceedings in the coastal town of New Castle, the General Assembly began meeting 
throughout Delaware. Due to its central location, Dover became the permanent State Capital in October 
of 1781. 
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Delaware’s status as a slave holding border state during the Civil War provided for a complicated 
cultural and political history. There were both Northern and Southern sympathizers throughout the 
state. As the central county and location of the state capital in Dover, Kent County was the home of 
much political debate regarding the issue of slavery. Its location between the Chesapeake and Delaware 
Bays, proximity to the border state of Maryland, proximity to the free states of Pennsylvania and New 
Jersey, its populations of Methodists, Quakers, Abolitionists, and of free African-Americans made it one 
of the major routes for the Underground Railroad.   

The built environment or landscape of Kent County is a reflection of this history. The coastal towns 
contain many of the old homes, lighthouses, and maritime processing facilities. Evidence of the 
importance of transportation in the development of Kent County is evident at the many crossroad 
communities that still exist. These communities typically contain not only houses, but also central 
meeting spaces, such as churches and community halls. The larger towns located along the railroad lines 
also contain town halls, post offices, and in many cases evidence of large commercial or industrial 
enterprises, such as general or mercantile stores, mills, and canneries. The agricultural landscape is 
comprised not only of open fields and orchards, but of the domestic and agricultural outbuildings 
needed to store, shelter, and process the crops produced and animals raised on these farms. It is, 
therefore, a mixed landscape of rural and urban resources. These resources vary in size, shape, and 
form, as much as they vary in construction materials.  

This landscape is forever changing to meet the demands of this growth and development. The primary 
mode of transportation changed from railcars to automobiles, adding to the landscape the highway 
system.  The focus of agriculture has changed over the years with many of the livestock, fruit and grain 
producing farms shifting to the production of poultry and specialized crops such as soybeans and corn. 
The building of industrial enterprises has slowed over the years with a shift from heavy industry to more 
service-oriented industries. Many industrial parks are being replaced by or retrofitted as corporate 
centers. Where fields and pastures once covered the landscape, subdivisions and commercial centers 
now occupy the space. All of these changes have an impact on the built environment. The once primarily 
rural landscape of Kent County is changing to a mix of suburban and rural space. 

The changes to the landscape due to a shift in economic focus, growth, and development have 
threatened many of the historical resources in Kent County. These resources include not only buildings, 
but lighthouses, schooners, and archaeological sites as well. Preservation of resources can happen many 
ways. One way is through the physical preservation of resources such as the restoration or rehabilitation 
of a building. Developing incentives and ordinances which encourage the incorporation of these historic 
structures into modern development when possible is an important element of the planning process. 

Another manner of physically preserving these resources is shifting the lands from private to publicly 
held property. The Hunn Property and Brecknock Park are examples of Kent County owned properties 
containing historic buildings and archaeological resources.   
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In cases where resources cannot be preserved, documentation through photographs, measured 
drawings, and surveys can preserve many of these threatened resources on paper for future generations 
to see. 

    

Identification, Evaluation, & Recordation_____________________________________ 

Kent County utilizes a three-part system to preserve its historic resources through documentation: 
identification, evaluation, and recordation or registration. Historic properties are identified as those 
properties over 50 years old. As resources age they are added to the Delaware Cultural Resource Survey 
(CRS), a systematic inventory of Delaware’s buildings, structures, sites, and objects over 50 years old. 
Each property is assigned a Cultural Resource number and survey forms are completed for the property 
and all historic buildings on it. The Delaware State Historic Preservation Office/Delaware Division of 
Historical and Cultural Affairs maintains the Cultural Resource Survey.   

The next step is the evaluation of these historic 
resources. All historic properties are evaluated using 
the National Register of Historic Places criteria. Not all 
historic resources over 50 years old are eligible to be 
listed on the National Register of Historic Places, 
however all buildings are important as a record of 
Kent County history. The Cultural Resource Survey is a 
crucial part of the preservation process because it 
includes recording all buildings over 50 years old and 
in many cases it is the only record we have of the 
many historical resources which have been lost to 
demolition and neglect.   

If the resources are considered eligible, they must go 
through the process of being nominated to the 
National Register of Historic Places, which includes 
approvals by the State Review Board for Historic 
Preservation, the State Historic Preservation Officer, 
and the Keeper of the National Register of Historic 
Places. 
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Resources_____________________________________________________________________________ 

Myriad historic resources are located throughout Kent County and include: 

· 130 Listed Buildings / Building Complexes 
· 17 Listed Archaeological Sites 
· 30 Listed Boundary Markers 
· 2 National Historic Landmarks 
· Harriet Tubman Underground Railroad Byway 
· Delaware Bayshore Byway 
· 18 National Register Districts 

Bannister Hall 
& Bayard House 

Byfield 
Historic District 

Camden 
Historic District 

Coombe 
Historic District 

Dover Green 
Historic District 

Duck Creek Village 
Historic District 

Felton 
Historic District 

Frederica 
Historic District 

J. H. Wilkerson & Son 
Brickworks 

Kenton 
Historic District 

Little Creek Hundred 
Rural District 

Lower St. Jones Neck 
Historic District 

North Milford 
Historic District 

Raymond Neck Historic 
District 

Smyrna 
Historic District 

St. Joseph’s 
Industrial School 

Victorian Dover 
Historic District 

Wyoming 
Historic District 

 
With the exception of archaeological sites, all of the resources listed above are represented on Map 6A.   

 

Threats to Historic Preservation_________________________________________________ 

In Kent County, 4 individual National Register Properties and 165 buildings within established National 
Register Districts have been demolished. With the recent losses of the Jehu Reed House, Thomas 
England House, and Durham Shores House, threats to historic resources have become more apparent in 
our community. There are two primary threats to historic resources in Kent County: 

· New Development - As Kent County's population increases and the landscape continues to 
evolve, development pressure often leads to the demolition of historic buildings, such as historic 
farm complexes or properties located along the highway in commercial areas. 
 

· Demolition by Neglect - Often historic buildings are more expensive to maintain or property 
owners do not have the knowledge of how to maintain a historic house properly. As historic 
houses fall under disrepair, demolition due to lack of maintenance is often times an outcome.  
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Policy Emphasis______________________________________________________________________ 

Seek to preserve Kent County’s rich cultural and historical resources by:    

1. Strengthening Kent County’s Historic Preservation Program to ensure that Kent County’s historic 
and cultural legacy will continue to help shape and define the unique character of the County; 
and 
 

2. Promoting the value and significance of Kent County’s historic and cultural resources. 

 

Recommendations___________________________________________________________________ 

1. Explore incentives to incorporate historic structures into new development; 
 

2. Through partnerships with state and nongovernmental agencies, design education and outreach 
materials to help property owners maintain their historic structures; 

 

3. Continue capital contributions for maintenance and rehabilitation of County owned historic 
resources;  

 

4. Continue to identify, evaluate, and update cultural resource surveys and provide survey data in 
a variety of formats including digital mapping and through the Kent County website; and 

 

5. Enact ordinances that support require the documentation, protection and/or preservation of 
important cultural and historic resources within the County. 
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Chapter 7 

Land Use 

 
 

Overview______________________________________________________________________________ 

The overall theme of the Comprehensive Plan is the creation of communities, providing adequate 
infrastructure to those communities, enabling and encouraging economic development, and preserving 
the rural character and agricultural industry of the County. The Plan in general and the Land Use 
element in particular are designed not only to direct development but also to direct investment of public 
resources in infrastructure and land preservation.   

 

Historical Trends & Current Conditions_________________________________________ 

The housing market, rate of development, and land use patterns have changed markedly since the 2008 
Plan was adopted. The recession resulted in a depressed housing market, notable decline of new 
housing starts, and an effective end to speculative subdivision.   
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While the number of new housing starts has rebounded and leveled off since the recession, the number 
of new lots created has not rebounded partly because of substantial existing inventory and partly 
because of tighter lending restrictions.   

 

 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
Major 

Subdivisions 34 8 3 3 7 1 1 5 -- -- 1 

Number of 
Lots 5234 402 384 170 896 428 35 475 -- -- 105 

 

There are approximately 8,800 vacant lots within major subdivisions while just over 4,400 lots have 
been expunged because construction did not commence. If market demand for single family lots of 
10,000 sq. ft. remains the same and the average number of new housing starts remains at roughly 650 
per year, the current inventory will be sufficient for more than a decade. At the same time, the County 
must be mindful that market demands can change and it is quite possible that existing recorded 
subdivisions will be revised to satisfy that demand.  (see Map 7D) 

While there has been some commercial development in the unincorporated area over the past ten 
years, the trend continues to be that of large scale commercial and industrial development occurring 
within municipalities where infrastructure is available. While it is appropriate that large scale retail 
development and employment centers are often better suited to municipalities, the result is that much 
of the residential development in the unincorporated area has little access to neighborhood commercial 
uses, employment centers, and recreation opportunities nearby. (See Map 7A Existing Land Use)   

Since the creation of the Growth Zone Overlay District in 1996, the County’s established growth strategy 
has been to direct development toward areas where supporting infrastructure exists or is planned. Map 
7D showing developing density demonstrates the strategy has been largely successful.  

There are roughly 30,000 acres in the unincorporated area of the Growth Zone Overlay District available 
for development. However, Map 7D clearly illustrates greater demand in the north portion of the 
County. Consequently while adequate land is available for development with the Growth Zone, an 
expansion to the west in the northern portion of the County would not be unreasonable over the 
planning horizon.  Any parcels added to the Growth Zone should be contiguous to the existing boundary. 

  

Goals for the Future________________________________________________________________ 

Feedback following the initial community outreach reveals support for the County’s existing growth 
strategy of encouraging growth in existing developed areas. 
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Source: Survey 1 

 

Source: Survey 1 

Based upon feedback from community outreach, available data, and emerging land use patterns the 
goals articulated in the 2008 Plan remain relevant: 

Building on Community Centers 
A central location enables greater access to employment, services, and recreation with a reduced 
dependence on the automobile, greater efficiencies in delivery of public services, and corresponding 
cost savings to the tax payers of Kent County.   

Adequate Infrastructure and Public Services  
There remain areas of residential development with inadequate facilities and services. One of the 
County’s primary objectives continues to be facilitating the provision of adequate infrastructure and 
services for new developments paid for by those who benefit from the development. Another objective 
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is to identify alternatives for upgrading services in areas where development has already been approved 
without benefit of the County’s Adequate Public Facilities Ordinances. Specifically with regard to land 
use designations, the County Code permits public services and institutional uses either  by-right or 
through conditional use in nearly all zoning districts including Agricultural Residential and Agricultural 
Conservation which are the most common districts. 

Preservation of Areas for Economic Development 
As stated previously, while Kent County has experienced a significant amount of residential 
development, commercial and industrial development in the unincorporated area have been lagging. A 
priority of this Plan is to preserve areas appropriate for economic development where adequate 
infrastructure is available or can reasonably be provided. Throughout the Plan, areas designated for 
future industrial, commercial, and smaller scale neighborhood development have been designated. 

Protection of Natural Resources  
As Kent County changes and grows, opportunities to carefully integrate development with natural 
features such as streams and the coastal areas will arise. Ensuring that development is responsive to 
Kent County’s natural amenities will help to keep Kent County beautiful, vibrant, and desirable.  

Protection of Rural Character 
Kent County’s economy has been agrarian based for a major part of its history, since the early Swedes, 
Dutch and English first started arriving in Kent County in the late 1600’s. As of today, 49% of the land is 
dedicated to agriculture with an annual production value of $120 million1. Protection of the rural 
character of Kent County is dependent on our ability to encourage and protect agricultural uses. A 
majority of the participants in the Comprehensive Plan public workshops indicated this issue as a major 
priority.   

Even within designated growth areas, open space and elements of the County’s rural character need not 
be sacrificed. Open space is either privately or publicly owned land that is vacant and provides 
recreational opportunities for its citizens, as well as habitat for Kent County’s wildlife. Open space 
contributes to the local economy as well as the quality of life. In addition, open space between land use 
areas helps provide a sense of place by providing a visual distinction between areas. 

Protection of Historic Places  
Kent County has a rich history. This history is part of what makes Kent County such a desirable place to 
live. Preservation of remnants of this history including buildings, landscapes, and archeological sites is an 
integral component of this Comprehensive Plan. 

Encouraging Mixed Uses Where Appropriate 
Broadly defined, mixed uses incorporate, in a mutually supportive manner, more than one land use, 
density or type of housing, or development character. This Comprehensive Plan encourages the mixing 
of uses at a community scale with a variety of uses within a comparatively short travel distance of each 

                                                           
1 2002 Census of Agriculture, USDA 
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other. Mixed uses can include the development of projects that mingle different housing densities or 
types; single buildings with both employment and residential areas; and areas of different uses that are 
coordinated and linked with transportation features including transit, architectural characteristics, or 
other unifying features. It is the intent of this Plan to support a broad definition of mixed use where 
appropriate without mandating specific details which may quickly become outdated. 

Mixed use projects are supportive of more efficient transportation, encourage a wide variety of housing 
types to meet the broad range of residential needs, reduce costs of living, and provide an interesting 
built environment. A key component of mixed used projects includes the establishment and 
enforcement of architectural and site design standards.   

Discourage Sprawl Development  
The opposite of creating communities is enabling sprawl. Since the Growth Zone Overlay was 
established in 1996, the County has attempted to discourage sprawling development in favor of focusing 
new development where infrastructure can be efficiently and cost effectively provided. Sprawl 
development is characterized by: 

· Low density residential development in a rural area that is not contiguous with or in proximity to 
existing infrastructure such as schools, shopping, institutions, local police protection and 
emergency services; 

· Land use conversion/land consumption; 
· Segregation of land uses and housing types; and 
· Dependence on the automobile to fulfill daily needs. 
 

The negative impacts of sprawl development include: 

· Traffic congestion, severe during peak hours. 
· Fragmentation of wildlife habitat:  Wildlife relies on contiguous and connected habitat and a 

network of ecological features to survive. 
· Loss of productive farmland. 
· Loss of rural character. 
· Increased costs to provide essential services. 
· Degradation of water quality:  Developments in rural areas rely on individual and community on-

site septic systems. If not properly maintained, sewage can pollute ground-water and surface 
water. 

· An increase of impervious surface which threatens water quality:  Recent studies have indicated 
that water quality is degraded once a watershed exceeds 10% imperviousness.2 

· Fragmentation of farmland which impedes agricultural uses, discourages existing and expanded 
agricultural uses, and increases conflict between farm equipment and increased residential 
traffic on rural roads. 

                                                           
2 Holland, H.K. & Schuler, T.,R. (2000).  The Practice of Watershed Protection, pp. 7-18, 145-161. 
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· Degradation of air quality through increased emissions from individual vehicles. 
· Threatens ability of the State and Local government to provide services such as roads, transit, 

schools, and emergency services. 
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Future Land Use_____________________________________________________________________ 

Map 7B reflects the County’s Future Land Use Map and immediate proactive comprehensive rezoning is 
not contemplated. The table below illustrates the types of land uses contemplated for each of the land 
use categories: 

Land Use Designation Applicable Zoning District(s) Sample of Permitted Land Uses 

Low Density 
Residential 

Agricultural Conservation; 
Agricultural Residential 

Agriculture and supporting uses, single 
family detached residential, home based 
businesses; limited commercial uses 

Medium Density 
Residential 

Single-Family Residential; 
Medium Family Residential; 
Residential Manufactured 
Home 

Single family detached and attached, 
manufactured home parks; home 
occupations; limited nonresidential uses 

High Density 
Residential 

Multi-family Residential; 
Neighborhood Business; 
Highway Commercial 

Single family attached and multi-family; 
home occupations; expanded nonresidential 
uses 

Neighborhood 
Commercial  

Neighborhood Business; 
Office Complex 

Smaller scale nonresidential uses such as 
general retail shopping and personal 
services, compatible with residential uses; 
office space 

Highway Commercial General Business Broad range of commercial activities and a 
variety of large retail stores and related 
activities occupying prime retail land and 
serving a regional community 

Industrial Limited Industrial; Industrial Light to moderate intensity industrial, office, 
warehouse, wholesale and research 
establishments, which could be compatible 
with residential uses; Variety of industrial 
uses, including hazardous uses located away 
from residential uses 

 

 

Land Use Strategy____________________________________________________________________ 

Map 7B reflects the County’s Future Land Use Map and immediate proactive comprehensive rezoning is 
not contemplated.  Map 7C, however, reflects a long term development strategy  where specific mixed 
use, higher density, commercial, industrial, and employment center development could be supported, 
provided it is in keeping with the character of the area and adequate infrastructure is in place or 
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planned to serve it. Specific areas are designated for higher density residential, mixed use, 
neighborhood & highway commercial, industrial, and employment center development. Rezoning 
applications in keeping with the descriptions of these areas would be considered compliant with the 
Comprehensive Plan and should be supported. Master planning efforts specifically within the Town, 
Village, and Employment Centers would be beneficial.   
 
While the Regional Planning Commission and Levy Court should use Map 7C as a guide in evaluating 
applications for rezoning, the standards included in the Zoning Ordinance regarding compatibility with 
surrounding land uses and availability of infrastructure remain in effect and should have equal weight in 
rezoning property. Specifically, in evaluating any rezoning request, the Department of Planning Services, 
Regional Planning Commission, and Levy Court should use the following criteria: 
 

1. There was a mistake in the Zoning Map or the character of the surrounding area has changed to 
such an extent that the Zoning Map should be changed; 

 

2. The new zoning classification conforms to the Comprehensive Plan in relation to land use, 
number of dwelling units, or type and intensity of nonresidential buildings and location; 

 

3. Transportation facilities, water and sewerage systems, storm drainage systems, schools, and fire 
suppression facilities adequate to serve the proposed use are either in existence or programmed 
for construction; and 

 

4. There is compatibility between the uses of the property as reclassified and the surrounding land 
uses so as to promote the health, safety, and welfare of present and future residents of the 
County. 

 

The timing of rezoning is important to consider as well particularly with respect to item number 3 above.  
In some cases, adequate public facilities are not currently in place to support commercial or industrial 
development although they are anticipated to be available within the planning horizon of 25 to 30 years.   
 
 
Specifically, Map 7C reflects the following: 

 
Town Areas 
Description 
Development in unincorporated areas in close proximity to cities and towns should be similar in nature 
and respect the existing development patterns of the municipalities. Higher density residential uses and 
a variety of nonresidential uses should be encouraged as well as provide for a full suite of public services 
including adequate roads, water, wastewater, parks and recreation, and fire and emergency medical 
services. Medium to high densities would be considered appropriate for properties near cities and 
towns provided the development density and design are in keeping with the character of the 
surrounding area.  
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The approach in these areas is to recognize and protect the essential land use and aesthetic character of 
the cities and towns and the values they foster. Protection will require close cooperation between Kent 
County and the towns concerning land use planning review of development proposals, extension of 
services and annexation. In addition, by encouraging development in and around municipalities, the 
Comprehensive Plan intends to reduce development pressure in other areas of the County.  
Development in this area is encouraged because it is contiguous with current development where it can 
be most effectively serviced by infrastructure including public water, sewer, and roads.  

Concentrated and mixed use development along with interconnectivity and multi-modal transportation 
options are encouraged in areas proximate to municipalities. This development can include residential, 
employment, services, commercial, industrial, institutional, and shopping. Concentrated and mixed use 
development makes the most cost-effective use  

of public infrastructure. This development form may reduce the number of vehicular trips and trip 
lengths needed. These factors combine to lower the per capita cost of infrastructure, reduce the traffic 
impacts of development and cost to build, improve, and maintain roads. If not already designated as 
Receiving Areas as part of the County’s Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) program, designation as 
Primary Receiving Areas could be appropriate.  

Land Uses 
Development should be mixed use, compact, and in keeping with land use patterns and characteristics 
in the municipalities. Mixed use projects should be performance-based and reviewed according to 
certain performance criteria. Performance criteria should be based on achieving the characteristics of 
nearby municipalities. Appropriate housing types include single-family, two-family, townhouses, and 
multiplex and multifamily. Residential use may also be permitted on upper floors of structures with first 
floor commercial.  

A wide range of commercial uses should be considered in areas proximate to municipalities including 
wholesale and retail sales, personal and business services, civic uses and office space.  Large shopping 
centers over 100,000 square feet should be 
located in proximity to principal arterial and 
major collectors. Neighborhood commercial 
uses should be located near or within 
residential areas. Light and heavy industrial 
uses including non-manufacturing and 
manufacturing should be located in areas 
appropriate to their intensity and infrastructure 
requirements.  

The purpose of commercial development in 
these areas is to create a sense of place and 
destination for existing and new 
neighborhoods while complementing the 
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existing commercial development in the adjacent towns. This development will serve an agglomeration 
of adjacent and nearby neighborhoods, the adjacent town, and the larger community. Commercial 
development in these areas should function as transitional passages between the towns and larger 
regional-scaled communities. Small blocks and frequent intersections with connecting streets and 
sidewalks connect residents to regional transportation, commercial services and an active streetscape. 
Commercial development will be typically between 0.5 and 1.5 miles in length and will be located along 
roadways classified as minor arterials and major collectors. While this development will be accessed by 
automobile, the design should appeal to the pedestrian scale. Design elements need to serve both 
pedestrian and vehicular traffic also with public transit opportunities in mind. Types of uses include 
restaurants, specialty shops, services, grocery and civic uses (i.e. libraries and fire stations).    
 

Village Areas 
Description 
There are areas within the unincorporated areas of the County and within the Growth Zone Overlay 
where a concentration of existing approved residential development exists.  The emphasis in these areas 
is to encourage needed infrastructure and services in order to create community centers to serve the 
pockets of residential development.  Future development in these areas should consist of low to 
medium density residential and neighborhood commercial uses as well as significant investment in 
infrastructure. The overarching goal, however, is to equitably address the infrastructure concerns of the 
residential growth that occurred over the last five years and retrofit adequate facilities and 
infrastructure.  The intent is to enable the creation of communities rather than only single-use 
residential subdivisions.  

While this Comprehensive Plan is unable to address residential development that is already approved, it 
can address land uses in specific areas in an effort to create a more livable and quality community.  
Ideally, residential neighborhoods should have a sense of place where people enjoy living. Qualities that 
foster this environment include3: 
 

· Quality of the public space; 
· Variety of uses and building types; 
· Connections to people and to daily needs; and 
· Places to walk and ride bicycles. 

Development should be focused on providing needed infrastructure and public services. Low to medium 
density zoning classifications would be considered appropriate in these areas provided development 
density and design is in keeping with the character of the surrounding area. If not already designated as 

                                                           
3 Better Models for Development in Delaware, Ideas for Creating More Livable and Prosperous Communities.  
Edward T. McMahon with Shelly S. Mastran and Blaine Phillips, Jr., The Conservation Fund in partnership with 
Livable Delaware Advisory Council Community Design Subcommittee and Office of State Planning Coordination.  
March 2004, Pg 52 
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Receiving Areas as part of the County’s Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) program, designation as 
Secondary Receiving Areas could be appropriate.  

Limited Neighborhood Commercial development should create a center that is well integrated to 
existing and planned neighborhood fabric, respects existing residences, and provides needed 
infrastructure.  Neighborhood commercial centers are meant to be places of more intensive urban uses 
within a neighborhood. These centers should provide the most localized availability of goods and 
services needed daily by area residents, as well as a social and operational focus of the area. Providing 
needed services, these centers play an important role toward creating a sense of place for the residents. 
The size of neighborhood commercial centers should be scaled according to the population the center is 
targeted to serve. Some centers will be developed to serve the needs of the immediate neighborhood, 
while other centers will serve the needs of the area and still others will serve the needs of the region.  

Land Uses 
Appropriate housing types include single-family, two-family, townhouses, multiplex designed to 
resemble single-family units, and manufactured housing. Two-family, and multiplex dwellings should be 
designed to resemble single family dwellings in an effort to preserve the character of the area.  
Townhouses should be limited to TDR Receiving Areas and be of an appropriate scale and design to 
complement the character of the area and existing and proposed single family development.  
Appropriate commercial uses include neighborhood commercial, retail sales, personal and business 
services, and office space. Examples of these uses can include: 
 

· Retail:  grocery, books/music/videos, culinary, flowers, gifts, clothes, art/office supply 
· Professional office:  medical and financial 
· Personal services:  salon/barber, counseling 
· Mini-storage 
· Eating and drinking establishments 
· Entertainment and culture  
· Winery and microbreweries 
· Public facilities:  elementary schools, branch library, fire and police stations, branch and post 

office 
· Religious facilities 

 
Light industrial uses include non-manufacturing and manufacturing, and may be located in areas 
appropriate to their intensity and infrastructure requirements.   

 
Remaining Areas within the Growth Zone Overlay District 
Description 
There are areas even within the Growth Zone Overlay which are removed from the County’s cities and 
towns as well as existing and planned infrastructure. Development within these areas should seek to 
preserve the rural character of the County by utilizing buffers along the road frontage and cluster design 
while at the same time permitting low density development. In addition, these areas can serve to 
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provide a break in the more intensively built environment permitted by the Primary and Secondary TDR 
Receiving Areas.  

Land Uses 
 Primarily, single-family detached and single-family semi-detached dwellings are contemplated in these 
areas. These areas are contemplated to not be eligible for receiving TDR credits. In addition, sight design 
requirements such as substantial buffering and landscaping are encouraged in order to maintain the 
rural character of the area. Low density zoning classifications should be considered appropriate in these 
areas and development design should be in keeping with the surrounding area. 
 
Areas outside the Growth Zone Overlay District 
Description 
The predominant land use outside the Growth Zone Overlay is agriculture, the most significant industry 
in Kent County. In addition, many properties include sensitive environmental features such as wetlands, 
woodlands, and critical habitat. The County’s primary interest outside the Growth Zone Overlay is to 
preserve agricultural land and rural infrastructure, protect environmentally sensitive areas, and protect 
the water quality of the Delaware Bay and Chesapeake Bay Watersheds.   

Land Uses 
Agriculture and agriculture related uses should be the dominant land uses in areas outside the Growth 
Zone Overlay. Large scale residential development is not encouraged in areas outside the Growth Zone 
Overlay. Should large scale residential development occur in these areas, single-family detached 
dwellings at very low densities are contemplated. In addition, Map 7B shows limited areas where 
Neighborhood Commercial uses could be considered appropriate to support the existing small towns 
and residential communities.   
 
It should be noted however that while residential development outside of the Growth Zone Overlay is 
discouraged, it does exist both in major subdivision and individual lots created through minor 
subdivision.  Lands used for agriculture and lands developed for residential purposes uses share the 
same zoning district and zoning restrictions that do not always appear applicable across all lot types and 
sizes.  While more stringent zoning restrictions (e.g. number of domestic animals or size of accessory 
structures) are reasonable for suburban style development, more relaxed standards might be 
appropriate for larger more rural properties. Consequently the County should consider creating an 
Agriculture Zoning District potentially with a substantial minimum lot size as an option for property 
owners in rural areas outside of the Growth Zone Overlay. 
 

Designation of Nonresidential Land Uses 
Map 7B designates areas for future Industrial, Highway Commercial, Neighborhood Commercial, and 
Employment Centers throughout the County. They have been identified based upon existing land uses in 
the area, as well as the availability of supporting infrastructure. The areas designated are not parcel 
specific but general locations where such uses could be considered reasonable. The Industrial Areas are 
concentrated in locations where supporting transportation infrastructure exists and/or around existing 
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industrial development. The Highway Commercial Areas are generally located in and around areas of 
existing larger scale commercial development and along major roadways. Neighborhood Commercial 
Areas are located in and around existing residential communities that lack smaller scale retail and 
service amenities. Employment Centers are located in areas where infrastructure, particularly highway 
access and public sewer, exists or is planned and are intended for uses that create jobs – offices of all 
types and light industrial development are the types of uses contemplated. A new zoning district should 
be created to enable development of the Employment Centers. 
 
While the Regional Planning Commission and Levy Court should use Map 7B as a guide in evaluating 
applications for rezoning, the standards included in the Zoning Ordinance regarding compatibility with 
surrounding land uses and availability of infrastructure remain in effect and should have equal weight in 
rezoning property. Specifically, in evaluating any rezoning request, the Department of Planning Services, 
Regional Planning Commission, and Levy Court should use the following criteria: 
 

1. There was a mistake in the Zoning Map or the character of the surrounding area has changed to 
such an extent that the Zoning Map should be changed; 

 

2. The new zoning classification conforms to the Comprehensive Plan in relation to land use, 
number of dwelling units, or type and intensity of nonresidential buildings and location; 

 

3. Transportation facilities, water and sewerage systems, storm drainage systems, schools, and fire 
suppression facilities adequate to serve the proposed use are either in existence or programmed 
for construction; and 

 

4. There is compatibility between the uses of the property as reclassified and the surrounding land 
uses so as to promote the health, safety, and welfare of present and future residents of the 
County. 

 

The timing of rezoning is important to consider as well particularly with respect to item number 3 above.  
In some cases, adequate public facilities are not currently in place to support commercial or industrial 
development although they are anticipated to be available within the planning horizon of 25 to 30 years.   
 

Transfer of Development Rights 
A Transfer of Development Rights (TDR) program is simply the conveyance of the ability to develop 
residential lots from one property to another. The existing Kent County TDR program identifies sending 
areas outside of the Growth Zone Overlay and receiving areas within the Growth Zone Overlay (see Map 
7E) resulting in the ability of landowners outside the Growth Zone Overlay to sell their right to develop 
to land owners within the Growth Zone Overlay. The monetary value of a development right is 
determined by the free market just as the monetary value of land is determined by the free market. In 
addition, the existing TDR program is considered voluntary and the base development density is still 
relatively high as compared to the transfer density. As an example, Primary Sending Areas in the existing 
program may transfer at a rate of 1.5 acres to 1 (1.5 sending credits per acre) but alternatively may 
develop for residential purposes at a rate of 1 unit per acre.  Likewise, a Secondary Receiving Area may 
develop at up to 5 units per acre depending upon the number of development rights purchased but 
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alternatively may still develop at a rate of 3 units per acre without the use of TDRs. Since the inception 
of the program approximately 208 acres have been preserved through the purchase of 218 sending area 
credits.     
 
This Plan promotes the continued and expanded use of the TDR program in order to achieve the land 
use patterns and densities contemplated. Incentives, in addition to TDR density bonuses, are 
contemplated in order to make the program more attractive to developers within the Growth Zone 
Overlay and encourage an active market for transfer credits. Possible incentives include: 
 

1. Revising the review process for TDR projects to include Sketch Plan review by the Regional 
Planning Commission rather than the Levy Court; 

 

2. Revise the review process for conventional subdivisions to require Preliminary Plan hearings in 
front of the RPC and the Levy Court;  

 

3. Require Sketch Plan submission for both TDR and conventional projects for public hearing 
before the Regional Planning Commission. In addition, require that both the Sketch Plans and 
Preliminary Plans for conventional subdivisions be subject to public hearing in front of the 
Regional Planning Commission; 

 

4. Providing TDR projects as first priority on Regional Planning Commission agendas4; and  
 

5. Eliminating the Regional Planning Commission and Levy Court Final Plan review for TDR projects 
and instead permitting administrative review and approval. 

 

5.6. Consider additional sending credits for protection of environmental features not currently 
protected (e.g. upland forest, rare/endangered species).  

 

Policy Emphasis______________________________________________________________________ 

Enable the creation of communities, create economic development opportunities, ensure adequate 
infrastructure to serve those communities, and preserve the rural character and agricultural industry of 
the County by directing development and public investments to areas designated for growth and 
creating development alternatives for properties outside of growth areas.   

 

Recommendations___________________________________________________________________ 

1. Create a zoning classification for Employment Centers. Permitted uses should include those that 
result in job creation as opposed to retail and service uses permitted in the Commercial Zoning 
Districts. Uses that support the County’s Food Innovation District should be included as well.   

                                                           
4 Ordinance 07-02 adopted January 16, 2007 established a limit of three residential major subdivision applications for Regional 
Planning Commission public hearing and consideration in any one month. 
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2. Update and expand the uses permitted in the Agricultural Conservation and Agricultural 
Residential Zoning Districts to support the modern agricultural industry and the County’s Food 
Innovation District. 
 

3. Create a zoning classification or development option within existing districts to permit and 
encourage mixed use development particularly in the Town and Village Areas. 
 

4. Create a new Agricultural Zoning District available to properties outside of the Growth Zone 
Overlay in order to permit by-right uses that support agriculture and are reasonable and 
expected in rural areas.   
 

5. Preserve areas for economic development opportunities by focusing on growth in Employment 
Centers, Commercial Areas, and Industrial Areas. 
 

6. Develop in areas with adequate infrastructure and public services while protecting the natural 
resources and rural character of the County. 
 

7. Conduct a complete review of Chapter 205 Zoning to update zoning districts and permitted uses 
to more modern standards. 
 

8. Portions of the Growth Zone Overlay District boundary do not follow natural or man-made 
boundaries. In many cases, the boundary actually bisects individual properties creating a 
challenge in accurately locating the boundary. In addition, moderate expansion of the Growth 
Zone to the west between Dover and Smyrna over the planning horizon may be reasonable as 
developable land in the area becomes scarce.  Any revisions to the boundary will require a 
zoning map amendment with all associated public notice and posting requirements. Individual 
property owners may apply to revise the boundary through the zoning map revision process 
although the Levy Court may also proactively alter the Growth Zone boundary. Any expansion of 
the Growth Zone should be contiguous to the existing boundary.   
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Chapter 8 

Transportation 
 

 

 

Overview______________________________________________________________________________ 

Land use, growth management, and transportation planning are inextricably linked and have to evolve 
and grow together. Despite the fact that Kent County is not responsible for maintenance of public roads, 
it is responsible for land use policy and the ultimate demands on those roads. Transportation systems 
affect most significant aspects of human society including: 

· Settlement patterns; 
· Land development and land use; 
· Economic activity; 
· Goods movement and trade; 
· Jobs and wages; 
· Energy and resource allocation; 
· Access to places of work, education, health care, social life, and commerce; 
· General social equity; 
· Environmental quality; and  
· Overall livability of communities. 

Community outreach revealed that maintaining existing infrastructure, improving traffic flow, and 
improving safety are clear priorities. Given the wide reaching impacts of transportation systems, how 
well they function in turn affects the quality of the built and natural environment as well as the quality 
of life of citizens. A quality transportation system is also an essential element of attracting economic 
development. When developing a transportation plan, the overall net benefit with respect to 
environmental quality, growth management, land use, housing affordability, social equity, urban design, 
and economic development must be considered.   
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Source: Survey 2 

 

Transportation systems encompass a wide variety of modes including automobiles, bus transit, bicycle, 
pedestrian, airplanes, trucks, rails, and boats. These modes are not necessarily mutually exclusive and, in 
fact, should be considered complimentary. Walking is the most basic form of transportation and when 
road improvements for vehicular traffic are contemplated, multi-modal paths for bike and pedestrian 
traffic should be included in the design. System improvements and expansion are expensive and 
complicated undertakings that are designed, constructed, and maintained through a combination of 
public and private funding. Given the impact and expense of these improvements, it is essential that 
system improvements support the County’s direction for growth management articulated in this Plan.  

 

Existing Conditions__________________________________________________________________ 

Vehicle Miles Traveled  
Functional Classification Miles Daily Vehicle Miles Traveled 
Arterials (includes Freeways) 175 (11.8%) 3.2 Million (70.1%) 
Collectors 307 (20.7%) 0.8 Million (18.5%) 
Local 1,002 (67.5%) 0.5 Million (11.4%) 
Total 1,484 Miles 4.5 Million Miles/Day 

Source: DelDOT 2014 Highway Performance Monitoring System (Dover/Kent MPO 2040 Metropolitan Transportation Plan) 
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Arterial roads account for only about 12% of the roadway miles in Kent County but accommodate 70 
percent of vehicle miles traveled. According to the 2014 Highway Performance Monitoring System, 91% 
of Kent County roads are rated as being in good condition while only 1% is rated as poor. 

Functional Classification 
Each road in Kent County is classified according to the Functional Classification System developed by the 
Federal Highway Administration (see Map 8A).  Each classification carries with it standard construction 
specifications: 

Freeways and Expressways 
Highways with full control of access intended to provide for high levels of safety and efficiency 
in the movement of large volumes of traffic at high speeds. These are the largest type of 
principal arterials that serve corridor movements having trip length and travel density 
characteristics indicative of substantial statewide or interstate travel. They have 11 to 12 ft. 
travel lanes, shoulders from 6 to 12 ft. both inside and outside of travel lanes, and a minimum 
AADT of 4,000 cars. Examples: SR 1 and the Puncheon Run Connector to US 13. 

 

Other Principal Arterials 
These roads connect all or nearly all Urbanized Areas and a large majority of Urban Clusters with 
25,000 and over population, and provide an integrated network of continuous routes without 
stub connections (dead ends). They have 11 to 12 ft. travel lanes, shoulders from 8 to 12 ft. on 
one side of the road, and a minimum AADT of 2,000 cars. Examples: US 13, US 113, and SR 1. 
 

Minor Arterials 
Highways and streets that link towns by distributing trips to smaller areas; serve higher 
classification roads by providing access to and from less developed areas. These are spaced at 
intervals consistent with population density, so that all developed areas within the State are 
within a reasonable distance of an Arterial roadway. They provide service to corridors with trip 
lengths and travel density greater than those served by Rural Collectors and Local Roads and 
with relatively high travel speeds and minimum interference to through movement. They have 
10 to 12 ft. travel lanes, shoulders from 4 to 8 ft. on one side of the road, and a minimum AADT 
of 1,500 cars. Examples: US 13, SR 8, SR 15, and US 13A. 
 

Collectors 
Roads that enable moderate quantities of traffic to move between arterials and local roads; 
provide access to adjacent properties. 
 

Major Collectors  provide service to any county seat not on an Arterial route, to the larger towns 
not directly served by the higher systems, and to other traffic generators of equivalent intra-
county importance such as consolidated schools, shipping points, county parks and important 
mining and agricultural areas. They have 10 to 12 ft. travel lanes, shoulders from 1 to 6 ft. on 
one side of the road, and a minimum AADT of 300 cars. 
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Minor Collectors provide service to travel over short distances as compared to higher 
classification categories. They have 10 to 11 ft. travel lanes, shoulders from 1 to 4 ft. on one side 
of the road, and a minimum AADT of 150 cars. In Kent County this is the remaining roadways 
that are the most heavily traveled and generally link the higher level roadways. Examples: 
Majority of State Routes in the County. 
 

 
Local 
Roads with a principal function of providing direct access to adjoining properties. Local roads 
have evolved over time in Kent County and in some cases were originally unimproved farm 
roads. They have 8 to 10 ft. travel lanes, shoulders from 0 to 2 ft. on one side of the road, and a 
minimum AADT of 15 cars and a maximum of 400. Examples: Majority of County Roads. 
 

Many of the roads located within the Growth Zone Overlay have not been improved to existing 
design standards for their functional classification and certainly cannot safely support additional 
development. The County addressed future development by adopting adequate public facility 
provisions for roads. However, improving the roads to serve existing and approved development 
remains a challenge.   
 

Going forward, the County must first work with the Delaware Department of Transportation 
(DelDOT) and the Dover/Kent County Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) to establish a 
schedule for improving the road network to meet current design standards; then time the 
development of existing and future projects with infrastructure improvements; and once the 
roads are upgraded to meet current design standards, identify any improvements needed to 
serve additional development for implementation concurrent with that development. 
 
Investment Priorities 
Many of the roads located within the Growth Zone Overlay have not been improved to existing 
design standards for their functional classification and certainly cannot safely support additional 
development. Many road segments lack adequate lane widths, shoulders, and multimodal 
improvements. The County addressed future development by adopting adequate public facility 
provisions for roads. However, improving the roads to serve existing and approved development 
remains a challenge.   
 

Going forward, the County must first work with the Delaware Department of Transportation 
(DelDOT) and the Dover/Kent County Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) to establish a 
schedule for improving the road network to meet current design standards; then time the 
development of existing and future projects with infrastructure improvements; and once the 
roads are upgraded to meet current design standards, identify any improvements needed to 
serve additional development for implementation concurrent with that development. 
 
Specific priorities for both vehicular and bicycle/pedestrian improvements include: 
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Road Location Improvements 
· State Street Extended: Sorghum Mill to Magnolia 
· Kenton Road: College to Route 42 
· Canterbury Road: Andrews Lake to Route 13 and Upper King crossing 
· Walnut Shade: Peachtree to Woodside 
· Brenford Road: Route 13 to Route 42 
· Irish Hill Road: Route 13 to South State Street Extended 
· Intersection of Irish Hill Road and Woodleytown Road 

 
Bicycle/Pedestrian Improvements 

· Bike Lane added between DE 10 and the Hunn Property (1.65 miles) 
· Bike Lane/connector from Camden-Wyoming Ave in Camden to North Street in Dover 
· Route 10 trail from the Gateway South Shopping Center to Brecknock Park 
· Smyrna – Big Oak Park Connection between Smyrna and Big Oak Park 

 

Modes of Transportation 
The majority of trips within Kent County are made via automobile as would be expected in a largely rural 
and suburban County. Interestingly, the percentage of commuting trips by single-occupancy vehicle has 
been increasing while use of carpooling, transit, bicycling, and walking has decreased. 
 

Journey to Work 
 Percentage 
 2011-2013 2013-2016 
Single-occupancy vehicle 78.3% 82.8% 
Multi-occupant vehicle 17.6% 13.9% 
Walked 2.7% 2.3% 
Public bus 1.1% 0.9% 
Bicycle 0.4% 0.1% 

Source: DelDOT 2016 Fact Book 

Public Transit 
Public transit in Kent County includes local fixed route and inter-county bus service as well as paratransit 
provided by the Delaware Transit Corporation (DTC) operating at DART First State. Local fixed route 
public transit is only available in the Dover area with some inter-city services between Dover and points 
to the north and southeast. Paratransit and special transit demand-response services are available for 
elderly and disabled residents. According to the Dover/Kent County MPO 2017 Metropolitan 
Transportation Plan, overall fixed route transit ridership actually fell by 20% between 2013 and 2016. 

While public transportation is likely to always require subsidy by the State, its relative success is 
dependent upon enough people living in close proximity to support it and must be considered when 
contemplating future development patterns. Densities to support fixed route public transportation are 
most likely to be achieved in and around municipalities. 
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Bicycle & Pedestrian 
Walking and biking are both popular for recreation and can become more attractive modes of 
transportation as systems are connected. Several facilities accommodate bicycling and walking as a 
travel mode behind the curb or off the road, such as the path along Scarborough Road. Bicycle facilities 
on shared rights-of-way include bike lanes, paved shoulders, wide curb lanes, and shared roadways 
while bike routes are provided on separate rights-of-way.   

According to mode choice studies, the average distance thresholds include ¼ to ½ mile for walking and 
5/8 mile for biking. These thresholds are the average distance that people consider when deciding to use 
a particular mode for recreation, work, or school. Walking and biking are becoming more important to 
people for physical health as well as for economic reasons. When asked what focus the County should 
have in developing new recreational opportunities, walking and biking were fairly clear public priorities.   

 

Source: Survey 2 

The bikeways in Kent County are predominantly paved shoulder roadways and are not necessarily 
shared-use signed as bike routes. Bicycles are also considered vehicles in Delaware and have the right to 
use nearly every roadway. Sidewalks are common within urbanized areas but less so in outlying 
unincorporated areas. Overall, the State, County, and larger municipalities have continued to expand 
opportunities for bicycling and walking with an emphasis on lower stress routes that are safe for all ages 
and comfort levels.   

The County supports the recommendations included in the 2017 Dover/Kent County Regional Bike Plan 
and the overall visions to "create a bicycle system where people feel comfortable riding bicycles, 
whether for commuting, errand trips, physical fitness or recreation." Specific projects located in the 
unincorporated area include: 

 
St. Jones Greenway Trail, Phase 2 
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This proposed new trail would connect the bicycle facilities on Route 10 to Route 9, providing a 
safe, off-road north-south route from central Dover to the southern end of the city. It is the 
proposed southern extension of the St. Jones Greenway Trail. It would connect the downtown 
Dover historical attractions with the Dickinson Mansion, AMC Museum, Ted Harvey 
Conservation Area, and the St. Jones National Estuarine Reserve. 

Hunn Property Connector 
A shared-use path (800 feet) would connect the Hunn Property to the St. Jones Greenway Trail 
along Route 10. 

Chestnut Grove Road 
Chestnut Grove Road is a main connector route used by automobiles, bicycles, and horse-and-
buggies from west of Dover to the northern US 13 commercial areas via Kenton Road. With the 
exception of a very short stretch, the road has no bike facilities, no shoulders, and fast, 
moderate volume auto traffic. 
 

Route 8 Dover to Little Creek 
Route 8 is one of the main routes between Dover and Little Creek. Shoulders exist between US 
13 and Route 1, but not east of Route 1. 

Brenford Road 
This project is part of a larger route with Sunnyside Road and Rabbit Chase Road, linking the 
developing area to Smyrna. This bike path would also provide non-motorized access from a 
rapidly growing area to Big Oak Park and provide increased connectivity from the residential 
areas on the west side of US 13 to the commercial uses along US 13. 

Clayton, DE to Easton, MD Rail Trail 
The Clayton to Easton recreational rail trail would include over 27 miles of shared-use path in 
Delaware connecting Marydel, Hartley and Clayton with Greensboro, Goldsboro and Easton, 
Maryland. The State of Maryland owns the rail right-of-way along the abandoned rail line in 
Delaware. 

Smyrna to Bombay Hook NWR 
A marked bicycle route between Smyrna and Bombay Hook NWR could increase tourist and 
resident non-motorized visitation to Bombay Hook. 

Route 15 (Moose Lodge & Dundee Road) 
This segment of Route 15, part of Delaware Bike Route 1, is the major north-south bicycling 
route for the state. Along Moose Lodge and Dundee Roads there are no bicycle facilities, no 
shoulders and fast, moderate volume auto traffic. 

Peachtree Run 
Peachtree Run connects developments East of US 13 with the commercial areas on US 13. It is 
not a safe route for bicyclists because a vast majority of the road has no continuous shoulder. 
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Providing a bicycle lane along Peachtree Run will help to better accommodate bicyclists 
traveling from Canterbury through Woodside and into South Dover. 

With respect to land use, it is essential to consider not only providing alternate modes of transportation, 
but also locating various residential, commercial, and public uses in close enough proximity to each 
other. Kent County continues to require the installation of sidewalks or multi-modal paths along all 
major collectors and many local streets as part of subdivision and land development approval. The 
Department of Community Services also continues to expand the trail network associated with the 
County’s park system.   

Railroads 
Kent County has 56 miles of active freight railroad lines which are operated by Norfolk Southern. These 
lines include the Delmarva Secondary Line and Indian River Secondary Line. Rail lines must be considered 
when contemplating future land uses and economic development as they offer significant benefit for 
industrial development. Consequently, many of the proposed Industrial and Commerce Areas are 
located along the rail line. Aesthetic, noise, and safety buffers should be employed in cases where 
residential development is contemplated in close proximity to the rail line. 

Aviation 
Kent County has 7 aviation facilities available for public use, primary of which is the Dover Air Force Base 
Civil Air Terminal. Other facilities include the Smyrna Airport, Chandelle Estates Airport, Delaware 
Airpark, Jenkins Airport, Chorman Airport, and the DelDOT Helistop. DelDOT is undertaking significant 
improvements to Delaware Airpark which will improve travel and enable development of aviation 
related industry and business. 

Marine 
Rivers, ports, bays, and estuaries are all used for movement of people, goods and services, and can also 
serve as recreation destinations and uses. In Kent County, the Delaware Bay, Leipsic River, St. Jones 
River, Murderkill River, and other waterways provide avenues for recreation as well as the movement of 
people and goods. Most of the bay coastline in Kent County is marsh and forms the Bombay Hook 
National Wildlife Refuge and other important wildlife areas. Therefore, most of the water access in the 
County is in small-scale recreational use. The commercial and recreational fishing facilities in Bowers 
Beach are the most significant docking facilities. However, smaller operations can also be found in 
Leipsic.   

 

Level of Service (LOS) 
The Delaware Department of Transportation has completed a level of service (LOS) analysis for Kent 
County as part of the Comprehensive Plan. These maps will evaluate the existing LOS in 2017 and then 
the estimated LOS in 2040. They have included only the three lowest grades of service, D, E and F. It 
should be noted that the Level of Service designations are intended to convey how a road operates or is 
projected to operate during a specific peak hour condition. Level of Service is not a characteristic 
inherent to the roads or a label assigned beyond the context of peak hour travel.  
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 "D" describes conditions when traffic on a roadway is approaching unstable flow.roadways are those 
that are approaching unstable flow. Freedom to maneuver within the traffic stream is much more 
limited and driver comfort levels decrease. Examples are a busy shopping corridor in the middle of a 
weekday or a functional urban highway during commuting hours. It is a common goal for urban streets 
during peak hours, as attaining LOS “C” would require prohibitive cost and societal impact in bypass 
roads and lane additions. In addition, for urban and suburban conditions, the breakpoint between LOS D 
and E tends to be where drivers consider changing their travel behavior. Thus in developed areas, it 
becomes not only an issue of cost and societal impact but can sometimes be impossible to achieve LOS C 
during peak periods.  

 "E" describes conditions when traffic is at an roadways have an unstable flow, operating at capacity. 
Flow becomes irregular and speed varies rapidly because there are virtually no usable gaps to maneuver 
in the traffic stream and speeds rarely reach the posted limit. Any incident will create serious delays. 
Drivers' level of comfort becomes poor. 

 "F" describes conditions when traffic is at a roadways have a forced or breakdown flow. Every vehicle 
moves in lockstep with the vehicle in front of it, with frequent slowing required. Travel time cannot be 
predicted, with generally more demand than capacity. A road in a constant traffic jam is at this LOS, 
because LOS is an average or typical service rather than a constant state. These are the roads that 
DelDOT, the MPO, and the County should focus most of their efforts.   

Map 8B shows what the level of service will be in just over 20 years if only the current road projects are 
completed. Most major routes through Kent County are proposed to have a decreased or stagnant level 
of service including portions of Rt. 1 and most of Rt. 13. We must work to implement the most effective 
transportation projects, as well as work with a defined and effective growth strategy to minimize the 
impact on the road systems. 

The goal of the Adequate Public Facility Ordinance was to ensure that new development does not 
negatively impact the transportation system. In adopting the Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance for 
roads, Kent County established a minimum LOS “C” for all roads outside the Growth Zone Overlay 
District and “D” inside the District in an effort to ensure adequate road capacity is maintained for new 
development. It is worth noting, however, that as designated growth areas develop, an increase in 
congestion is to be expected. Maintaining an LOS “D” during peak hours is not necessarily practical in 
heavily developed areas. In limited highly developed areas, LOS “E” might be practical provided carrying 
capacity can be adequately managed.   

Balancing safe and efficient transportation with the land use and economic development priorities of 
the County are essential. It is important to ensure that the measures used to evaluate level of service for 
transportation do not inadvertently inhibit economic development efforts. It could be useful to work 
with DelDOT and the Dover/Kent County MPO to examine alternative metrics such as travel time to 
measure traffic impact in a more meaningful way.   
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Corridor Preservation 
The State’s Corridor Capacity Preservation Program is designed to maintain the regional importance and 
preserve the intended function and capacity of existing designated transportation routes.  The program 
is intended to: (1) prevent the need to build an entirely new road on a new alignment; (2) minimize the 
transportation impacts of increased economic growth; (3) maintain an existing road’s ability to handle 
traffic efficiently and safely; and (4) sort local and through traffic.  Routes are included in the program 
through a nomination process as part of DelDOT’s Statewide Long Range Transportation Plan.  Within 
Kent County SR 1 (Dover AFB south to Nassau), US 13 (from Route 10 in Camden south to the Maryland 
State line), and US 113 (Milford south to the Maryland State line) are included in the program.  The goals 
of the program are accomplished through preventing unnecessary new entrances and driveways, 
minimizing the need for traffic signals, and providing for local service roads.   Purchase of access rights, 
purchase of development rights, purchase of easements, and fee simple acquisition are methods of 
implementation.   

In addition, as the County develops, consideration should be given to designating additional routes as 
part of the Corridor Capacity Preservation Program.  All of the routes currently included are north-south 
while east-west routes are important not only to serve citizens but also truck traffic for business.  Routes 
6, 8, 10, 12, 300, and 15 should be considered for inclusion in the program.   

Delaware Byways____________________________________________________________________ 

A Scenic and Historic Highway is a transportation route which is adjacent to or travels through an area 
that has particular intrinsic scenic, historic, natural, cultural, recreational or archeological qualities. It is a 
road corridor that offers an alternative travel route to our major highways, while telling a story about 
Delaware's heritage, recreational activities or beauty. It is a route that is managed in order to protect its 
special intrinsic qualities and to encourage appreciation and/or development of tourism and 
recreational resources. There are two such byways partially located in Kent County1:  

1. Harriet Tubman Underground Railroad Byway – is approximately 95 miles in length and begins 
where the Maryland Harriet Tubman Underground Railroad Byway ends on Willow Grove Road, 
Kent County. The route traverses known Underground Railroad sites in Camden and Dover, 
continues north on US 13, passing through Smyrna, then continues on Rte 15 to Middletown 
and Odessa. It then follows Route 9 along the Delaware River to Wilmington, where it weaves 
through 13 Underground Railroad sites. Then it follows Kennett Pike and ends at the Delaware-
Pennsylvania State Line. 

2. Delaware’s Bayshore Byway – is approximately 100 miles in length and is a scenic two-lane road 
that follows roads and views along the Delaware River and Bay Estuary. From New Castle to the 
beach resorts just outside Lewes, the byway corridor offers visitors and locals an intimate 
experience with the largest preserved coastal marshlands and historic river town's along the 
east coast. The byway covers much of the state geographically and is approximately 100 miles of 
travel depending on your route selection. See all sorts of wildlife and understand the 

                                                           
1 Source: DelDOT (https://deldot.gov/Programs/byways/index.shtml?dc=route9) 
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importance of bird migratory flyway zones & resting areas. Most of all, discover the small 
natural beaches and tranquil open vistas.  

Transportation Improvement Districts__________________________________________ 

Currently, developers bear the responsibility for completing road improvements associated with their 
development. Those improvements are generally identified through the traffic impact study process for 
larger projects. Unfortunately, smaller projects and early projects have not necessarily triggered 
required improvements through this process resulting in an inequitable distribution of responsibility. In 
addition, there have been instances where rather than requiring improvements to the road serving a 
proposed subdivision, with the exception of safety improvements, DelDOT has instead required 
contributions to larger projects associated with SR 1 with an assurance that the State will construct the 
improvements to the local roads. Ultimately, improvements are required on a case by case basis rather 
than a community-wide basis.  

Transportation Improvement Districts (TIDs) are areas where rather than relying upon individual traffic 
impact studies, the County, DelDOT, the MPO, and the community will develop a more complete plan 
addressing a larger area for transportation improvements including road upgrades, interconnection of 
local roads, and bicycle and pedestrian facilities. These areas support the nodal concept of land 
development in that the intent is to develop a transportation network where residents can rely upon 
interconnected local roads for everyday needs whether work, school or recreation. 

Creating such Districts will change the subdivision and land development approval process in these 
areas in that the roadway infrastructure is identified ahead of the land use application. The existing 
standard of requiring Traffic Impact Studies for individual developments should be replaced by the TID 
master plan, although the responsibility for funding the required improvements would remain with 
project developers based upon the traffic their project will create. In addition, to further ensure that 
infrastructure improvements are keeping pace with new residential and commercial development, 
building permits should be linked to completion of road improvements. 

Map 8C identifies the two areas for Transportation Improvement District plans which were identified 
based upon existing and planned development. The boundaries of the Districts may be refined as the 
plans are developed. The development of the TID plans as a follow-up to the Comprehensive Planning 
effort is essential. 

In addition to the areas designated for TIDs, there are specific corridors including Brenford Road and 
South State Street from Rising Sun to Dover that are largely developed or planned for development but 
suffer from poor level of service at peak hours. While the corridors are not necessarily fitting for a TID, 
they would benefit from additional study to identify specific alternatives to improve traffic flow, multi-
modal improvements and connectivity. The County should coordinate with the Dover/Kent County MPO 
to complete corridor studies for both Brenford Road and South State Street.  
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Policy Emphasis______________________________________________________________________ 

Create and maintain a transportation system within Kent County that is safe, supports economic 
development, allows easy access and mobility for people and goods to reach their destination, and 
serves the public’s needs while reinforcing the unique character and quality of life of each community 
and preserving the region and natural resources. 

 

Recommendations___________________________________________________________________ 

1. Integrate land use with transportation by improving coordination between land use and 
transportation planning and project development in order to establish and maintain a 
transportation network that supports anticipated needs within the Growth Zone Overlay;   
 

2. Coordinate with DelDOT and the MPO to develop Transportation Improvement Districts, and 
pursue corridor studies for Brenford Road and South State Street;  
 

3. Support healthy lifestyles, choices and opportunities, as well as reduce air, water and noise 
pollution by requiring facilities such as sidewalks, transit facilities, multi-use paths and bikeways 
as part of both transportation and land development projects; 
 

4. Coordinate with DelDOT, DNREC, and the Dover/Kent County MPO to continue developing the 
trail system within and among the County parks as well as improve bicycle and pedestrian 
access to the parks;  
 

5. Continue to apply access management 
techniques preserving and improving the 
operating condition of corridors by regulating 
the number, spacing and design of access 
points; 
 

6. Preserve and allow for expansion of existing 
rail facilities for both freight and passenger 
service, as well as a new intermodal freight 
yard; 
 

7. Provide aesthetic value by incorporating 
aesthetic and non-vehicular improvements in 
transportation investments; and 
 

8. Permit a mix of residential and nonresidential 
development at densities high enough to 
support bicycle & pedestrian access, as well as 
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transit in the Growth Zone Overlay, particularly in areas near municipalities. 
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Chapter 9 

Community Design 
 

 

Overview______________________________________________________________________________ 

Growth and density do not have to result in degraded surroundings. Growth in Kent County should 
preserve and enhance its beauty, history and livability. From a Comprehensive Plan perspective, this can 
be achieved by envisioning superior patterns of development, its location, arrangement, and 
appearance.  

 

Source: Survey 2 
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Source: Survey 2 

Public outreach revealed an interest in good design, accessibility, convenience, and variety of choices 
when discussing community design. Outreach further revealed that 43% of people would rather reside 
in a residential development with larger lots and more open space, while 57% would rather live in a 
mixed-use community with smaller lots, landscaped streets, and sidewalks. With regard to 
nonresidential development, public outreach revealed that 89% of participants preferred development 
that incorporated higher design standards rather than typical big box retail with large parking lots and 
minimal landscaping. See Appendix C for survey results.   

Poorly designed development has a significant impact on cultural and natural resources in our County. It 
is important to accommodate new growth, but without losing what makes it special; scenic viewscapes, 
historic buildings and sites, and the agricultural and rural landscape. In addition, maintaining an 
attractive community plays an important role in economic development.   

Policy Emphasis_____________________________________________________________________ 

The goal of the Community Design Chapter is to support the quality development concepts discussed in 
the Land Use Chapter through promoting quality design. The focus of this Chapter is to build upon the 
objective of the Land Use element by developing quality design concepts. These design concepts are 
centered on the approach that development should be guided by site constraints and respect for the 
local character. These design concepts include:  

· Protect rural character; 

· Encourage mixed use development; 

· Protect environmental features; 

· Achieve improved public health outcomes; 

· Protect historic places; 

· Respect local character in new construction; and  
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· Preserve a sense of place. 

Subdivision and land development plans should incorporate the design principles discussed below and 
look to this chapter for guidance at the beginning of the site design process. 

Benefits of a Successfully Designed Community________________________________ 

The built environment and the manner in which communities are designed have larger impacts on 
communities than simply aesthetics. Here is a list of some of the other outcomes from good community 
design: 

· Creates an environment to foster economic development. 

· Reduces the cost of infrastructure. 

· Provides for additional housing options that are underrepresented. 

· Addresses the needs of a diverse community. 

· Protects natural resources. 

· Reduces stress on the road networks by placing pedestrian and multi-modal options into 
designs. 

· Landscaping, buffering, and other natural features being added into a design makes for more 
"curbside" appeal and promotes more investment into the area. 

· Incorporating amenities into design makes the site more attractive to new residents, potential 
customers, and to new businesses looking to open nearby. 

· Providing non-vehicle amenities not only makes neighborhoods safer but also healthier. See 
below for the details of a local initiative to make Kent County healthier through design. 

The Delaware Plan4Health initiative is an ongoing effort to encourage improvements in land use, design, 
and policy to combat two key detriments of chronic disease - lack of physical activity and access to 
nutritional foods. Below are renderings developed through a series of community meetings that 
represent the design philosophy articulated above: a mix of commercial and residential uses, multi-
modal transportation facilities, diverse housing types, and open space preservation. 
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Source: Rendering created as part of a Plan4Health conceptual planning exercise to design a healthy 
community 
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Architectural Design Characteristics_____________________________________________ 

With respect to architectural design, both residential and nonresidential buildings should incorporate 
the following: 

· The principal building facade of proposed buildings should be oriented toward the primary 
street frontage and in the same direction as the majority of existing buildings on the frontage 
street. Proposed buildings on corner properties should reflect a public facade on both street 
frontages. 

· In designing new buildings, consideration should be given to the dominant architectural features 
of existing buildings in the immediate vicinity, as applicable. However, strict adherence to 
existing architectural styles is not the predominant goal. Existing architecture should be utilized 
as a frame of reference for proposed architecture, but should not be the sole design template in 
every instance. 

· Large expanses of blank walls are to be avoided. The public facade should incorporate windows 
and primary doorway entrances along the street frontage, as well as projecting elements such as 
eaves, cornices, canopies, projecting bays, shadow lines and overhangs. 

· Consideration should be given to proportional attributes including overall height-to-width ratios 
of existing building facades, doors, windows, projecting canopies, and other architectural 
features found in adjacent existing buildings. 

 

· Facades of new buildings should incorporate but not mimic the sense of lightness or weight 
exhibited in the architecture of existing buildings on neighboring properties and should 
incorporate similar proportions of solids (i.e., siding, blank walls, etc.) to voids (i.e., windows, 
door openings, etc.). 

· Durable exterior surface materials complementary with the color, texture, size, and scale of 
exterior materials reflected on existing buildings in the immediate vicinity should be 
incorporated. 

· The general roof shape, ridge and eave heights, and material characteristics proposed should be 
visually compatible with these same attributes expressed in existing buildings along the subject 
street or in the immediate vicinity. 

· Variation in exterior architectural materials (siding, roofing) should be required as well as 
vertical and horizontal relief in buildings (roof lines, eaves, bump outs), variation in house 
styles/types, and inclusion of front porches, projecting bays, and vestibules. 
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Site Design Characteristics_________________________________________________________ 

Town Areas & Village Areas   
· Sidewalks should be provided on both sides of all subdivision streets and multi-modal paths 

installed along collector and arterial streets. New development should be oriented toward 
pedestrian and bicycle circulation rather than focus solely on the automobile. 

· Street trees should be included in landscape plans to eventually provide a canopy of shade over 
streets and sidewalks. 

· Overly wide residential streets and intersections should be avoided to discourage speeding and  
provide pedestrian safety. 

· Streets should be on a grid system where feasible, and connectivity within and among 
neighborhoods is essential. In addition, connectivity (both vehicular and pedestrian) between 
residential and nearby nonresidential uses should be provided. 

· Wherever practical, parking should be located to the rear or side of buildings, so front yards can 
be landscaped and serve essentially as privately owned community space. Ideally, parking and 
garages would be placed to the rear of lots, with access using alleys in small lot, higher density 
neighborhoods. This design option avoids conflicts between sidewalks and vehicles backing into 
the street, and allows the entire curbside to be available for on-street parking. In cases where 
alleys are not practical, garages should be side-loaded or set back from the front of the house to 
diminish their prominence in the streetscape. 

· Reduced bulk and area requirements should be established to permit buildings to be placed 
close to the street with front or side porches to encourage interaction among neighbors. In 
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addition, reduced area requirements would permit smaller single-family detached dwellings in 
lieu of attached housing. 

· Mixed-use development should be concentrated in areas contiguous to existing population 
centers and public facilities. The most intense uses should be located adjacent to principal 
arterial and major collectors. 

· Buildings that have a combination of commercial and residential uses are encouraged. 

· Structures of historical significance should be protected to the extent possible. 

· The rear of houses should not face public roads, or should be buffered to effectively screen the 
houses from the road. 

· Intentional public gathering opportunities through elements such as planned open space 
including medium sized parks, plazas, courtyards, and squares or widened sidewalks should be 
incorporated.                     

· Site design should respect and incorporate the site’s natural features, consider local vernacular, 
and seek to be compatible with the surrounding landscape. 

Rural Areas  
In general, development in the rural areas of the Growth Zone Overlay District and outside of the 
Growth Zone Overlay District should 
incorporate the following: 

· Development should respect 
and protect sensitive and 
critical resource areas by 
identifying them as open 
space before designing 
roads and lots; 

· Development should be set 
back from roads with a 
substantial planted and 
spatial buffer that screens 
development from the road 
and preserves the rural viewscape;   

· Cluster design is appropriate in order to preserve open space;      

· Design should consider local vernacular and seek to be compatible with the rural landscape; and  

· Existing woodlands should be preserved. 
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Nonresidential 
· Parking for nonresidential uses should be placed behind the principal structure to the extent 

possible. Off-street parking areas and surface and parking structures should be located to the 
side and rear of buildings. For uses that have parking adjacent to a road, it should be well set 
back with a substantial buffer between the structures and the road. 

· Landscaping should be integrated into the building design concept. 

· Architectural or urban design elements which link adjacent structures together, such as plazas, 
walkways, colonnades, or similar features should be utilized. 

· Buildings that have a combination of commercial, office and residential uses should be 
encouraged. 

· Opportunity for intentional public gathering should be provided through elements such as 
planned open space, including medium sized parks, plazas, courtyards, and squares or widened 
sidewalks.   

· The corridor elevation of a building should contain architectural elements traditionally 
associated with the front of a building. Blank walls without functioning windows should be 
avoided along the corridor and windows should be incorporated into the overall design concept 
of the corridor elevation. In addition, the corridor elevation should contain primary entrance 
doors and a primary entrance feature such as a porch, awning, entrance walk, or similar feature. 

· Architectural relief, such as vertical and horizontal off-sets in exterior wall elevations, band 
courses, lintels and sill courses, cornices and the like should be used to create shadow lines. 

· Elements such as service bays, loading docks and platforms, rooftop utilities, satellite dishes, 
dumpsters, and storage areas should be screened from view. 

· Adjacent commercial properties should have a common entrance and be permitted to share 
parking facilities. 

· All shopping centers should be designed or screened with vegetation to avoid negative visual 
impacts on the surrounding land use. 

· Chain stores, fast-food restaurants, gas stations and convenience stores, and big-box retailers 
must design buildings that match the character of the area. 

· Buildings should be between one and five floors in height, and offer provisions for multifamily 
residential development above businesses. Building display windows and entries should be 
oriented toward sidewalks. 

· Where feasible, commercial areas should be incorporated into planned and existing residential 
development. 

E    
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· Vehicular and pedestrian connections to other commercial areas and residential areas should be 
provided. Pedestrian-friendly features, such as sidewalks, indirect lighting and landscaping are 
essential. 

· Commercial areas over 25,000 square feet should use red or light brick, simulated brick, grey 
sandstone, native stone, cultured stone or wood on at least 30 percent of the main façade. 
Earth tones should be used for facades instead of jarring colors. Monotonous building facades 
should be broken up with interesting roof lines and architectural details. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Existing Nonresidential Design 

Proposed Nonresidential Design 
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Recommendations___________________________________________________________________ 

Revise the Zoning and Subdivision & Land Development Ordinances to incorporate performance 
standards addressing site design and architectural elements as described above rather than rely 
exclusively on prescriptive requirements. 
 

1. Incorporate an architectural review 
requirement in the Regional Planning 
Commission review and approval process 
including the submission of proposed building 
elevations. 

2. Revise the Zoning and Subdivision & Land 
Development ordinances to expand the 
existing Transfer of Development Rights 
development design criteria to other 
development types within the County. 

3. Chain stores, fast-food restaurants, gas 
stations and convenience stores, and big-box 
retailers must design buildings that match the 
character of the area. 

4. Revise the Cluster Development standards to 
include additional specific standards for 
natural resource protection, buffering, and 
preservation of viewscapes, as well as ensure 
that proposed cluster developments do not 
result in any greater impact than a 
conventional development. 

5. Revise the sign standards within the Zoning Ordinance to ensure signage is compatible with the 
area and remains unobtrusive while still conveying a message.  

6. Review and revise the County’s parking requirements to ensure that sufficient but not excessive 
parking is provided for commercial sites, and permit flexibility in design. 

7. Require the submission of pattern books in conjunction with higher density and mixed use major 
subdivision applications within the Growth Zone Overlay District. 

8. Ensure that subdivision and street design meet the needs of emergency vehicles while at the 
same time respecting the pedestrian scale of development. 
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Chapter 10 

Intergovernmental 
Coordination 

 

Overview______________________________________________________________________________ 

Planning, whether land use, environmental, or infrastructure, is most successful when contemplated 
and implemented on a regional scale. Particularly in Kent County where jurisdiction over the 
components of effective planning is shared among or split between several agencies, coordination and 
cooperation are essential. In addition, the County has articulated a direction for growth that guides 
development toward existing municipalities necessitating coordination among local governments to 
ensure complementary development of objectives and standards.   

Throughout the comprehensive planning process the County has attempted to include as many 
stakeholders as possible including those from state agencies such as the Office of State Planning 
Coordination, the Department of Transportation, the Housing Authority, the Department of Agriculture, 
and the Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control.  These agencies share a similar 
mission as the County but have in many cases permitting authority while the County has land use 
authority. To not coordinate our efforts results in development that cannot be supported by 
infrastructure, development patterns inconsistent with the preservation goals of DNREC and the 
Department of Agriculture, or an unbalanced mix of housing types contrary to the mission of the 
Housing Authority.   

In addition, the County has been participating in various local comprehensive planning efforts and 
invited municipalities to participate in ours.  It is essential that the County’s planning and development 
work support rather than compete with local efforts. The County’s land use strategies and overall 
policies are designed to complement those of municipalities. Ultimately successful towns are essential 
for the long term economic health of the County.  
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Current Efforts_______________________________________________________________________ 

With respect to coordination with municipal governments, the County has existing agreements with 
jurisdictions to administer the building permitting and inspection functions.  The County has also 
assumed the responsibility for enforcement of floodplain ordinances for a number of towns, and in the 
case of Viola and Little Creek, has agreed to administer the towns’ zoning and land development 
ordinances in addition to the Building Code.  These agreements are particularly important because the 
majority of municipalities within the County are not able to employ professional planners or building 
inspectors whereas the County has already made the investment in staff and equipment to serve such 
functions. As the smaller municipalities experience increased development pressure, the County should 
consider entering into additional agreements for administration as well as drafting or review of 
ordinances at a municipality’s request. There are also opportunities to use the County’s GIS capabilities 
to support smaller towns. 

With regard to development review, the 
County provides notice of application and site 
plan information to nearby towns, fire 
companies, and school districts for each land 
use application subject to Regional Planning 
Commission review. All comments are 
incorporated into the staff’s recommendation 
and made part of the record. Both the 
Commission and the Levy Court welcome and 
encourage municipal participation in the plan 
review process. 

Kent County has consistently worked to improve coordination with various State agencies.  This process 
has been facilitated by the Office of State Planning Coordination and the County is a regular participant 
in the State’s Preliminary Land Use Service (PLUS) process for subdivision and land development.  The 
County regularly solicits comments from such agencies as DelDOT, the Dover/Kent County Metropolitan 
Planning Organization, various divisions of DNREC, the Kent Conservation District, and the State Fire 
Marshall and the Kent County Planning Office has developed very good working relationships with these 
agencies.  In addition, the County has been working very closely with DelDOT in the implementation of 
the Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance – Roads and continues to work with the Conservation District in 
developing improved methods of administering stormwater regulations and standards.  As the County 
continues to take a more active role in infrastructure planning in support of land use planning, 
cultivating relationships with the agencies permitting and in some cases funding infrastructure must be 
a priority.   

With respect to the Comprehensive Plan in particular, several State agencies and nongovernmental 
organizations have been invited to participate in developing the Plan. In addition, the County provided 
the first draft of the Plan to each of the municipalities as well as Sussex County and New Castle County. 
Staff met individually with a number of municipalities and conducted workshops specifically for 
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municipalities in order to ensure the planning objectives in the various municipal plans and the County 
Plan complement each other. Many of the Town Areas designated in the Land Use Chapter overlay 
annexation areas or areas of concern identified in municipal comprehensive plans as well as the 
northern Transportation Improvement District identified in the Transportation Chapter. Those areas in 
particular are an opportunity to coordinate among jurisdictions on sub area plans. 

 

With respect to the two counties, both generally identify the areas adjacent to Kent County as rural 
and/or low density which is in keeping with this Plan. The exception is in the Milford areas where Sussex 
County plans for additional development. New Castle County on the other hand does not appear to 
designate the areas near Smyrna or Clayton for additional development. Finally, the County participated 
in the State’s PLUS process in review of the Comprehensive Plan. 

State Strategies for Policies and Spending_______________________________________ 

While Delaware local governments have authority over land use planning, the state government is 
responsible for much of the infrastructure necessary to support development. The Delaware Strategies 
for Policies and Spending is updated every five years and adopted by the Governor in an effort to 
coordinate land use planning, development activity, and state investment in infrastructure. The 
associated map is developed using both existing local land use plans and analysis of development 
trends. As shown on Map 10A, four investment levels are identified: 

· Levels 1–3 are the areas wherein State policies will support growth and economic development 
activities, with Levels 1 and 2 being the primary focus. In these areas, the State would like to see 
local government land-use policies that promote higher densities and mixed-use type 
development in appropriate areas such that complete communities can be developed—places 
where people could live, play, work, and shop.  

· Level 4 is where state policies will support agriculture, protection of natural resources, and 
open-space activities including the promotion of agriculture industry support activities. In these 
areas, the state would like to see local government land-use policies that are rural in nature and 
that would support agribusiness activities where appropriate in addition to natural resource 
protection and restoration.  

· Out-of-Play Areas are lands that are not available for development or for redevelopment. These 
include publicly owned lands, private conservation lands, lands for which serious legal 
constraints on development are identified, and lands in some form of permanent open-space 
protection (such as Agriculture Preservation or open-space conservation easements).1 

Areas within Kent County’s Growth Zone Overlay District are identified as levels 1-3 while the area 
outside are identified as level 4. As reflected in the Economic Development and Land Use Chapters, 
there are some areas outside of the Growth Zone identified for future industrial development (near 
Harrington and Clayton). Those areas have been identified because of their access to infrastructure and 
                                                           
1 2015 Delaware Strategies for State Policies and Spending (p. 19) 
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proximity to existing industrial development. Both towns have been consulted and the limits of the 
industrial areas reduced to better compliment the towns’ comprehensive plans.  

Policy Emphasis______________________________________________________________________ 

Further facilitate intergovernmental coordination in order to ensure continuity in the planning process 
across jurisdictional boundaries, to improve the quality of life of the citizens of Kent County, promote 
orderly growth, and create sustainable economic development within the County by: 

1. Improving coordination at all governmental levels so that obstacles to development may be 
minimized or avoided and quality of life for County citizens may be maximized; and 

2. Increasing efforts to coordinate with other governmental and nongovernmental agencies to 
simplify and increase the efficiency of land use project review. 

 

Recommendations___________________________________________________________________ 

1. Continue providing permitting and inspection services as well as zoning and subdivision 
ordinance administration as requested by municipalities; 

2. Serve as a resource and participate in municipal comprehensive planning efforts;     

3. The County supports municipal annexation that is consistent with the municipality's certified 
comprehensive plan when the municipality has the ability to provide public services.  In cases 
where a property owner intends to develop property that is within the municipal annexation 
area and contiguous to the municipality, the County should refer that property owner to the 
municipality;  

3.4. Coordinate with the Department of Transportation, Dover/Kent MPO, towns, and community 
members in the development of Transportation Improvement Districts and master planning 
efforts. 

4.5. Continue coordination with the Department of Transportation and Dover/Kent County MPO in 
administration of the APFO – Roads as well as implementation of Transportation Improvement 
Districts; and 

5.6. Continue coordination with applicable municipalities, state agencies, and nongovernmental 
organizations as the recommendations throughout the Comprehensive Plan are implemented 
particularly as the Sub-Area/Transportation Improvement District plans are developed. 
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Chapter 11 

Implementation Strategy 
 
 
Throughout the Comprehensive Plan, specific recommendations for implementing its  policies 
and guidelines are detailed.  A Comprehensive Plan is only a useful tool if it is implemented.  
Some of the recommendations are specific ordinance revisions or planning efforts while others 
are more continuous in nature.  Below is a compilation of the implementation actions of the 
Plan as well as an estimated time-line for completion.  Items identified for short term 
completion are anticipated within the first 18 to 24 months following adoption of the Plan. 
Those identified as intermediate should follow in the next 18 to 24 months. The time-lines 
established are estimates and project priorities as well as completion dates may change 
depending upon available resources. 
 
 

Recommendation   Relevant 
Plan 
Chapter 

Time-line for 
Completion 

Create economic centers of business and commerce around 
existing infrastructure and identify areas designated for 
industrial and business parks, large scale commercial uses, 
and neighborhood commercial uses. The areas designated 
for commercial and industrial development would meet the 
existing requirements for rezoning provided the 
infrastructure is planned for or in place. 

2, 7 Short term 

Modify an existing zoning district or create a new zoning 
district to enable development of Employment Centers. 
Zoning and land development standards should emphasize 
the use of master planning for the designated areas. 

2, 7 Short term 

Establish an administrative site plan review process to 
encourage adaptive reuse of existing developed sites 

2, 7 Short term 

Exempt nonresidential development application from the 
Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance 

2, 7 Short term 

Develop alternatives for expedited and/or administrative 
review for projects resulting in substantial economic impact 
(e.g. jobs creates, median wage, limited impact on 
infrastructure) 

2, 7 Short term 

Examine altering the conditional use process to require 
review only by the Regional Planning Commission 

2, 7 Short term 
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Promote infill projects & development of mixed-use centers 
in targeted locations; Promote more compact patterns of 
development and mixed use development to reduce travel 
demand and to encourage the expansion of the public 
transit system 

2, 3, 5, 7, 8 Ongoing 

Create a site plan exemption for small expansions of 
existing businesses 

2 Short term 

Review and update industrial, commercial, and office uses 
in each zoning district 

2, 7 Short term 

Further support creation of home-based businesses with no 
discernable impact on neighboring properties 

2 Intermediate 

Provide density incentives within targeted locations within 
the Growth Zone, especially within the areas identified for 
Transportation Improvement District Plan 

2, 5, 7, 8 Intermediate 

Continue investment in the Downtown Development 
District grant program 

2, 10 Ongoing 

Explore opportunities to partner with utilities providing 
high speed broadband in an effort to expand access 
throughout the County 

2, 4 Short 
term/Intermediate 

Using GIS web-based tools, update the portfolios for each 
of the identified industrial areas including information 
about existing and planned infrastructure, access to 
transportation (rail and/or highway) surrounding land uses, 
and applicable zoning and land development requirements 
for easy distribution to interested businesses 

2 Short term 

Continue development of the Emerging Enterprise 
Development Center and expand partnerships to offer 
support and training services to tenants 

2 Ongoing 

Continue to protect and promote agriculture and diversity 
in agriculture within Kent County including coordination 
with the Department of Agriculture to develop and 
promote farm markets and other agri-business 
opportunities in the County. Continue pursuing 
opportunities in the Food Innovation District program 

2, 5, 7 Ongoing 

Develop a marketing strategy in partnership with the towns 
as appropriate to effectively advertise the benefits of 
locating in Kent County 

2, 10 Intermediate 
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Understanding that business retention is a fundamental 
component of economic development in Kent County, 
pursue opportunities to support existing business (both 
large and small scale) and encourage growth. Develop a 
comprehensive business retention, expansion, and 
attraction incentive program that would include financial, 
regulatory, review, and zoning incentives that target high 
wage manufacturing and technology jobs as well as the 
agricultural industry including the continuance of Chapter 
191, Article VI, Real Estate Tax Exemption for Industries, of 
the Kent County Code 

2 Intermediate 

Continue the positive working relationship between the 
County and the Dover Air Force Base and maintain zoning 
requirements that protect the base from incompatible land 
uses 

2, 10 Ongoing 

Participate in the City of Dover’s taskforce established to 
address homelessness 

3, 10 Ongoing 

Focus the provision of affordable housing in areas where 
reasonable access to goods and services exists or is planned 
with an emphasis on multi-modal and transit options by 
identifying areas and sites where a special effort will be 
made through rezoning, incentives, or other means to 
provide affordable housing 

2, 3, 7, 8 Ongoing 

Maintain the partnership with the Diamond State 
Community Land Trust to ensure long-term affordable 
homeownership opportunities and preserve investment 
permanently as units remain affordable from one buyer to 
another over time 

3 Ongoing 

Establish an affordable housing trust fund potentially 
funded through a percentage of the “in-lieu” fees paid by 
developers as part of an inclusionary zoning ordinance or 
through a building permit surcharge 

3, 7 Long term 

Explore the creation of a land bank potentially in 
partnership with one or more municipalities to offset the 
impacts of vacant and blighted properties and provide 
affordable housing opportunities 

2, 3, 7, 10 Long term 

Continue contributions to housing-related nonprofits and 
the Delaware State Housing Authority as the budget 
permits 

3 Ongoing 

Coordinate with Housing Alliance Delaware to convene a 
Kent Housing Committee consisting of housing advocates, 
builders, architects, and individuals with knowledge 
regarding underwriting housing financing and available 
funding sources, to advise and assist in implementing the 
recommendations of this chapter, as well as develop 
additional incentives that encourage affordable housing 

2, 3, 7, 10 Intermediate 
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Review all County impact fees and determine the effect of 
reducing or waiving them for developers and nonprofits 
seeking to build affordable housing 

3 Intermediate 

Work with community associations to Identify 
neighborhoods that would benefit from concentrated 
Property Maintenance Code enforcement and seek state 
and federal funds to support the effort 

3 Short 
termOngoing 

Identify opportunities for staff, appointed and elected 
officials to attend Fair Housing training 

3 Ongoing 

Review the Zoning and Subdivision & Land Development 
Ordinances to identify barriers to both diverse and 
affordable housing options 

2, 3, 7, 8 Short term 

Participate in the state’s Assessment of Fair Housing and 
ensure that the County is fulfilling its obligation to 
affirmatively further fair housing 

3, 10 Ongoing 

The County, School Districts, and the Department of 
Education should work together in identifying future school 
sites as part of a School Facilities Master Plan in recognition 
of areas where development is encouraged. Caesar Rodney, 
Smyrna, and Lake Forest are the districts in the greatest 
need of site location. Schools should be located near 
population concentrations to shorten bus trips and 
encourage community investment in that facility 

4 Ongoing 

Recognizing that schools are more than educational 
institutions and also serve as community spaces, Kent 
County and the School Districts should establish 
agreements for use of school facilities by the public for 
outdoor recreation fields and playgrounds, interior gym 
time, or community meeting spaces. Increased cooperation 
can improve the efficient use of limited recreation areas. 

4 Ongoing 

Review the School Surcharge and Adequate Public 
Facility requirements to ensure goals are met and revise as 
warranted 

4 Ongoing 

Promote investment by students of the local colleges to 
connect with the local community. These students could 
see job opportunities, mentors, activities, or housing 
choices they may not have found otherwise and could keep 
them in the County after graduation 

4 Ongoing 

Review and update the Parks and Recreation Strategic Plan 4 Intermediate 
Identify additional parkland area in locations of greatest 
need. These include southwest of Smyrna, northwest of 
Dover, the "Heart of Delaware", and Marydel; Build a 
capital fund to enable land acquisition and development of 
additional parks. 

4 Intermediate 
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Provide path and trail linkages between parks and 
residential communities to minimize automobile usage and 
encourage increased activity 

4, 7, 8 Ongoing 

Coordinate with other agencies to continue the St. Jones 
Greenway Trail 

4 Ongoing 

Explore opportunities to develop a trail connecting the 
Hunn Nature Park, Lebanon Landing, and Tidbury Creek 
Park properties 

4 Long term 

Support State efforts to create a trail along the disused rail 
line running from Smyrna/Clayton through Marydel to 
Maryland in order to provide a recreation opportunity in 
the western portion of the County 

4 Long term 

Expand options and facilities in existing parks to support 
handicap accessibility and inclusion for all persons 

4 Ongoing 

To ensure that new libraries are accessible and located near 
existing resources, any new facility should be located within 
the Growth Zone Overlay District; Continue use of the 
bookmobile and explore partnerships to expand access to 
the library system 

4, 7 Ongoing 

Assess if the current library tax is meeting the needs of the 
facilities and residents 

4 Ongoing 

Continue coordinating with the Parks & Recreation Division 
to create programming for youth and adults in the 
community 

4 Ongoing 

Leverage technology to provide seamless access 4 Ongoing 
Update the Public Safety Strategic Plan 4 Intermediate 
Monitor the need for additional paramedic units specifically 
in the Smyrna, Dover, and Magnolia areas 

4 Ongoing 

Design and implement a Public Safety check-in program for 
elderly and possibly disabled residents. Such a program 
could entail regular calls to registered residents or a 
schedule for participants to contact the call center to check 
in 

4 Intermediate 

Evaluate the existing Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance 
for effectiveness and investigate the use of a building 
permit surcharge to capture development not impacted by 
the APFO 

4 Ongoing 
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Pursue discussions with potential service provider partners 
and identify potential funding sources to support an 
expanded community EMS mission including: 

Increasing access to care in underserved areas;  

Providing telephone advice to 9-1-1 callers instead of 
resource dispatch;  

Using community paramedics or other specially trained 
EMS practitioners for management of high healthcare 
system utilizers or patients at risk for hospital 
admission or readmission, chronic disease 
management, preventive care or post-discharge follow-
up visits; and  

Transporting or referring patients to a broad spectrum 
of appropriate care, not limited to hospital emergency 
departments. 

 

4 Intermediate 

Incentivize and promote development inside the Growth 
Zone Overlay District and locate paramedic stations in areas 
of higher demand in order to manage response times 

4 Ongoing 

Work with the State of Delaware and the Public Service 
Commission to examine methods of planning for water 
service expansion through regional facilities to ensure 
public water is available to areas identified for 
development and infrastructure is not duplicated 

4 Ongoing 

Work with DNREC to identify specific uses such as borrow 
pits that could negatively impact public water supplies and 
develop relevant restrictions specific to the uses 

4 Intermediate 

Coordinate with the Department of Natural Resources and 
Environmental Control to review development and 
permitting standards including infiltration practices and 
impervious cover limitations to prevent the depletion of 
groundwater resources 

4 Intermediate 

Continue to coordinate site plan approval for water 
treatment and storage facilities with site plan approval for 
subdivision and land development 

4 Ongoing 

Recognizing that a public agency is the most efficient, 
effective, and environmentally sensitive method of treating 
and disposing of wastewater, continue to provide efficient 
and cost effective sanitary sewer service in the existing 
Sewer District and to new users through expansion of the 
Sewer District in areas identified for development 

4 Ongoing 
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Provide sewer service within the Growth Zone Overlay 
District that may facilitate infill development within existing 
developed areas and the redevelopment of brownfields, 
abandoned and underutilized properties 

4, 7 Ongoing 

Pursue an ongoing program of enhancements to the 
County’s Geographic Information System 

4, 7, 10 Ongoing 

Continue efforts to improve the efficiency of the 
administration and operation of the sanitary sewer system 
in order to minimize the expense to the sewer customers 

4 Ongoing 

Maintain and continually upgrade the existing sanitary 
sewer conveyance system of pipes, manholes, pump 
stations, and the wastewater treatment facility to help 
ensure trouble-free operation including a funding strategy 
implementing a routine infrastructure replacement 
program while exploring new technologies and techniques 
of wastewater treatment, disposal, and re-use and 
maintaining superior environmental standards 

4 Ongoing 

Improve the efficiency of the existing sewer system by 
increasing the capacity through reduction of infiltration and 
inflow of stormwater and illicit discharges into the sewer 
network 

4 Ongoing 

Continue and expand remediation programs to assist 
communities with high percentages of failing septic systems 
to connect to the public sewer system 

4 Ongoing 

Limit expansions of the Sanitary Sewer District system to 
areas adjacent to the existing district to ensure an orderly 
growth of the system 

4, 7 Ongoing 

Continue coordination efforts with State agencies (Kent 
Conservation District and DNREC) to limit and manage 
stormwater runoff in the most efficient and effective 
manner while respecting natural features and constraints 

4, 10 Ongoing 

Continue participation in the Stormwater Regulatory 
Advisory Committee and Clean Water Council to develop a 
watershed approach to stormwater that assesses design in 
context of broader stormwater conveyance limitations 
within the watershed and better identifies and addresses 
the effect any land development has on the community by 
making provisions for incorporating future watershed 
studies and/or TMDL requirements 

4, 10 Ongoing 

Continue to expand participation in the Stormwater 
Maintenance District Program 

4 Ongoing 

Encourage the use of Low Impact Design particularly for 
projects within the more rural areas of the Growth Zone 
and areas outside of the Growth Zone 

4, 5, 7 Intermediate 

Establish a permitting process for land grading, similar to 
the building permit process, to enable efficient and 
effective inspection and enforcement action 

 Intermediate 
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Facilitate the dissemination of high speed internet service 
to as many residential properties as possible and, more 
importantly, all CAIs. The County can help this effort by 
allowing the base infrastructure to be placed on or through 
government properties 
To allow existing businesses to thrive and to attract new 
businesses, the County must invest in the ability to provide 
the best most reliable broadband internet service. 
Partnering with the private sector and other government 
agencies to support and expand fiber optic internet services 
will be crucial to the modernization and growth of the 
County 

2, 4, 10 Intermediate/Ong
oing 

Require that all utility easements required for the 
subdivision be shown on the record plan fully dimensioned 
and identified as to which utility is served by the easement. 
All utility companies shall be contacted by the applicant 
concerning the need or desire for said utility and approvals 
of utility locations provided from each utility. If a particular 
service will not be installed at the time of construction, but 
is planned for the future, then adequate easements shall be 
provided on the record plan with the written approval of 
the easement locations from the utility company providing 
service 

4 Ongoing 

Require all electrical, telephone, water, sewer, gas, or other 
utilities requiring a centralized facility and providing 
services to multiple development parcels either within or 
outside the subdivision be provided on separate, private 
parcels owned in fee simple or by easement by the 
proprietary utility company and not included within the 
open space calculation for that or any community so served 

4 Ongoing 

Maintain existing environmental standards (wetland 
protection, floodplain standards, stream buffers, 
impervious cover limitations) to protect people, property, 
and the environment 

5, 7 Ongoing 

Carefully weigh the costs and benefits of infrastructure 
investment in areas anticipated to be inundated by sea 
level rise 

4, 5 Ongoing 

Increase the width of non-disturbance areas surrounding 
wetlands, waterbodies and conveyance systems, including 
tax ditches, to an average of 100 feet for 80% of the area, 
to be buffered with a minimum width buffer of 50 feet and, 
if previously cleared of vegetation, require such riparian 
buffer be replanted with native species prevalent in 
riparian areas.  Where the slope along a waterbody exceeds 
15%, the buffer measurement should commence from the 
top of bank.  Required buffers should be designated as un-
subdivided open space 

5, 7 Intermediate 
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Utilize the passive open space provisions of the Subdivision 
and Land Development ordinance to require re-
introduction of wildlife habitats and upland forests 

5, 7 Ongoing 

Help to reduce individual automobile trips through the 
promotion of shared or high occupancy vehicles.  This could 
be done through the redesign of parking requirements for 
commercial uses and the continued promotion of mass 
transit bus stops throughout the County 

5, 7, 8 Intermediate 

Seek to reduce ozone emissions by directing growth into 
areas that are immediately adjacent to employment and 
services 

5, 7, 8 Ongoing 

Explore opportunities to incorporate alternative fuel 
vehicles into the County’s fleet of vehicles used for various 
field operations 

5 Intermediate 

Review existing ordinances for efficacy in meeting Federally 
required Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) requirements 
and make changes where appropriate 

5 Intermediate 

Utilize the Wildlife Action Plan, Green Infrastructure, and 
Source Water Protection maps produced by DNREC in 
conjunction with Land Evaluation Site Assessment (LESA) 
scores in ranking properties for County agricultural land 
preservation funding 

5 Ongoing 

Establish incentives such as reduction of impact fees, 
building permit fees, or density bonuses for 
environmentally sensitive design practices such as 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) 
certification, Energy Star, or green technology best 
management practices 

5 Intermediate 

Work with DNREC and the individual Tax Ditch 
Organizations to explore the feasibility of establishing 
landscape buffers along tax ditches in order to reduce 
erosion along ditch banks, reduce maintenance 
requirements, and improve water quality.  On private 
ditches, where practical, the buffers should be planted on 
the south and west side of the ditch to maximize shading 
and trees and shrubs should be native species.  Trees 
should not be planted within 5 feet of the top of the bank 
to avoid future blockages from roots.  Tree and shrub 
planting in this manner will provide a shading effect 
promoting water quality.  The buffers as well as the channel 
banks should be planted with herbaceous vegetation to aid 
in the reduction of sediment and nutrients entering into the 
conveyance. Grasses, forbs and sedges planted within this 
buffer should be native species, selected for their height, 
ease of maintenance, erosion control, and nutrient uptake 
capabilities 

5, 10 Long term 
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Continue dedicating funds toward the Agricultural Land 
Preservation Program as finances permit 

2, 5, 7 Ongoing 

Revise regulations for cluster subdivisions to ensure enough 
critical mass of open land for continued agriculture use and 
limit the intrusion of suburban development into vital 
agricultural areas 

5, 7 Intermediate 

Continue developing the Food Innovation District program 2, 5 Ongoing 
Coordinate with the Delaware Department of Agriculture 
and the Kent County Farm Bureau to develop an outreach 
and education program to better inform neighbors to 
agriculture about the realities of living near active farming 
(e.g. noise, dust, slow moving traffic). 

5 Ongoing 

Review existing zoning requirements for poultry houses and 
consider including buffering and ventilation standards that 
are becoming more common throughout the industry 

5, 7 Intermediate 

Review and revise the permitted uses in the Agricultural 
Conservation and Agricultural Residential zoning districts to 
better reflect current agricultural practices and businesses 

5, 7 Short term 

Establish additional incentives for the Transfer of 
Development Rights program in an effort to provide equity 
to land owners in areas designated for low density 
development and provide additional protection for areas 
such as upland forest and those containing endangered or 
threatened species. 

5, 7 Long term 

Explore incentives to incorporate historic structures into 
new development 

5 Intermediate 

Consider requiring groundwater impact assessments for 
subdivision and land development projects located in 
excellent recharge areas and ensure such projects are 
forwarded to DNREC for advice and comment 

5 Intermediate 

Through partnerships with state and nongovernmental 
agencies, design education and outreach materials to help 
property owners maintain their historic structures 

6 Intermediate 

Continue to identify, evaluate, and update cultural resource 
surveys and provide survey data in a variety of formats 
including digital mapping and through the Kent County 
website 

6 Ongoing 

Continue capital contributions for maintenance and 
rehabilitation of County owned historic resources 

 Ongoing 

Enact ordinances that support require the documentation, 
protection and/or preservation of important cultural and 
historic resources within the County 

6 Short term 
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Create a zoning classification for Employment Centers. 
Permitted uses should include those that result in job 
creation as opposed to retail and service uses permitted in 
the Commercial Zoning Districts. Uses that support the 
County’s Food Innovation District should be included as 
well 

2, 5, 7 Short term 

Update and expand the uses permitted in the Agricultural 
Conservation and Agricultural Residential Zoning Districts to 
support the modern agricultural industry and the County’s 
Food Innovation District 

2, 5, 7 Short term 

Create a zoning classification or development option within 
existing districts to permit and encourage mixed use 
development particularly in the Town and Village Areas 

2, 3, 5, 7, 8 Short term 

Create a new Agricultural Zoning District available to 
properties outside of the Growth Zone Overlay in order to 
permit by-right uses that support agriculture and are 
reasonable and expected in rural areas 

2, 5, 7 Short term 

Preserve areas for economic development opportunities by 
focusing on growth in Employment Centers, Commercial 
Areas, and Industrial Areas 

2, 7 Ongoing 

Develop in areas with adequate infrastructure and public 
services while protecting the natural resources and rural 
character of the County 

2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 
8 

Ongoing 

Conduct a complete review of Chapter 205 Zoning to 
update zoning districts and permitted uses to more modern 
standards 

2, 3, 7 Short term 
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Portions of the Growth Zone Overlay District boundary do 
not follow natural or man-made boundaries. In many cases, 
the boundary actually bisects individual properties creating 
a challenge in accurately locating the boundary. In addition, 
moderate expansion of the Growth Zone to the west 
between Dover and Smyrna over the planning horizon may 
be reasonable as developable land in the area becomes 
scarce.  Any revisions to the boundary will require a zoning 
map amendment with all associated public notice and 
posting requirements. Individual property owners may 
apply to revise the boundary through the zoning map 
revision process although the Levy Court may also 
proactively alter the Growth Zone boundary. Any expansion 
of the Growth Zone should be contiguous to the existing 
boundary.  Portions of the Growth Zone Overlay District 
boundary do not follow natural or man-made boundaries. 
In many cases, the boundary actually bisects individual 
properties creating a challenge in accurately locating the 
boundary. Any revisions to the boundary will require a 
zoning map amendment with all associated public notice 
and posting requirements. Individual property owners may 
apply to revise the boundary through the zoning map 
revision process although the Levy Court may also 
proactively alter the Growth Zone boundary 

2 Ongoing 

Create a Mixed Use Development Option - For use in the 
Town and Village Areas. Perhaps utilize form based code 
standards 

2, 3, 4, 7, 8 Short term 

Integrate land use with transportation by improving 
coordination between land use and transportation planning 
and project development in order to establish and maintain 
a transportation network that supports anticipated needs 
within the Growth Zone Overlay 

7, 8 Ongoing 

Coordinate with DelDOT and the MPO to develop 
Transportation Improvement Districts, and pursue corridor 
studies for Brenford Road and South State Street 

7, 8, 10 Short term 

Support healthy lifestyles, choices and opportunities, as 
well as reduce air, water and noise pollution by requiring 
facilities such as sidewalks, transit facilities, multi-use paths 
and bikeways as part of both transportation and land 
development projects 

2, 3, 7, 8, 
10 

Ongoing 

Coordinate with DelDOT, DNREC, and the Dover/Kent 
County MPO to continue developing the trail system within 
and among the County parks as well as improve bicycle and 
pedestrian access to the parks 

2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 
10 

Ongoing 
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Continue to apply access management techniques 
preserving and improving the operating condition of 
corridors by regulating the number, spacing and design of 
access points 

8 Ongoing 

Preserve and allow for expansion of existing rail facilities for 
both freight and passenger service, as well as a new 
intermodal freight yard 

2, 8 Ongoing 

Provide aesthetic value by incorporating aesthetic and non-
vehicular improvements in transportation investments 

2, 8, 9 Ongoing 

Permit a mix of residential and nonresidential development 
at densities high enough to support bicycle & pedestrian 
access, as well as transit in the Growth Zone Overlay, 
particularly in areas near municipalities 

2, 3, 5, 7, 8 Ongoing 

Incorporate an architectural review requirement in the 
Regional Planning Commission review and approval process 
including the submission of proposed building elevations 

2, 7, 9 Intermediate 

Revise the Zoning and Subdivision & Land Development 
ordinances to expand the existing Transfer of Development 
Rights development design criteria to other development 
types within the County 

7, 9 Intermediate 

Chain stores, fast-food restaurants, gas stations and 
convenience stores, and big-box retailers must design 
buildings that match the character of the area 

2, 7, 9 Ongoing 

Revise the Cluster Development standards to include 
additional specific standards for natural resource 
protection, buffering, and preservation of viewscapes, as 
well as ensure that proposed cluster developments do not 
result in any greater impact than a conventional 
development. 

5, 7, 9 Intermediate 

Revise the sign standards within the Zoning Ordinance to 
ensure signage is compatible with the area and remains 
unobtrusive while still conveying a message 

7, 9 Intermediate 

Review and revise the County’s parking requirements to 
ensure that sufficient but not excessive parking is provided 
for commercial sites, and permit flexibility in design 

7, 9 Intermediate 

Require the submission of pattern books in conjunction 
with higher density and mixed use major subdivision 
applications within the Growth Zone Overlay District 

7, 9 Intermediate 

Ensure that subdivision and street design meet the needs of 
emergency vehicles while at the same time respecting the 
pedestrian scale of development 

7, 8, 9 Ongoing 

Continue providing permitting and inspection services as 
well as zoning and subdivision ordinance administration as 
requested by municipalities 

10 Ongoing 

Serve as a resource and participate in municipal 
comprehensive planning efforts 

10 Ongoing 
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The County supports municipal annexation that is 
consistent with the municipality's certified comprehensive 
plan when the municipality has the ability to provide public 
services.  . In cases where a property owner intends to 
develop property that is within the municipal annexation 
area and contiguous to the municipality, the County should 
refer that property owner to the municipality 

2, 10 Ongoing 

Coordinate with the Department of Transportation, 
Dover/Kent MPO, towns, and community members in the 
development of Transportation Improvement Districts and 
master planning efforts 

2, 8, 10 Short term 

Continue coordination with the Department of 
Transportation and Dover/Kent County MPO in 
administration of the APFO – Roads as well as 
implementation of Transportation Improvement Districts 

7, 8, 10 Ongoing 

Continue coordination with applicable municipalities, state 
agencies, and nongovernmental organizations as the 
recommendations throughout the Comprehensive Plan are 
implemented particularly as the Sub-Area/Transportation 
Improvement District plans are developed 

2, 7, 8, 10 Ongoing 

 


